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It is a well known pricinple of economics that when members of society do not coordinate and instead act independently in a self-interested fashion, the resulting outcome
typically does not achieve the maximum possible total social welfare. Thus, there is often a cost to competitive behavior. This phenomenon, often refered to as the “Tragedy of
the Commons”, can explain the underlying cause of many diverse problems, including
industrial over-pollution, nuclear proliferation, and over-fishing. In all these settings,
decentralized and selfish behavior leads to suboptiml outcomes in which all parties suffer. In this thesis, we explore the extent to which a similar lack of centralized control in
the design, formation, and operation of the Internet might likewise lead to an inefficient,
unreliable, and needlessly expensive network.
To study such scenarios, we apply the tools of game theory. This branch of mathematics allows us to formally describe these competitve environments, which we call
games. Self-interested agents are represented as players, who seek to maximize their
own private welfare. The stable solutions reached by these competing players are called
Nash equilibria. In this thesis, we consider a number of games which model various
aspects of competition in the Internet, and seek to quantify the extent to which the lack
of centralized control decreases social welfare. In particular, we study games that model
the competitive creation of networks and the pricing of network services, and we examine how collusion can make matters even worse. Our primary goal is to compare the

quality of Nash equilibria to that of centrally designed solutions.
We first introduce a game that models network formation. We show that while worst
case selfish behavior is very costly, in a broad class of games, the best stable solutions
are just as good as those that are designed centrally. In other words, for a large class of
network creation games, selfish behavior need not lessen social welfare. We then consider the computational complexity of finding such stable outcomes. We also explore
how minor resitrictions on players’ choices can lead to dramatically better outcomes. In
particular, we show that by enforcing a certain degree of “fairness” in our network formation game, the cost of solutions reached through selfish play improves dramatically.
We next consider a game in which players set prices for network services, and compete with each other for customers. We provide conditions under which Nash equilibria
are guaranteed to exist, and show that for a broader class of games, equilibria are always
close to optimal. Lastly, we propose a framework to model the formation of coalitions,
and study these coalitions in the context of a simple load-balancing game. We show that
despite the apparent increase in the level of coordination, limited collusion can actually
decrease the quality of solutions that are reachable through selfish play. However, we
prove that for a large class of games, this increase is always small.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Traditional network design seeks to construct and operate networks so as to optimize
some feature or features of the network, such as cost, average delay, congestion, or
connectivity. Although there are many well studied and understood variants of this
problem, nearly all work in the field operates under the assumption that a single authority
is responsible for constructing an optimal (or near-optimal) solution. In other words,
a single centralized designer is presumed to exist, with the ability to single-handedly
construct a solution, and an interest only in optimizing the overall quality of the system.
However, many real large-scale networks, most notably the Internet, do not fall within
this framework. The construction and operation of such networks are not orchestrated by
some benevolent and centralized authority. Instead, these networks evolve through the
interaction, both competitive and collaborative, of self-interested agents. Each agent has
some limited and local objectives that he is interested in optimizing. Collectively, the
goals of the agents may coincide with the objectives considered in traditional network
design, but individually, each agent is unconcerned with any notion of a global objective
function.
For example, consider the generalized Steiner forest problem; given a network with
edge costs and a list of terminal pairs, we seek to select the cheapest edge-set that connects all given pairs. This is a classical problem, and has been well studied as a simple
model of cost-efficient network design. But consider what happens if instead of having
a central designer, we have distinct agents, each responsible for connecting a single terminal pair as cheaply as possible. In this case, there may be solutions that are globally
1
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very cheap, but require the cooperation of many agents. If some of these agents have
alternate routes available to them, they may abandon the remaining agents to save on
cost. The remaining agents, however, may not have alternative options available, and
now a smaller number of them must cover the same cost as before. Hence competitive
play can settle on a solution that is more expensive than one designed by a central authority. The primary goal of this thesis is to understand the price of decentralizing this
and related network-based problems.
Game theory provides a natural tool to study such a scenario. By modeling the behavior of self-interested agents as a game, we can explore the stable outcomes – the
Nash equilibria – that may result from these competitive interactions. Our primary interest lies in studying the quality of these solutions, which in the above example would
best be defined as the cost of the resulting network. Game theory is full of examples in
which the self interested behavior of agents leads to a “tragedy of the commons” [31],
in which all players fare far worse than they would have in a centrally dictated solution
(The Prisoners’ Dilemma, described in chapter 2, is perhaps the best known example of
this). Hence it is reasonable to try to quantify the cost of selfish behavior. How much
more will selfish agents spend than would a single centralized designer? More precisely,
we are interested in measuring the price of anarchy, as introduced by Koutsoupias and
Papadimitriou [45, 54], which compares the value of the worst-case Nash equilibria to
that of the optimal solution. A low price of anarchy indicates that completely unregulated and selfish behavior does not cause a tragedy of the commons; the resulting stable
outcome may not be optimal, but it will be nearly so.
Another important issue to explore in this area is the middle ground between centrally enforced solutions and completely unregulated anarchy. In most networking applications, it is not the case that agents are completely unrestricted; rather, they interact
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with an underlying protocol that essentially proposes a collective solution to all participants, who can each either accept it or defect from it. As a result, it is in the interest of
the protocol designer to seek the best Nash equilibrium; this can naturally be viewed as
the optimum, subject to the constraint that the solution be stable, with no agent having
an incentive to unilaterally defect from it once it is offered. Hence, one can view the
ratio of the solution quality at the best Nash equilibrium relative to the global optimum
as a price of stability, since it captures the problem of optimization subject to this constraint. Some of our recent work with Anshelevich, Dasgupta, Kleinberg, Tardos, and
Roughgarden [8, 7], as well as research by Correa, Schulz, and Stier Moses [17], has
explored this definition (which we termed the “optimistic price of anarchy” in [8]); it
stands in contrast to the larger line of work in algorithmic game theory on the price of
anarchy, which is more suited to worst-case analysis of situations with essentially no
protocol mediating interactions among the agents. Indeed, one can view the activity
of a protocol designer seeking a good Nash equilibrium as being aligned with the general goals of mechanism design — producing a game that yields good outcomes when
players act in their own self-interest.
This thesis will examine the behavior of selfish agents in networks. We will consider
an abstracted view of the operation and development of networks, based primarily on the
Internet. In particular, we consider the Internet as being designed, built, and maintained
by numerous and distinct Autonomous Systems. These economically-minded interests
are responsible for creating the main backbone links that connect distant servers and
local area networks. Acting as service providers, these companies charge network users
for access to the connections they have formed. The network users then choose between
competing service providers, and decide how to route their own traffic in the given
network. Like the autonomous systems, network users are also economically motivated,
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and are sensitive to both prices and the quality of service they recieve.
In this thesis, we consider games that seek to model network formation, the pricing
of networks for selfish traffic, and collusion among players in network-based settings.
The focus of our study is the price of anarchy and price of stability in these games, but
we also consider other issues such as computability, convergence of natural play, and
the effects of forming coalitions in games.

1.2 Models and Results
Here we provide an informal summary of the models and results presented in this thesis.

1.2.1 Competitive Network Formation
We first consider two related games that model the construction of a network by independent, competitive agents. In these games, there are k players, each of whom has a set
of specified terminals in an underlying network. Each players selects a tree connecting
his terminals. Players must pay for the edges in their tree, and seek to minimize their
payments. When multiple players use an edge, they may share its cost. Thus, agents
have an incentive to cooperate with each other in building a shared network. However,
they will not cooperate if they can lower their expenses by joining their terminals along
a less collaborative yet cheaper tree. To complete the description of the game, we need
only define how players may share edge costs. The two games we consider correspond
to two different sharing rules.
We formally introduce this model in chapter 3, and consider the variant in which
the sharing of edge costs is completely unregulated; any division of cost among players
using an edge is acceptable so long as the edge is fully paid for. More formally, every
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agent specifies payments towards the edges in their selected tree. They seek to pay as
little as possible yet must ensure that all edges in their tree are fully paid for. We refer
to this as unrestricted cost sharing. We show that even among such games with only
two players, each with only two terminals, there are examples in which no pure Nash
equilibrium exists. Furthermore, even when equilibria exist, the price of stability may
be O(k).
In light of this, we consider approximate equilibria. We say that a solution is an
α-approximate Nash equilibrium if no player can improve their utility by more than a
factor of α by deviating from their current strategy. We show that in any game, there is
always a 3-approximate Nash equilibrium that purchases the optimal network. Further,
we prove that this guarantee is within a factor of two from the best possible bound, and
introduce efficient algorithms that produce solutions nearly matching our guarantee.
We also consider a class of instances where much stronger positive results apply.
We call a game single-source if all players share a single fixed terminal and have one
additional terminal. Such a game can be viewed as modeling agents attempting to build
connections to a central server. We prove that in single-source games, not only do Nash
equilibria always exist, but there are always equilibria that build the optimal network.
While finding such a network is NP-complete, we show that given any good approximation to the optimal Steiner tree, we can efficiently construct a solution that is arbitrarily
close to a Nash equilibrium of lesser or equal cost. A useful interpretation of this is that
a central authority can subsidize a very small portion of the desired network, and the
players will be content to purchase the remainder.
However, both the lack of equilibria in general games and the potential for a high
price of stability are troubling. To address these problems, we consider limiting players’
strategies. In chapter 4 we provide a dramatic demonstration of the power of mecha-
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nism design. We show that we can guarantee that pure Nash equilibria exist simply by
requiring that players sharing an edge divide up its cost evenly, which we refer to as fair
cost sharing. Furthermore, under the fair sharing rule, the price of stability in general
games drops from k to log(k), a bound we prove to be tight. Thus, with only a minor
and arguably fair restriction, the quality of outcomes in this game improve drastically.
This model also admits a number of natural extensions. In particular, we generalize this game to a set-based (as opposed to network-based) game. From a networking
perspective, such a model encompasses games where players have stronger connectivity
requirements. We extend our results to models in which edge costs are not constant,
but instead are more realistic cost functions that increase with the number of users in a
buy-at-bulk fashion. We also consider the addition of congestion based latencies to edge
costs, convergence issues, and a weighted generalization of the game.

1.2.2 Pricing Networks for Selfish Users
In the two models dicussed so far, the explicit goal of the players constructing the network is to connect their terminals. In reality, the primary objective of the corporations
that build large-scale networks is to generating revenue by acting as service providers
and charging users for network access. These companies are only interested in the connections they create to the extent that they are profitable. In particular, this suggests
that if we are to model how networks are built and designed, we must first understand
the role played by the potential network users. Presumably such users are themselves
rational, self-interested agents, who seek service that is both cheap and fast. How do
network designers behave when both their clients and their competition act in a competitive fashion? Our next step is to develop a model that captures the interaction between
such price-setting service providers and the selfish network users they serve.
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We initiate the study of pricing networks for selfish users in chapter 5 with a simple
game played on a network of parallel links. Players in this game are service providers
who compete for network users. Each player controls a single link, and charges users
for access to that link. Each link has a latency function that specifies how the latency
experienced by traffic on a link increases as the volume of traffic on that link increases.
Once prices on links are set, network users select a service provider based on price and
latency. The total volume of user demand depends on quality service in the natural way;
as latency and cost increase, demand for network access decreases. Players gather profit
based on the prices they set and the resulting volume of traffic that chooses to use their
links.
We are again interested in the level of social welfare attained when all parties act
in a self-interested manner. However, unlike in the previous two chapters, total social
welfare can not be fully captured by only considering the profit gathered by the players;
to do so would ignore the potential value gathered by network users who recieve a high
quality of service. Thus we consider social welfare to include both firm profits and
user welfare. We prove that for a large class of these games, the price of anarchy is a
small constant (assuming pure equilibria exist). In other words, even worst-case selfish
behavior does not significantly decrease social welfare. Furthermore, we show that pure
equlibria always do exist when latencies are linear.

1.2.3 The Effect of Coalition Formation
The final model we consider addresses the issue of collusion in games. Nearly all work
in algorithmic game theory uses Nash equilibrium as the solution concept, i.e., defines
Nash equilibrium as the outcome in a competitive game. The Nash equilibrium concept is based on the assumption that every player acts independently, in a solely self-
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interested fashion. And yet, we know that in reality, this tends not to be the case. In
many competitive situations, the participating agents do collude: contracts are made,
businesses agree to cooperate, and corporations merge. Just as we must acknowledge
that agents may not all cooperate for the greater good, we must also recognize that, in
many cases, agents will form small coalitions to improve their collective well-being.
In chapter 6, we present a formal framework to model static collusion in competitive
games. We consider these coalitions in the context of a simple symmetric load-balancing
game, in which players assign jobs to machines with load dependant latencies. We show
the surprising result that when players collude in small groups, the price of anarchy can
actually increase. In other words, the quality of the equilibria reached through limited
coordination can in fact be worse than those reached in an entirely decentralized fashion.
We use the price of collusion to denote the factor by which the price of anarchy
can increase when coalitions form in a game. The main result of this chapter is a proof
that the price of collusion for our simple load-balancing game is a small constant when
latencies are either convex or concave. For the case of convex latencies, we also prove
that pure equilibria exist even after coalitions are formed. We do not know this to be true
for concave latencies, and thus for these latencies, we also consider mixed equilibria and
prove a slightly weaker bound on the price of collusion.

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Game Theory
In the section we review the basic concepts and definitions of game theory that are
required to read this thesis. For a more thorough treatment of this matrial, see Fudenberg
and Tirole [28].

2.1.1 Games and Strategies
A strategic-form game, henceforth refered to simply as a game, contains a set of players
{1, . . . , k}, and a strategy space Si for each player i. We will sometimes refer to players
as agents. We say an element Si ∈ Si is a pure strategy for player i, and we call a
k-tuple S = (S1 , . . . Sk ) consisting of one pure strategy for each player a pure strategy.
A strategy can be thought of as specifying an action for each player.
To completely specify a game, we must decide how players evaluate strategies. Thus
for each player i, we have a payoff function ui , mapping pure strategies to real values.
The value of ui(S) represents the utility player i recieves when each player selects a
strategy as specified by S. Each player seeks to select a strategy so as to maximize his
utility, given the strategies choosen by the other players. We assume that the structure
of the game is common knowledge to all players.
For a concrete example, consider the following well known game, called The Prisoners’ Dilemma. Two crooks are caught leaving the scene of the crime and are brought
to the police station, where they are kept in separate cells. Both must choose between
two strategies; each crook can either cooperate and say nothing, or can defect, turning
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Table 2.1: The Prisoners’ Dilemma.
C

D

C

(-1,-1)

(-5,0)

D

(0,-5)

(-4,-4)

his partner in. If both crooks cooperate and remain silent, the minimal evidence they left
behind is only enough to send them to jail for a single year each. If the crooks defect
and turn each other in, they will both be sent to jail for four years. Finally, if one crook
cooperates but his partner defects, the police will happily close the case, sending the
cooperative crook to jail for five years, and letting the defector walk free.
This is naturally modeled as a game in which the crooks are the players. Both players
have two strategies available to them; to cooperate (C), or to defect (D). The payoff for
a player and a given strategy is the negative of the number of years he would spend in
jail given the strategies selected. For example, u 1 (C, D) = −5, since player 1 will go to
jail for five years if he cooperates while his partner defects. We can represent this game
easily as a 2-dimensional matrix, as shown in Table 2.1.
In this table, rows correspond to the strategy selected by the first player, and columns
to the second player. The entry at each coordinate indicates the utility recieved by the
first and second player respectively for that particular pure strategy.
Note that unlike the simple example of the Prisoners’ Dilemma, for many of the
games we consider in this thesis, the game description (the strategy spaces S i and the
payoff functions ui (S)) will be given implicitly. For example, we will consider games
in which player strategies may correspond to subsets of edges in some graph. We also
consider games in which player strategies contain any non-negative real value, in which
case an explicit game description would not even be finite.
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2.1.2 Nash Equilibria
A pure Nash equilibrium is a pure strategy from which no player can unilaterally deviate
and thereby improve his utility. More precisely, a pure strategy S = (S 1 , . . . , Sk ) is a
pure Nash equilibrium if for any player i and for any other strategy S i ∈ Si for player i,
ui(S1 , . . . , Si−1 , Si, Si+1 , . . . , Sk ) ≤ ui (S1 , . . . , Si−1 , Si , Si+1 , . . . , Sk ).
A pure Nash equilibrium is meant to represent the stable outcome of a game played
by rational, self-interested agents. If we consider the Prisoners’ Dilemma and apply
the definition given above, we can easily verify that the only pure Nash equilibrium is
(D, D). In other words, we should expect that if the crooks are rational and selfish, they
will both turn each other in.
At first blush, this seems remarkably dumb; shouldn’t they both cooperate and spend
one year each in prison, instead of four? However, consider the perspective of one of
the crooks. Suppose he knows that his partner is going to defect and turn him in. He can
choose to do likewise and spend four years in jail, or cooperate, in which case he will
have five years in the pen. Clearly the former is preferable. Now suppose that instead,
he knows his partner will cooperate. In this case, his choice is between one and zero
years in prison, but again, turining his partner in minimizes his time in the clink. Thus
the only stable outcome is for both players to defect.
We now consider another very simple game, known as Matching Pennies. Here we
have two players, each of whom has a coin that they can turn to be heads up (H) or tails
up (T ). Player 1 “wins” (i.e. recieves some utility) if the two coins match, and player 2
wins if they do not. As before, we can describe such a game as shown in Table 2.2.
While neither an exciting nor particularly interesting game, it brings up a key point;
pure Nash equilibrium need not exist. Clearly there are only four pure strategies, and it
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Table 2.2: Matching Pennies.
H

T

H

(1,0)

(0,1)

T

(0,1)

(1,0)

is equally obvious that none of these are stable. Every pure strategy has a player who
loses, and this player clearly has an incentive to flip his coin.
However, it turns out if we allow players to randomize over their stratgies, then
stable solutions do exist. A mixed strategy A i for player i is a random distribution over
pure strategies in player i’s strategy space. A mixed strategy A = (A1 , . . . , Ak ) consists
of a mixed strategy for each player. In a mixed strategy, there is a distribution over
outcomes, and thus players are interested in their expected utility. More formally, we
can define
ui (A) =



ui (S) ·

S



Pr[Aj chooses strategy Sj ].

j

A mixed Nash equilibrium is defined exactly as a pure Nash equilibrium, with mixed
strategies in place of pure ones.
For example, consider the Matching Pennies game and suppose player 1 randomly
chooses H and T with equal probability. Then for player 2, the expected utility for
selecting both H and T is 1/2. Thus if both players select both heads and tails with
probability 1/2, then neither can change to another mixed strategy and gather a greater
utility.
Nash’s much celebrated theorem states that such a mixed equilibrium always exists.
The following version of this theorem is not the most general, but will be sufficient for
the purposes of this thesis.
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Theorem 2.1.1 (Nash 1951) In any game with a finite number of players, a finite strategy space for each player, and real-valued payoff functions has a mixed Nash equilibrium.
During the course of this thesis, we will prefer to consider pure equilibria, since in
many settings, these more accurately reflect natural game play. However, in some cases
pure equilibria are not guaranteed to exist, and thus we will extend our results to mixed
equilibria when possible.

2.1.3 Evaluating the Outcome of a Game
The primary goal of this thesis is to understand the cost of selfish behavior. In particular,
we want to compare the quality of solutions (i.e. strategies) reached in an uncoordinated
and self-interested manner to the quality of those that can be reached by a centralized
designer. To do this, we need to discuss what we mean by quality.
We take the quality of a solution to be its social welfare. We will specify precisely
what we mean by this for any particular game we consider. However, generally we will
view the social welfare of a strategy as the total (or equivalently, average) utility recieved
by each player. Formally, we say that the social welfare of a strategy S is
c(S) =



ui (S).

i

Similarly, we define the social welfare of a mixed strategy to be expected total player
utility.
In this thesis, the one exception to this definition of social welfare appears in chapter
5. Here we consider a game in which players charge network users for service. We extend the definition of social welfare of a strategy to include both the total player utility
and the total utility that users (who themselves are not explicitly modeled as players)
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gather by recieving service. We note that there are other reasonable definitions of solution quality, such as the egaltarian measure of minimum player utility. For the purposes
of this thesis however, we will only consider social welfare.
We now have the tools to formally compare centralized solutions to decentralized
solutions. For any given game, define OPT to be a strategy that maximizes social
welfare. Typically, such a solution is not a Nash equilibrium. We are interested in
comparing the cost of this solution to the cost of pure Nash equilibria.
Unfortunately, there may be multiple stable outcomes of a given game, possibly
with different costs. Therefore, we will define BN to be a pure Nash equilibrium of
maximum social value, and W N to be a pure Nash equilibrium of minimum social
value. We define the price of anarchy [45]1 of the given game to be
PA =

c(OPT )
.
c(W N)

Similarly, we define the price of stability [7] to be
PS =

c(OP T )
.
c(BN)

When the price of anarchy of a particular game is small, we have the following very
strong guarantee; any stable solution reached by rational, selfish agents is nearly as good
as a solution that could be designed by a single, central authority. When possible, we
would like to prove that the price of anarchy of a given game is small.
Often, such a result is not possible. However, even if the price of anarchy is large,
the price of stability may still be small. In such a case, a central authority would be in the
position to propose to the players a nearly optimal solution from which no player would
have any incentive to deviate. Considering the price of stability can thus be viewed as a
1

Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou define the price of anarchy in terms of mixed equilibria, but for most of this thesis, we will focus on pure equilibria.
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compromise between considering fully cooperative solutions and those that are reached
in an entirely uncoordinated fashion.
For convenience, when the games we consider involve costs (i.e. when utilities are
negative), we will invert the definitions of price of anarchy and price of stability. Thus,
these values are always at least 1. Also, as mentioned above, we will typically restrict
ourselves to pure Nash equilbria, but the analogous definitions for the price of anarchy
and the price of stability can be applied to mixed equilibria as well.

2.2 Related Work
In this section, we discuss previous work that is relevant to a significant portion of this
thesis. We review the research that has particular relevance to specific chapters in the
corresponding introductions.
The price of anarchy was introduced by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou in [45, 54]
and first applied to bound the cost of selfish behavior in a simple load-balancing game.
In this game, each player controls a single weighted job. Each job must be processed on
one of a number of machines. Each machine i has a load-dependent latency function,
indicating the delay experienced by a user who schedules his job on i, given the total
weight of all jobs scheduled for processing on i. Latencies are assumed to be linear
and increasing. To measure the quality of a given solution, the authors consider the
maximum delay experienced by any player. For stable solutions, they consider general
mixed equilibria, i.e., solutions in which players may randomize over the set of machines
on which to schedule their job. The primary focus of this paper is to bound the price of
anarchy. The particular bounds they present depend on the number of machines, as well
as whether or not the machines involved have the same latency functions.
Roughgarden and Tardos [63, 61] consider the price of anarchy in a similar game
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in which players route flow through a general network and attempt to minimize the
latency they experience. In contrast to [45], they considered a nonatomic game, meaning
that instead of k players, there is a continuum of players routing flow, each of whom
individually controls a negligible volume of traffic. In this model there is no distinction
between randomized and pure equilibria. In evaluating a solution [63, 61] consider
social welfare (the sum of user delays), while [45] consider the egalitarian objective
function of the worst delay.
Kothari, Suri, Tóth and Zhou [66, 44] were the first to focus on the social welfare
(average delay) and pure Nash equilibria in a discrete load-balacing game. The social
welfare of Nash equilibria in discrete routing and load-balancing games were further
explored by Christodoulou and Koutsoupias [15, 16] and Awerbuch, Azar and Epstein
[9], who extended the results to weighted games and mixed equilibria.
The nonatomic and unit job versions of the discrete routing and load balancing
games are all special cases of congestion games. In a congestion game, the cost of
using a machine or an edge depends on its load. Congestion games were introduced by
Rosenthal [58] as a broad class of games possessing pure equilibria. Rosenthal proved
that any congestion game is an exact potential game, a game where selfish moves are
local steps that decrease a potential function Φ.
More formally, a game is an exact potential game if there exists a function Φ, from
strategies to real values, such that for any strategies A and A  that only differ in the
ith coordinate, Φ(A) − Φ(A ) = ui (A) − ui (A ). In other words, when any player
changes their strategy, the change in Φ tracks the change in their cost exactly. For finite
games, the existence of such a function guarantees a pure Nash equilibrium (e.g., the
minimum of Φ). Later, Monderer and Shapley [52] proved the converse; every potential
game is equivalent to a congestion game. Fabrikant et al. [24] study the complexity of
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computing Nash equilibria in certain classes of congestion games.
The bulk of the work in this thesis is based on four papers, the first three of which
have appeared in conference proceedings. Chapter 3 is based on joint work with Anshelevich, Dasgupta, and Tardos [8]. Chapter 4 is based on joint work with Anshelevich,
Dasgupta, Kleinberg, Tardos and Roughgarden [7]. Chapters 5 and 6 are both based on
joint work with Hayrapetyan and Tardos [32, 33].

Chapter 3
Network Creation with Arbitrary Cost Sharing
3.1 Introduction
In many network settings, the system behavior arises from the actions of a large number of independent agents, each motivated by self-interest and optimizing an individual
objective function. As a result, the global performance of the system may not be as
good as in a case where a central authority can simply dictate a solution; rather, we need
to understand the quality of solutions that are consistent with self-interested behavior.
Recent theoretical work has framed this type of question in the following general form:
how much worse is the solution quality at a Nash equilibrium 1, relative to the quality
at a centrally enforced optimum? Questions of this genre have received considerable
attention in recent years, for problems including routing [61, 63, 17], load balancing
[20, 21, 45, 60], and facility location [67].
In this chapter, we introduce a game that models competitive network creation, and
study the price of stability for this game. We consider a simple network design game
where every agent has a specific connectivity requirement, i.e. each agent has a set of
terminals and wants to build a network in which his terminals are connected. Each edge
that can be built in the network has a cost, and each agent’s goal is to pay as little as
possible. When multiple players use a particular edge, they can share the cost of that
edge, and thus there is an incentive for players to cooperate.
More precisely, we study the following network game, which we call the connection
game with arbitrary cost sharing. For each game instance, we are given an undirected
1

Recall that a Nash equilibrium is a state of the system in which no agent has an
interest in unilaterally changing its own behavior.
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graph G with non-negative edge costs. Let k denote the number of players in a game.
Players form a network by purchasing some subgraph of G. Each player has a set of
specified terminal nodes that he would like to see connected in the purchased network.
With this as their goal, players offer payments indicating how much they will contribute
towards the purchase of each edge in G. If the players’ payments for a particular edge e
sum to at least the cost of e, then the edge is considered bought, which means that e is
added to our network and can now be used by any player.
Each player would like to minimize his total payments, but insists on connecting
all of his terminals. We allow the cost of any edge to be shared by multiple players.
Furthermore, once an edge is purchased, any player can use it to satisfy his connectivity
requirement, even if that player contributed nothing to the cost of this edge. Finding the
centralized optimum of the connection game, i.e. the network of bought edges which
minimizes the sum of the players’ contributions, is the classic network design problem
of the generalized Steiner tree [4, 29].
Our primary focus will be on the price of stability for pure equilibria in this game. In
addition to the price of stability, we will also consider the price of anarchy, approximate
equilibria, and the existence of pure equilibria. In a game theoretic context it might
seem natural to also consider mixed Nash equilibria, in which agents can randomly
choose between different strategies. However, since we are modeling the construction
of large-scale networks, randomizing over strategies is not a realistic option for players.

3.1.1 Results
We begin in section 3.2 with a formal definition of our game. We prove some basic
properties of Nash equilibria for this game that are used throughout this chapter. An example for which pure equilibria do not exist is presented, and a simple example is given
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that demonstrates that the price of anarchy can be as large as the number of players,
even for very simple networks.
In section 3.3 we consider the special case when the goal of each player is to connect
a single terminal to a common source. We prove that in this case, there is a Nash
equilibrium, the cost of which is equal to the cost of the optimal network. In other words,
with a single source and one terminal per player, the price of stability is 1. Furthermore,
given an ε > 0 and an α-approximate solution to the optimal network, we show how
to construct in polynomial time an (1 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium (players only
benefit by a factor of (1 + ε) in deviating) whose total cost is within a factor of α to the
optimal network.
We then generalize these results in two ways. First, we extend the results to the case
when the graph is directed and players seek to establish a directed path from their terminal to the common source. Note that problems in directed graphs are often significantly
more complicated than their undirected counterparts [13, 25]. Second, we relax the
requirement that players connect their terminals. Instead, we suppose that player i has
some maximum cost max(i) that he is willing to pay, and would rather stay unconnected
if his cost exceeds max(i).
In section 3.5 we consider the more general case in which players may want to
connect more than two terminals, and do not necessarily share a single source node. As
we show in section 3.2, such games may not have any pure Nash equilibrium. Even
when deterministic Nash equilibria do exist, the costs of different equilibria may differ
by as much as a factor of k, the number of players, and even the price of stability may
be nearly k. However, in section 3.5 we prove that there is always a 3-approximate
equilibrium that pays for the optimal network. Furthermore, we show how to construct
in polynomial time a (4.65+ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium whose total cost is within
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a factor of 2 to the optimal network.
Lastly, in section 3.6 we show that determining whether or not a Nash equilibrium
exists is NP-complete when the number of players is part of the input. We also give a
lower bound on the degree of instability that necessarily arises if we insist on building
an optimal network.

3.1.2 Related Work
Our game is a simple model of how different service providers build and maintain the
Internet topology. We use a game theoretic version of network design problems considered in approximation algorithms [29]. Fabrikant et al [23] study a different network
creation game. Network games similar to that of [23] have also been studied for modeling the creation and maintenance of social networks [10, 35]. In the network games
considered in [10, 23, 35] each agent corresponds to a single node of the network, and
agents can only buy edges adjacent to their nodes. This model of network creation seems
extremely well suited for modeling the creation of social networks. However, in the context of communication networks like the Internet, agents are not directly associated with
individual nodes, and can build or be responsible for more complex networks.
There are many situations where agents can and do benefit by sharing the costs of
certain expensive links in a network. Unlike the model presented in [23], the game
we consider allows such cost sharing. Various forms of cost sharing have been studied
extensively in the literature (see e.g. [26, 36] and the references there). The bulk of this
work tends to assume a fixed underlying set of edges. Jain and Vazirani [37] and Kent
and Skorin-Kapov [43] consider cost-sharing for a single source network design game.
Cost-sharing games assume that there is a central authority that designs and maintains
the network, and decides appropriate cost-shares for each agent, depending on the graph
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and all other agents, via a complex algorithm. The goal is to design a mechanism where
truth-telling is a dominant strategy for the agents, i.e. selfish agents do not find it in
their interest to misreport their utility (in hopes of being included in the network at a
lesser costs). The agents’ only role is to report their utility for being included in the
network. Jain and Vazirani give a truthful mechanism to share the cost of the minimum
spanning tree, which is a 2-approximation for the Steiner tree problem. In contrast, in
the game we consider there is no central authority designing the Steiner tree or cost
shares. Rather, we study Nash equilibria of our game. Also, in our game, agents must
offer payments for each edge of the tree (modeling the cooperation of selfish agents),
while in a mechanism design framework, agents pay the mechanism for the service, and
do not care what edge they contribute to.

3.2 Model and Preliminaries
The Connection Game We now formally define the connection game for k players.
Let an undirected graph G = (V, E) be given, with each edge e having a nonnegative
cost c(e). Each player i has a set of terminal nodes that he must connect. The terminals
of different players do not have to be distinct. A strategy of a player is a payment
function pi , where pi (e) is how much player i is offering to contribute to the cost of

edge e. Any edge e such that i pi (e) ≥ c(e) is considered bought, and Gp denotes the
graph of bought edges with the players offering payments p = (p 1 , . . . , pk ). Since each
player must connect his terminals, all of the player’s terminals must be connected in G p .

However, each player tries to minimize his total payments, e∈E pi (e).
A Nash equilibrium of the connection game is a payment function p such that, if
players offer payments p, no player has an incentive to deviate from his payments. This
is equivalent to saying that if p j for all j = i are fixed, then pi minimizes the payments
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of player i. A (1 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium is a function p such that no player
i could decrease his payments by more than a factor of 1 + ε by deviating, i.e. by using
a different payment function pi  .

Some Properties of Nash Equilibria

Here we present several useful properties of

Nash equilibria in the Connection Game. Suppose we have a Nash equilibrium p, and
let T i be the smallest tree in Gp connecting all terminals of player i. It follows from the
definitions that (1) Gp is a forest, (2) each player i only contributes to costs of edges on
T i , and (3) each edge is either paid for fully or not at all.
Property 1 holds because if there was a cycle in Gp , any player i paying for any
edge of the cycle could stop paying for that edge and decrease his payments while his
terminals would still remain connected in the new graph of bought edges. Similarly,
Property 2 holds since if player i contributed to an edge e which is not in T i , then he
could take away his payment for e and decrease his total costs while all his terminals
would still remain connected. Property 3 is true because if i was paying something for


e such that i pi (e) > ce or ce > i pi (e) > 0, then i could take away part of his
payment for e and not change the graph of bought edges at all.
s1

1
a

1 d
t2

s2
b 1

c
1

t1

Figure 3.1: A game with no Nash equilibria.

Nash Equilibria May Not Exist

It is not always the case that selfish agents can agree

to pay for a network. There are instances of the connection game which have no deter-
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ministic Nash equilibria. In Figure 3.1, there are 2 players, one wishing to connect node
s1 to node t1 , and the other s2 to t2 . Now suppose that there exists a Nash equilibrium
p. By Property 1 above, in a Nash equilibrium Gp must be a forest, so assume without
loss of generality it consists of the edges a, b, and c. By Property 2, player 1 only contributes to edges a and b, and player 2 only contributes to edges b and c. This means
that edges a and c must be bought fully by players 1 and 2, respectively. At least one
of the two players must contribute a positive amount to edge b. However, neither player
can do that in a Nash equilibrium, since then he would have an incentive to switch to
the strategy of only buying edge d and nothing else, which would connect his terminals
with the player’s total payments being only 1. Therefore, no Nash equilibria exist in this
example.
t2
3

t2
5

3

5
a

s1

t1

6

s1

b

d
3

5

t1

6 e
c
3

5

s2

s2

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: A game with only fractional Nash equilibria

Fractional Nash Equilibria

When looking at the connection game, we might be

tempted to assume that giving players the opportunity to share costs of edges is an
unnecessary complication. However, sometimes players must share costs of edges for
all players to agree on a network. There are game instances where the only Nash equilibria in existence require that players split the cost of an edge. We will call such Nash
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equilibria fractional and we will call Nash equilibria that do not involve players sharing
costs of edges non-fractional.
Figure 3.2(a) is an example of a connection game instance where the only Nash
equilibria are fractional ones. Once again, player 1 would like to connect s 1 and t1 ,
and player 2 would like to connect s2 and t2 . First, note that there is a fractional Nash
equilibrium, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). In this case we have that player 2 contributes 5
to edge e and player 1 contributes 1 to e and 3 to both of a and c. It is easy to confirm
that neither player has an incentive to deviate.
Now we must show that there are no non-fractional Nash equilibria in this example.
Observe that if edge e is not bought, then we have a graph which is effectively equivalent
to the graph in which we showed there to be no Nash equilibria at all. Therefore any
non-fractional Nash equilibria must buy edge e. Given that edge e must be bought, it
is clear that player 2 will only contribute to edge e. For a Nash equilibrium p to be
non-fractional, this would mean that player 2 either buys edge e fully or buys nothing at
all. Suppose player 2 buys e. The only response for which player 1 would not want to
deviate would be to buy a and c. But then player 2 has an incentive to switch to either
edge b or d. Now suppose player 2 does not buy e. Then the only response for which
player 1 would not want to deviate would be to either buy a and b or buy c and d. Either
way, player 2 does not succeed in joining his source to his sink, and thus has an incentive
to buy an edge. Hence, there are no non-fractional Nash equilibria in this graph.

The Price of Anarchy

We have now shown that Nash equilibria do not have to exist.

However, when they exist, how bad can these Nash equilibria be? As mentioned above,
the price of anarchy often refers to the ratio of the worst (most expensive) Nash equilibrium and the optimal centralized solution. In the connection game, the price of anarchy
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is at most k, the number of players. This is simply because if the worst Nash equilibrium p costs more than k times OPT, the cost of the optimal solution, then there must
be a player whose payments in p are strictly more than OPT, so he could deviate by purchasing the entire optimal solution by himself, and connect his terminals with smaller
payments than before. More importantly, there are cases when the price of anarchy actually equals k, so the above bound is tight. This is demonstrated with the example in
Figure 3.3. Suppose there are k players, and G consists of nodes s and t which are joined
by 2 disjoint paths, one of length 1 and and one of length k. Each player has a terminal
at s and t. Then, the worst Nash equilibrium has each player contributing 1 to the long
path, and has a cost of k. The optimal solution here has a cost of only 1, so the price
of anarchy is k. Therefore, the price of anarchy could be very high in the connection
game. However, notice that in this example the best Nash equilibrium (which is each
player buying

1
k

of the short path) has the same cost as the optimal centralized solution.

We have now shown that the price of anarchy can be very large in the connection game,
but the price of stability remains worth considering, since the above example shows that
it can differ from the (conventional) price of anarchy by as much as a factor of k.
s1,...,sk

1

k

t1,...,tk

Figure 3.3: A game with price of anarchy of k
All the results in this section also hold if G is directed or if each player i has a
maximum cost max(i) beyond which he would rather pay nothing and not connect his
terminals.
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3.3 Single Source Games
As we show in Section 3.6, determining whether or not Nash equilibria exist in a general
instance of the connection game is NP-Hard. Furthermore, even when equilibria exist,
they may be significantly more expensive than the centrally optimal network. In this
section we define a class of games in which there is always a Nash equilibrium, and
the price of stability is 1. Furthermore, we show how we can use an approximation to
the centrally optimal network to construct a (1 + )-approximate Nash equilibrium in
poly-time, for any  > 0.
Definition 3.3.1 A single source game is a game in which all players share a common
terminal s, and in addition, each player i has exactly one other terminal t i .
We will now show that the price of stability is 1 in single source games. To do this,
we must argue that there is a Nash equilibrium that purchases T ∗ , the minimum cost
Steiner tree on the players’ terminal nodes. There are a number of standard cost-sharing
methods for sharing the cost of a tree among the terminals. The two most commonly
studied methods are the Shapley value and the Marginal Cost mechanisms [26]. The
Marginal Cost (or VCG) mechanisms are very far from being budget balanced, i.e. the
agents do not pay for even a constant fraction of the tree built. The Shapley value mechanism is budget balanced: the cost of each edge is evenly shared by the terminals that
use the edge for their connection (i.e., the terminals in the subtree below the edge e). Unfortunately, this mechanism typically does not lead to a Nash equilibrium in our game:
some players can have cheaper alternate paths, and hence benefit by deviating. However,
in the next chapter, we will consider a variant of this game in which players are required
to adhere to the Shapley value mechanism. We will show that by enforcing this “fair”
form of cost sharing, many properties of the connection game change dramatically.
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Another cost-sharing mechanism is presented by Jain and Vazirani [37]. This mechanism is both truthful and budget balanced, and pays for the minimum spanning tree,
which is a 2-approximate budget balanced mechanism for the Steiner tree problem.
However, it is only a 2-approximation, and the cost-shares are not associated with edges
that the agents use. Here we will show that while the traditional Steiner tree cost-sharing
methods do not lead to a Nash equilibrium, such a solution can be obtained.
Theorem 3.3.2 In any single source game, there is a Nash equilibrium which purchases
T ∗ , a minimum cost Steiner tree on all players’ terminal nodes.
Proof : Given T ∗ , we present an algorithm to construct payment strategies p. We will
view T ∗ as being rooted at s. Let Te be the subtree of T ∗ disconnected from s when e is
removed. We will determine payments to edges by considering edges in reverse breadth
first search order. We determine payments to the subtree Te before we consider edge e.
In selecting the payment of agent i to edge e we consider c , the cost that player i faces
if he deviates in the final solution: edges f in the subtree T e are considered to cost pi (f ),
edges f not in T ∗ cost c(f ), while all other edges cost 0. We never allow i to contribute
so much to e that his total payments exceed his cost of connecting t i to s.
Algorithm 3.4 Initialize pi (e) = 0 for all players i and edges e.
Loop through all edges e in T ∗ in reverse BFS order.
Loop through all players i with ti ∈ Te until e paid for.
If e is a cut in G set pi (e) = c(e).
Otherwise
Define c (f ) = pi (f ) for all f ∈ T ∗ and
c (f ) = c(f )

for all f ∈
/ T ∗.

Define χi to be the cost of the cheapest path from s to
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ti in G \ {e} under modified costs c .

Define pi (T ∗ ) = f ∈T ∗ pi (f ).

Define p(e) = j pj (e).
Set pi (e) = min{χi − pi (T ∗ ), c(e) − p(e)}.
end
end
end
We first claim that if this algorithm terminates, the resulting payment forms a Nash
equilibrium. Consider the algorithm at some stage where we are determining i’s payment to e. The cost function c is defined to reflect the costs player i faces if he deviates
in the final solution. We never allow i to contribute so much to e that his total payments
exceed his cost of connecting ti to s. Therefore it is never in player i’s interest to deviate.
Since this is true for all players, p is a Nash equilibrium.
We will now prove that this algorithm succeeds in paying for T ∗ . In particular, we
need to show that for any edge e, the players with terminals in T e will be willing to pay
for e. Assume the players are unwilling to buy an edge e. Then each player has some
path which explains why it can’t contribute more to e. We can use a carefully selected
subset of these paths to modify T ∗ , forming a cheaper tree that spans all terminals and
doesn’t contain e. This would clearly contradict our assumption that T ∗ had minimum
cost.
Define player i’s alternate path Ai to be the path of cost χi found in Algorithm 3.4,
as shown in Figure 3.4(a). If there is more than one such path, choose A i to be the path
which includes as many ancestors of ti in Te as possible before including edges outside
of T ∗ . To show that all edges in T ∗ are paid for, we need the following technical lemma
concerning the structure of alternate paths.
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Figure 3.4: Alternate paths in single source games.
Lemma 3.4.1 Suppose Ai is i’s alternate path at some stage of the algorithm. Then
there are two nodes v and w on Ai , such that all edges on Ai from ti to v are in Te , all
edges between v and w are in E \ T ∗ , and all edges between w and s are in T ∗ \ Te .
Proof : Once Ai reaches a node w in T ∗ \ Te , all subsequent nodes of Ai will be in
T ∗ \ Te , as all edges f in T ∗ \ Te have cost c (f ) = 0 and the source s is in T ∗ \ Te . Thus,
suppose Ai begins with a path P1 in Te , followed by a path P2 containing only edges not
in T ∗ , before reaching a node x in Te , as shown in Figure 3.4(b). Let y be the lowest
common ancestor of x and ti in Te . Observe that P1 is strictly below y. Define P3 to be
the path from ti to y in Te , and define P4 to be the path from y to x in Te . We now show
that under the modified cost function c  , P3 ∪ P4 is at least as cheap as P1 ∪ P2 . Since
P1 ∪ P2 includes a higher ancestor of ti than Ai (namely y), this contradicts our choice
of Ai .
Consider the iterations of the algorithm during which player i could have contributed
to edges in P3 . At each of these steps the algorithm computes a cheapest path from t i
to s. At any time, player i’s payments are upper bounded by the modified cost of his
alternate path, which is in turn upper bounded by the modified cost of any path, in
particular Ai . Furthermore, at each of these steps the modified costs of all edges in A i
above x are 0. Therefore i’s contribution to P3 is always at most the modified cost of
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P1 ∪ P2 . The modified cost of P4 is always 0, as none of the edges in P4 are on player i’s
path from ti to s in T ∗ . Together these imply that c (P3 ∪ P4 ) = c (P3 ) ≤ c (P1 ∪ P2 ).
Thus, players’ alternate paths may initially use some edges in T e , but subsequently
will exclusively use edges outside of T e . We use this fact in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.2 Algorithm 3.4 fully pays for every edge in T ∗ .
Proof : Suppose that for some edge e, after all players have contributed to e, p(e) <
c(e).
For each player i, consider the longest subpath of Ai containing ti and only edges in
Te . Call the highest ancestor of ti on this subpath i’s deviation point, denoted d i . Note
that it is possible that d i = ti . Let D be a minimum set of deviation points such that
every terminal in Te has an ancestor in D.
Suppose every player i with a terminal ti in D deviates to Ai , as shown in Figure
3.4(c), paying his modified costs to each edge. Any player i deviating in this manner
does not increase his total expenditure, as player i raised p i (e) until pi matched the
modified cost of Ai . The remaining players leave their payments unchanged.
We claim that now the edges bought by players with terminals in T e connect all these
players to T ∗ \ Te . To see this, first consider any edge f below a deviation point d i in D.
By Lemma 3.4.1, player i is the only deviating player who could have been contributing
to f . If i did contribute to f , then f must be on the unique path from t i to di in Te .
But by the definition of di , this means that f is in A i . Thus player i will not change his
payment to f .
Define Ti to be the subtree of Te rooted at di . We have shown that all edges in Ti
have been bought. By Lemma 3.4.1, we know that A i consists of edges in Ti followed
by edges in E \ T followed by edges in T ∗ \ Te . By the definition of c , the modified
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cost of those edges in E \ T ∗ is their actual cost. Thus i pays fully for a path connecting
Ti to T ∗ \ Te .
We have assumed that the payments generated by the algorithm for players with
terminals in Te were not sufficient to pay for those terminals to connect to T ∗ \ Te .
However, without increasing any players’ payments, we have managed to buy a subset
of edges which connects all terminals in Te to T ∗ \ Te . This contradicts the optimality
of T ∗ . Thus the algorithm runs to completion.
Since we have also shown that the algorithm always produces a Nash equilibrium, this
concludes the proof of the theorem.
We will now argue that Algorithm 3.4 works even if the graph is directed. It is still
the case that if the algorithm does succeed in assigning payments to all edges, then we
are done. Hence, to prove correctness, we will again need only show that failure to pay
for an edge implies the existence of a cheaper tree, thus yielding a contradiction. The
problem is that Lemma 3.4.1 no longer holds; it is possible that some of the players
attempting to purchase an edge e have an alternate paths which repeatedly moves in and
out of the subtree Te . Thus, the argument is slightly more complex.
Theorem 3.4.3 Algorithm 3.4 fully pays for every edge in T ∗ for directed graphs, and
thus the price of stability for single source directed games is also 1.
Proof : Suppose the algorithm fails to pay for some edge e. At this point, every player
i with a terminal in Te has an alternate path Ai , as defined earlier. Define D to be the set
of vertices contained in both Te and at least one alternate path. Note that D contains all
terminals that appear in Te . We now create D ⊆ D by selecting the highest elements of
D; we select the set of nodes from D that do not have ancestors with respect to T e in D.
Every terminal in Te has a unique ancestor in D  with respect to Te , and every node in
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D  can be associated with at least one alternate path.
For any node vj ∈ D  , let Aj be the alternate path containing vj . If more than one
such path exists, simply select one of them. Define A j to be the portion of this path from
vj to the first node in T \ Te . We can now form T  as the union of edges from T \ Te ,
all paths Aj , and every subtree of Te rooted at a node in D  . T  might not be a tree, but
breaking any cycles yields a tree which is only cheaper.
It is clear that all terminals are connected to the root in T  , since every terminal in
Te is connected to some node in D  , which in turn is connected to T \ Te . Now we just
need to prove that the cost of our new tree is less than the cost of the original. To do
so, we will show that the total cost of the subtrees below nodes in D  , together with the
cost of adding any additional edges needed by the paths A j , is no greater than the total
payments assigned by the algorithm to the players in T e thus far. Hence it will be helpful
if we continue to view the new tree as being paid for by the players. In particular, we
will assume that all players maintain their original payments for all edges below nodes
in D  , and the additional cost of building any path A j is covered by the player for which
Aj was an alternate path. It now suffices to show that no player increases their payment.
For the case of those players who are not associated with a node from D  , this trivially holds, since their new payments are just a subset of their original payments. Now
consider a player i who must pay for any unbought edges in the path A j , which starts
from node vj ∈ D  . Note that player i’s terminal might not be contained within the
subtree rooted at vj . If it is, then we are done, since in this case, player i’s new cost is at
most the cost of Aj , which is exactly i’s current payment.
Thus suppose instead that player i’s terminal lies in a subtree rooted at a node v k ∈
D  . As shown in figure 3.5, define u to be the least common ancestor of v k and vj in Te .
Observe that u can not be either vk or vj , as this would contradict the minimality of the
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Figure 3.5: Alternate paths in a directed single source game.
set D  . Define P1 to be the current payments made by player i from its terminal to u,
and let P2 be the current payments made by player i from u to e (inclusive). Define P 3
as the cost of Aj \ Aj and let P4 be the cost of Aj . By the definition of alternate path,
P1 + P2 = P3 + P4 .
Furthermore, since we have already successfully paid for a connection to u, we know
that
P3 ≥ P1 ,
since otherwise, when we were paying for the edges between vk and u, player i would
have had an incentive to deviate by purchasing P3 and then using the path from vj to u
in Te , which would have been free for i. Hence P4 ≤ P2 .
Therefore we can bound player i’s contribution to edges below D  by P1 (since u
lies above vk ), and we can bound player i’s contribution to Aj by P2 . Taken together,
we have that player i’s new cost has not increased. Thus no player has increased their
payments, and yet the total cost of the tree has decreased, which is a contradiction.
We have shown that the price of stability in a single source game is 1. However,
the algorithm for finding an optimal Nash equilibrium requires us to have a minimum
cost Steiner tree on hand. Since this is often computationally infeasible, we present the
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following result.
Theorem 3.4.4 Suppose we have a single source game and an α-approximate minimum
cost Steiner tree T . Then for any ε > 0, there is a poly-time algorithm which returns a
(1 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium on a Steiner tree T  , where c(T  ) ≤ c(T ).
Proof :

To find a (1 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium, we start by defining γ =

εc(T )
.
(1+ε)nα

We now use Algorithm 3.4 to attempt to pay for all but γ of each edge in T .

Since T is not optimal, it is possible that even with the γ reduction in price, there will
be some edge e that the players are unwilling to pay for. If this happens, the proof of
Theorem 3.3.2 indicates how we can rearrange T to decrease its cost. If we modify T in
this manner, it is easy to show that we have decreased its cost by at least γ. At this point
we simply start over with the new tree and attempt to pay for that.
Each call to Algorithm 3.4 can be made to run in polynomial time. Furthermore,
since each call which fails to pay for the tree decreases the cost of the tree by γ, we can
have at most

(1+ε)αn
ε

calls. Therefore in time polynomial in n, α an ε −1 , we have formed

a tree T  with c(T  ) ≤ c(T ) such that the players are willing to buy T  if the edges in T 
have their costs decreased by γ.
For all players and for each edge e in T  , we now increase pi (e) in proportion to pi so
that e is fully paid for. Now T  is clearly paid for. To see that this is a (1+ε)-approximate
Nash equilibrium, note that player i did not want to deviate before his payments were
increased. If we let m be the number of edges in T  , then i’s payments were increased
by

γ

εc(T )pi (T  )
pi (T  )
εc(T )pi(T  )m

m
≤
≤ εpi (T  ).
=
c(T  ) − m γ
(1 + ε)nα(c(T ) − m γ)
α(1 + ε)(1 − ε)c(T )
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Thus any deviation decreases a players payment by at most an ε factor of the cost of
his current strategy.

Modeling a Maximum Allowable Cost
We note here that since our theorems apply in the directed case, we can extend our
model and give each player i a maximum cost max(i) beyond which he would rather
pay nothing and not connect his terminals. It suffices to make a new terminal t i for each
player i, with a directed edge of cost 0 to ti and a directed edge of cost max(i) to s. Note
that alternatively, we can simply adapt the proof used in the undirected case to account
for a maximum allowable cost without any significant conceptual changes.

3.5 General Connection Games
In this section we deal with the general case of players that can have different numbers
of terminals and do not necessarily share the same source terminal. As stated before,
in this case the price of anarchy can be as large as k, the number of players, and pure
equilibria may not exist at all. Furthermore, it turns out that even when pure stable
solutions do exist, the price of stability may be quite large in this general setting.
s3,...,sN

N/2-1-ε

s2
ε

1
t3,...,tN

ε

s1

t1
ε

N/2-1-ε

ε
t2

Figure 3.6: A game with high price of stability.
Consider the graph illustrated in Figure 3.6, where each player i owns terminals
si and ti . The optimal centralized solution has cost 1 + 3ε. If the path of length 1
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were bought, each player i > 2 will not want to pay for any ε edges, and therefore the
situation of players 1 and 2 reduces to the example in Section 3.2 of a game with no
Nash equilibria. Therefore, any Nash equilibrium must involve the purchase of the path
of length k − 2. In fact, if each player i > 2 buys

1
k−2

of this path, then we have a Nash

equilibrium. Therefore, for any k > 2, there exists a game with the price of stability
being nearly k − 2.
Because the price of stability can be as large as Θ(k), and sometimes pure Nash
equilibria may not exist at all, we cannot hope to be able to provide cheap Nash equilibria for the multi-source case. Therefore, we consider how cheap α-approximate Nash
equilibria with small α can be, and obtain the following result, which tells us that there
always exists a 3-approximate Nash equilibrium as cheap as the optimal centralized
solution.
Theorem 3.5.1 For any optimal centralized solution T ∗ , there exists a 3-approximate
Nash equilibrium such that the purchased edges are exactly T ∗ .
To prove this, we use Theorem 3.5.2, which provides sufficient conditions for an
approximate Nash equilibrium. In Subsection 3.5.2 we complete the proof of Theorem
3.5.1. In Subsection 3.5.3 we address the very special case where the underlying graph
is a path, and in Subsection 3.5.4 we give lower bounds and a polynomial time algorithm
for finding an approximate Nash equilibrium.

3.5.1 Sufficient Conditions for Approximate Nash Equilibria
Given a set of bought edges T , denote by a stable payment p i for player i a payment
such that player i has no better deviation than p i , assuming that the rest of T is bought
by the other players. A Nash equilibrium must consist of stable payments for all players.
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However, what if in some solution, a player’s payment p i is not stable, but is a union
of a small number of stable payments? This implies that each player’s best deviation
is not much less than its current payment. Specifically, we have the following general
theorem.
Theorem 3.5.2 Suppose we are given a payment scheme p = (p1 , . . . , pk ), with the set
of bought edges T . If for all i, the payment p i is a union of at most α stable payments
(with respect to T ), then p is an α-approximate Nash equilibrium.
Proof : Let pi be the best deviation of player i given p, and let p 1i , p2i , . . . , pαi be the
stable payments which together form p i . The fact that pi is a valid deviation for i means
that the set of bought edges T with p i taken out and pi added still connects the terminals
of i. pji being a stable payment means that if i only pays for p ji and the rest of T is
bought by other players, then the best deviation of i is al least as expensive than p ji . In
this case, pi is still a possible deviation, since if taking out p i and adding pi connects the
terminals of i, then so does taking out p ji and adding pi . Therefore, we know that the
cost of pi is no smaller than the cost of any p ji , and α · cost(pi ) ≥ cost(pi ), as desired.
Notice that the converse of this theorem is not true. Consider an example where
player i is contributing to an edge which it does not use to connect its terminals. If this
edge is cheap, this would still form an approximate Nash equilibrium. However, this
edge would not be contained in any stable payment of player i, so p i would not be a
union of stable payments.
To prove Theorem 3.5.1, we will construct a payment scheme on the optimal centralized solution such that each player’s payment is a union of 3 stable payments. The
stable payments we use for this purpose involve each edge being paid for by a single
player, and have special structure. We call these payments connection sets. Since there
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is no sharing of edge costs by multiple players in connection sets, we will often use sets
of edges and sets of payments interchangeably. T ∗ below denotes an optimal centralized
solution, which we know is a forest.
Definition 3.5.3 A connection set S of player i is a subset of edges of T ∗ such that for
each connected component C of the graph T ∗ \ S, we have that either
(1) any player that has terminals in C has all of its terminals in C, or
(2) player i has a terminal in C.
Intuitively, a connection set S is a set such that if we removed it from T ∗ and then
somehow connected all the terminals of i, then all the terminals of all players are still
connected in the resulting graph. We now have the following lemma, the proof of which
follows directly from the definition of a connection set.
Lemma 3.5.4 A connection set S of player i is a stable payment of i with respect to T ∗ .
Proof : Suppose that player i only pays exactly for the edges of S, and the other players
buy the edges in T ∗ \S. Let Q be a best deviation of i in this case. In other words, let Q
be a cheapest set of edges such that the set (T ∗ \S) ∪ Q connects all the terminals of i.
To prove that S is a stable payment for i, we need to show that cost(S) ≤ cost(Q).
Consider two arbitrary terminals of any player. If these terminals are in different
components of T ∗ \S, then by definition of connection set, each of these components
must have a terminal of i. Therefore, all terminals of all players are connected in
(T ∗ \S) ∪ Q, since (T ∗ \S) ∪ Q connects all terminals of i. Since T ∗ is optimal, we
know that cost(T ∗ ) ≤ cost((T ∗ \S) ∪ Q). Since S ⊆ T ∗ and Q is disjoint from T ∗ \S,
then cost((T ∗ \S) ∪ Q) = cost(T ∗ ) − cost(S) + cost(Q), and so cost(S) ≤ cost(Q).
More generally, if we assume player i is paying exactly for a set S ⊆ T ∗ , consider the
components of T ∗ \S which do not obey Property 1 of Definition 3.5.3. We will call such
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components uncoupled, since there are terminals in them which are not connected. If S
is a connection set, each such component contains a terminal of i. Call these terminals
the certificate terminals of S. If S is not a connection set, there may be components
without certificate terminals in them.

3.5.2 Proof of Theorem 3.5.1 (Existence of 3-Approx Nash Equilibrium)
In this subsection, we prove that for any optimal centralized solution T ∗ , there exists a
3-approximate Nash equilibrium such that the purchased edges are exactly T ∗ .
Let T i be the unique smallest subtree of T ∗ which connects all terminals of player
i. For simplicity of the proof, we assume that T ∗ is a tree, since otherwise we can apply
this proof to each component of T ∗ .
By Theorem 3.5.2 and Lemma 3.5.4, to prove Theorem 3.5.1 it is enough to find a
payment scheme for T ∗ so that no player pays for more than 3 connection sets. We now
exhibit such a scheme. First, each player i pays for the edges belonging only to T i and
no other tree T j . This is clearly a connection set, so we want each player to pay for at
most 2 more. We can contract the edges now paid for, forming a new tree T ∗ which the
players must pay for, and on which each edge belongs to at least two different T i’s.

Intuition and Outline of Proof

By Lemma 3.5.5, we know how to make each player

pay for at most two connection sets if T ∗ is just a path. The idea of the proof of Theorem
3.5.1 is to partition the tree T ∗ into paths, use Lemma 3.5.5 to form payments on these
paths, and then “hook up” all these payments together so that in total, each player is still
paying for 2 connection sets.
The partitioning process into paths works as follows. At first we take an arbitrary
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demand path R (i.e. take 2 terminals belonging to the same player, and take the path in
T ∗ between them). Now we use Lemma 3.5.5 on this path. We get payments for this
path, and a set A of terminals. We add the paths starting at terminals of A and ending at
R to our partition, and continue like this recursively. (This is the purpose of the set A in
Lemma 3.5.5).
Now we must prove that these payments which were done on a “path-by-path” basis
form a “2-connection-set” payment on the entire tree T ∗ . This is shown in Lemma 3.5.6.

t5
t4

t9
t8
t2

R(t2)

t3
r(t2)

t7
t6

t1

Figure 3.7: A decomposition of T ∗ into paths R(t)

The Payment Scheme and Path Partitioning Now we recursively assign players to
the edges of T ∗ . Each edge will be assigned a player, which will pay for it. At every
point in this process, we have a set of directed paths R to be paid for. Each of these
paths is labeled with some terminal s at which it begins, and each of these paths ends at
a node of a path paid for at a previous time. We will call such a path R(s), since for each
terminal there will be at most 1 path starting at that terminal, and we will call the last
node of this path r(s). Figure 3.7 shows a decomposition of T ∗ into these paths after
this recursion is done. To explain how this process of path decomposition proceeds, we
first need the following key lemma about connection sets in paths.
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Suppose our entire graph is a path P , with nodes v r , r = 1 . . . n. Denote the set of
all terminals located at vr by Ur . Select an arbitrary terminal s ∈ U1 such that the player
owning s also owns a terminal in U n (if none such exists, things only become easier).
The following technical result holds in this scenario.
Lemma 3.5.5 If U1 = {s}, then there exists a set of terminals A = {s}∪{s 1 , . . . , sn−1 },
sr ∈ Ur , and a payment scheme on path P with each player i paying exactly for the set
of edges Si such that:
1. Any player i owning a terminal in U n pays for at most 1 connection set, with all
certificate terminals from A or U n .
2. If player i owns s, it pays for at most 1 connection set, with all certificate terminals
from A (not Un ).
3. If players i does not own a terminal in U n , there is at most one uncoupled component of P \Si without a certificate terminal of i from A.
The proof of this lemma can be found in the next subsection. We can now explain
the recursive process of path decomposition. Initially, select R(s) to be a path from an
arbitrary terminal s to another terminal of the same player in T i , direct this path away
from s, and set R = {R(s)}. At each time step t in the recursion, we have a subset T of
T ∗ which has already been assigned payments, a set of paths R that needs to be paid for,
and the rest of T ∗ , which has not been partitioned into paths yet. The recursion proceeds
until all of T ∗ is paid for. For each R(s) ∈ R, we do the following:
1. Invoke Lemma 3.5.5, with P = R(s) and Ur being all the terminals in the subtree
of T ∗ containing vr that we obtain by cutting the edges in R(s) incident to v r .
U1 = {s} because we have contracted all edges belonging to a single T i . From
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Lemma 3.5.5, we obtain a payment assignment for R(s), and a set of terminals
A = {s1 , . . .} such that sr ∈ Ur .
2. For each r, let R(sr ) be the path from sr ∈ A to vr in T ∗ , and add this path to the
set of paths R that needs to be paid for.
3. For every edge e incident to a node vr ∈ R(s) which is not already paid for,
and which is not covered by R, let s be an arbitrary terminal in the subtree not
containing vr obtained by cutting e, with the condition that if player i owns s  ,
then e ∈ T i . Let R(s ) be the path from s to vr , and add it to R.
In this recursive manner, we decompose all of T ∗ into paths, and assign which player
pays for which edges. Suppose this process runs for τ time steps (so T ∗ is decomposed
into τ paths). Let Si be the edges paid for by player i after this process, and let Si (t, t )
be the edges assigned to player i in the time steps t and t  , inclusive. In other words,
Si = Si (1, τ ).
To prove Theorem 3.5.1, we now need to prove that in this payment scheme, each
player pays for at most 2 connection sets. In fact, we now prove the following lemma,
which is a stronger statement.
Lemma 3.5.6 Suppose the recursive process assigns edges S i to be paid for by player
i. Then there is at most 1 connected component of T ∗ \Si which is uncoupled and does
not contain a terminal of i. Furthermore, this component must intersect the path R(s)
which is the first path paid for sharing edges with T i .
Proof : For each path R(s) in the above recursive process, let T (s) be the tree containing R(s) obtained by removing the last node r(s) of R(s) from T ∗ . Along with this
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lemma, we will also prove the following invariant: If i owns s, then the component of
T ∗ \Si (t, τ ) containing r(s) always contains a terminal of i in T (s).

T(s5)
R(s5)

s5

r(s5)
T

s9

s4

s8

s3
R(s4)

s2
s1

s6
s4

Figure 3.8: A snapshot of the recursive process at the point where R(s 5 ) is being paid
for.
We prove this inductively in reverse, i.e. at each step of the induction we show that
the lemma holds for Si (t, τ ) instead of Si , decreasing t at every step. In the base case
of Si (τ + 1, τ ) = ∅, the players have not been assigned any payments, so the lemma
and the invariant are trivially true. Now assume that the lemma and the invariant hold
for Si (t + 1, τ ). We want to show that they also hold for S i (t, τ ). At step t in the
above recursive process, there is some subtree T of T ∗ which has already been assigned
payments, there is a set of paths R we are currently trying to pay for, and there is the
rest of T ∗ , which has not been partitioned into paths yet. Figure 3.8 shows the tree T ∗ at
the time step when R(s5 ) is being paid for. In the figure, R consists of R(s 5 ) and R(s4 ),
with the parts of T ∗ involving s6 , s8 , and s9 not having been paid for or put into R.
At step t, we invoke Lemma 3.5.5 to assign player payments for a path R(s) ∈ R.
Suppose R(s) is of length n, and let P and Ur be the path and sets which we give to
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Lemma 3.5.5 as inputs. We now have 3 cases to consider.
Case 1: Player i has no terminals outside T (s). If all of i’s terminals are in the same
set Ur , then the Lemma still holds by the inductive hypothesis. Otherwise, every component of T ∗ \Si (t, τ ) that does not intersect R(s) is either coupled or has a terminal of
i by the inductive hypothesis. By Lemma 3.5.5, we know that at time step t, all except
1 connected component of T ∗ \Si (1, t) intersecting R(s) is coupled or contains a certificate terminal of i. The recursive process at step t adds paths starting at these certificate
terminals to R, and because of the invariant being true after step t, all the corresponding components of T ∗ \Si still contain a terminal of i. [Maybe put in more explanation
about what ”corresponding” means, and that the coupled components of T ∗ \Si (1, t) are
still coupled in T ∗ \Si (t, τ )] This proves the Lemma for this case. The fact that i has no
terminals outside T (s) implies that R(s) is the first path being paid for that intersects
T i , as desired.
If i owns s, we must also show that the invariant still holds. In the recursive process,
s can only be chosen as the terminal to head R(s) if all of R(s) is in T i . Since i has no
terminals outside T (s), this implies that r(s) is a terminal of i. Therefore, the invariant
is satisfied.
Case 2: Player i has terminals outside T (s) and owns s. As before, the components of
T ∗ \Si (t, τ ) not intersecting R(s) must either be coupled or contain a terminal of i by
the inductive hypothesis. When we invoke Lemma 3.5.5 at step t, U n contains a terminal
of i, so Lemma 3.5.5 tells us that i pays for at most 1 connection set S i (t, t) in R(s),
and all of the certificate terminals of Si (t, t) are from a set A = {s} ∪ {s1 , . . . , sn−1 }.
This implies that every component of T ∗ \Si (1, t) intersecting R(s) is either coupled or
contains a certificate terminal of i from A. By the same argument as in Step 1, the same
must be true for all components of T ∗ \Si(t, τ ).
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We must also show that the invariant still holds. Consider the component C of
T ∗ \Si (t, τ ) containing r(s). If it is coupled, then it must contain all terminals of i, since
i has terminals outside T (s). Therefore, it must contain s, since it is a terminal of i,
and so the invariant is satisfied. If C is uncoupled, it must have contained a certificate
terminal of i from A during the invocation of Lemma 3.5.5. That terminal s  is contained
in T (s), and a path R(s ) must have been added to R at step t. By the invariant, there
must be a terminal of i in the component of T (s  )\Si (t + 1, τ ) intersecting R(s). Since
Si (t, t) does not involve any payments to T (s  ), this means the invariant still holds.
Case 3: Player i has terminals outside T (s), but does not own s. This means when we
invoke Lemma 3.5.5, Un contains a terminal of i, so Lemma 3.5.5 tells us that i pays for
at most 1 connection set Si (t, t) in R(s), and all of the certificate terminals of Si (t, t)
are from A or Un . By an argument similar to Case 2, both the Lemma and the invariant
still hold.

3.5.3 Proof of Lemma 3.5.5 (Connection Sets in Paths)
In this section, we prove Lemma 3.5.5 about connection sets in paths. This lemma is a
basic building block for our proof of Theorem 3.5.1, and is a rather technical result.
Proof : Throughout this proof, we order the nodes of P from v 1 to vn . For example,
the “first” terminal of i will mean the one closest to v 1 .
For every terminal u ∈ Ur , with r = n, define a subpath Q(u) as follows. If there
exists a node v with  > r and the player who owns u also owns a terminal in U  , then
set Q(u) to be the subpath of P from vr to v . If there is no such node, set Q(u) to be
the subpath of P starting at the first terminal of the player who owns u, and ending at
vr .
In the special case where the same player owns both u and s, if there exists a node
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v with  < r and the player who owns u also owns a terminal in U  , then set Q(u) to be
the subpath from v to vr . If there is no such node v , set Q(u) to be empty.
Q(u1)

s

u1

Q(u2)
u2

Q(u3)
u3

Q(u4)
u4

vn
u5

(a)
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Q(u1)

Q(u2)
u1

Q(u3)
u2

Q(u4)
u3

vn
u4

(b)
Q(u4)
s

Q(u1)
u1

Q(u2)
u2

Q(u3)
u3

vn
u4

(c)

Figure 3.9: The paths Q(u) for a single player i. (a) i does not own s, but has a terminal
in Un (b) i owns s (c) i does not own s or a terminal in Un
Figure 3.9(a) illustrates what the paths Q(u) for terminals u of i look like if i does
not own s and owns a terminal in Un . In this figure, the terminals u1 through u5 are all
the terminals of i in any of the sets Ur . Figure 3.9(b) shows the same thing in the case
that i owns s. Figure 3.9(c) shows this for the case that i owns neither s nor a terminal
of Un .
Suppose we were able to form payments Si such that for each terminal u of i with
u ∈ Un we can include one edge of Q(u) into Si , but nothing else. Then the conditions
in Lemma 3.5.5 (not involving A) would be satisfied. The proof of this is as follows.
Case 1: i does not own s, and has a terminal in U n . Then every component of P \Si
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contains a terminal of i, since there is a terminal of i between every Q(u) for u belonging
to i, as well as before the first such Q(u), and after the last one (since the last such Q(u)
ends at vn , and i has a terminal in Un ).
Case 2: i owns s. Similarly to Case 1, every component of P \S i contains a terminal
of i, since there is a terminal of i between and after every Q(u) for u belonging to i by
definition of Q(u). There is a terminal of i before the first such Q(u) because s belongs
to i.
Case 3: i does not own s, and has no terminals in U n . Let u be the last terminal of
i. For the edges of Si associated with Q(u), u = u , the argument is the same as the
previous cases. We now have an additional edge in Q(u  ) which is in Si . This edge can
form at most 1 component of P \S i which does not contain a terminal of i, as desired.
We have now shown that if we associate each edge of Si with a path Q(u) for terminals u owned by i so that there is at most 1 edge associated with each Q(u), then
the conditions of Lemma 3.5.5 are satisfied. Now suppose we form payments S i such
that for each terminal u of i with u ∈ Un we include several edges of Q(u) into Si .
Suppose these edges are e1 , e2 , . . . e ∈ Q(u) with e1 being closest to s. As long as the
components of P \Si between ej and ej+1 are coupled, then by the above argument the
conditions of Lemma 3.5.5 still hold. Our goal now is to associate with each terminal
u of i, u ∈ Un , a set of edges e1 , e2 , . . . e ∈ Q(u) so that each component of P \Si
between ej and ej+1 is coupled.
Consider a pair of edges e and e such that they are contained in exactly the same
paths Q(u). Let C be the component of P \{e, e } between e and e . Every path Q(u)
that starts in C must also end in C. This means that if a player i has a terminal u  ∈ C,
then all of i’s terminals must be in C, since by construction of the paths Q(u), for
every terminal of i there is a path Q(u) which starts at that terminal and ends at another
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terminal of i. C is coupled, therefore. This implies that to prove this lemma, it is enough
for us to associate with each terminal u ∈ Un a set of edges e1 , e2 , . . . e ∈ Q(u) so that
these edges lie in exactly the same paths Q(u), and so that all edges are covered by this
assignment.
Definition 3.5.7 A Q-set L is a maximal set of edges of P such that for every edge
e ∈ L, the set of paths Q(u) that contain e is exactly the same, for u ∈ ∪U r .
We desire to form a matching between Q-sets and terminals u ∈ U n , covering the
Q-sets, so that if L is matched to u, then L ⊆ Q(u). Then if we set L to be paid for by
the player that owns u, the conditions in Lemma 3.5.5 are satisfied.
We also would like to construct a set A as specified in the statement of Lemma
3.5.5. Notice that in the above case argument about components of P \S i, the certificate
terminals if only some paths Q(u) have edges in S i are as follows. In Case 1, they are
the terminals u such that Si has an edge in Q(u), together with a terminal in Un . In Case
2, they are the similar terminals together with s. In Case 3, they are the similar terminals
together (possibly) with the last terminal of i. Suppose that in the above matching, only
a single terminal from each Ur is matched to a Q-set, and set A to be s together with the
matched terminals. By this case analysis, for each player i, all the certificate terminals
are contained in A or Un , and for the player that owns s, all the certificate terminals
are contained in A (not Un ), as desired in Lemma 3.5.5. The only unclear case if for a
player i in Case 3. If the last terminal u of i is matched to a Q-set and is therefore in
A, then we are done. Otherwise, it must be that i has no components of P \S i which
are uncoupled and have no terminals of i, since there is only one Q-set paid for by i
contained in each Q(u) for u a terminal of i. Therefore, the right-most component of
P \Si is the only one that may be uncoupled and not contain a terminal of i from A, as
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desired.
We have now shown that to prove the lemma, it is enough to form a matching between Q-sets and terminals u ∈ Un , covering the Q-sets, so that if L is matched to u,
then L ⊆ Q(u), and so that only one terminal for each Ur is matched to a Q-set. We do
this by constructing the following bipartite graph (Y, Z).
Let Y have a node for each Q-set in P , and let Z be the nodes of P . Form an edge
between a node vr ∈ Z and node L ∈ Y if there exists some terminal u ∈ Ur such that
L ⊆ Q(u). For X ⊆ Y , define ∂(X) to be the set of nodes in Z which X has edges
to. According to Hall’s Matching Theorem, there exists a matching in this bipartite
graph with all nodes of Y incident to an edge of the matching if for each set X ⊆ Y ,
|∂(X)| ≥ |X|. Arrange the edges of the Q-sets of X in the order they appear in P . We
want to show that between every Q-set of X, there appears a node belonging to ∂(X).
Consider some edge e of X that is not the first one in P . Suppose this edge belongs
to Q-set L, and the previous edge e in X to some Q-set L . Since these are different
Q-sets, there must be some path Q(u), with an endpoint at node v j between e and e,
and u ∈ Ur and vr ∈ ∂(X) (since Q(u) contains either e or e ). If u belongs to the
same player as s, let Q(u) be the left-most such path that contains e  . This implies that
vj = vr , so vj ∈ ∂(X). If u belongs to a player i not owning s, let Q(u) be the rightmost such path that contains e, if it exists. Once again, this implies that v j = vr . If such
a path does not exist, this implies that the right-most terminal u  of i is between e and
e , and the left-most is not. By the definition of Q(u  ), it must be that e ∈ Q(u ), so we
have a node of ∂(X) between e and e.
Now let L be the first Q-set of X that appears in P . By our assumption, U 1 = {s}.
Therefore, there must be some Q(u) containing L such that u belongs to a different
player than s. By construction of Q(u), u ∈ Ur for some vr that comes before L. This
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means that there is a node of ∂(X) before L.
Therefore, |X| ≤ |∂(X)|, and so we can assign a terminal sr ∈ Ur to each node vr ,
r = 1 . . . n − 1, such that these terminals are matched to all the Q-sets of P , with the
Q-set matched to sr contained in Q(sr ). By the above argument, this proves the lemma.

3.5.4 Extensions and Lower Bounds
We have now shown that in any game, we can find a 3-approximate Nash purchasing the
optimal network. We proved this by constructing a payment scheme so that each player
pays for at most 3 connection sets. This is in fact a tight bound. In the example shown
in Figure 3.10, there must be players that pay for at least 3 connection sets. There are
k players, with only two terminals (s i and ti ) for each player i. Each player must pay
for edges not used by anyone else, which is a single connection set. There are 2k − 3
other edges, and if a player i pays for any 2 of them, they are 2 separate connection
sets, since the component between these 2 edges would be uncoupled and would not
contain any terminals of i. Therefore, there must be at least one player that is paying for
3 connection sets.
s1

s2

s3

sN

. . .

t1

t2

tN

t3

. . .

Figure 3.10: A graph where players must pay for at least 3 connection sets.

This example does not address the question of whether we can lower the approximation factor of our Nash equilibrium to something other than 3 by using a method other
than connection sets. As a lower bound, in Section 3.6 we give a simple sequence of
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games such that in the limit, any Nash equilibrium purchasing the optimal network must
be at least ( 32 )-approximate.
Polynomial-time algorithm

Since the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 is constructive, it ac-

tually contains a polynomial-time algorithm for generating a 3-approximate Nash equilibrium on T ∗ . We can use the ideas from Theorem 3.4.4 to create an algorithm which,
given an α-approximate Steiner forest T , finds a (3 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium
which pays for a Steiner forest T  with c(T  ) ≤ c(T ), as follows. However, this algorithm requires a polynomial-time optimal Steiner tree finder as a subroutine. We can
forego this requirement at the expense of a higher approximation factor.
We start by defining γ =

εc(T )
,
(1+ε)nα

for ε small enough so that γ is smaller than the

minimum edge cost. The algorithm of Theorem 3.5.1 generates at most 3 connection
sets for each player i, even if the forest of bought edges is not optimal. We use this
algorithm to pay for all but γ of each edge in T . We can check if each connection
set is actually cheaper than the cheapest deviation of player i, which is found by the
cheapest Steiner tree algorithm. If it is not, we can replace this connection set with the
cheapest deviation tree and run this algorithm over again. The fact that we are replacing
a connection set means that all the terminals are still connected in the new tree. If we
modify T in this manner, it is easy to see that we have decreased its cost by at least γ.
We can now use the arguments from Theorem 3.4.4 to prove that this algorithm
produces a (3 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium, and runs in time polynomial in n, α,
and ε−1 . It requires a poly-time Steiner tree subroutine, however. If each player only has
two terminals, finding the cheapest Steiner tree is the same as finding the cheapest path,
so this is possible, and we can indeed find a cheap (3+ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium
in polynomial time.
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For the case where players may have more than two terminals, we can easily modify
the above algorithm to use polynomial time approximations for the optimal Steiner tree,
at the expense of a higher approximation factor. If we use a 2-approximate Steiner forest
T , and an optimal Steiner tree 1.55-approximation algorithm from [57] as our subroutine, then the above algorithm actually gives a (4.65 + ε)-approximate Nash equilibrium
on T  with c(T  ) ≤ 2 · OP T , in time polynomial in n and ε −1 .

3.6 A Lower Bound on the Stability of Optimal Solutions

Claim 3.6.1 For any  > 0, there is a game such that any equilibrium which purchases
the optimal network is at least a ( 32 − )-approximate Nash equilibrium.
t5

tN

s1

t4

s2

t3

ti+1
s3

t2

s1
si-1

ti

si

s4
t1

s5
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: A game with best Nash equilibrium on OPT tending to at least a

3
2

approximation.

Proof : Construct the graph Hk on 2k vertices as follows. Begin with a cycle on 2k
vertices, and number the vertices 1 through 2k in a clockwise fashion. For vertex i, add
an edge to vertices i + k − 1 mod (2k) and i + k + 1 mod (2k). Let all edges have
cost 1. Finally, we will add k players with 2 terminals, s i and ti , for each player i. At
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node j, add the label sj if j ≤ k and tj−k otherwise. Figure 3.11(a) shows such a game
with k = 5.
Consider the optimal network T ∗ consisting of all edges in the outer cycle except
(s1 , tk ). We would like to show that any Nash which purchases this solution must be at
)-approximate. This clearly would prove our claim.
least ( 6k−21
4k−11
First we show that players 1 and k are not willing to contribute too much to any
solution that is better than ( 32 )-approximate. Suppose we have such a solution. Define
x to be player 1’s contribution to his connecting path in T ∗ , and define y to be his
contribution to the remainder of T ∗ . Thus player 1 has a total payment of x + y. Player
1 can deviate to only pay for x. Furthermore, player 1 could deviate to purchase only
y and the edge (s1 , tk ). If we have a solution that is at most ( 32 )-approximate, then we
have that

x
x+y

≥

2
3

and similarly

y+1
x+y

≥ 23 . Taken together this implies that

1
x+y

≥ 13 , or

x + y ≤ 3. A symmetric argument shows that player k is also unwilling to contribute
more than 3.
Thus we have that the remaining k − 2 players must together contribute at least
2k − 7. Therefore there must be some player other than 1 or k who contributes

2k−7
.
k−2

Suppose player i is such a player. Let x be the amount that player i contributes to his
connecting path in T ∗ . Let y be his contribution to (s i−1 , si ) and let z be his contribution
to (ti , ti+1 ). See Figure 3.11(b).
Now consider three possible deviations available to player i. He could choose to
contribute only x. He could contribute y and purchase edge (s i−1 , ti ) for an additional
cost of 1. Or he could contribute z and purchase edge (si , ti+1 ), also for an additional
cost of 1. We will only consider these possible deviations, although of course there are
others. Note that if i was contributing to any other portion of T ∗ , then we could remove
those contributions and increase x, y, and z, thereby strictly decreasing i’s incentive to
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deviate. Thus we can safely assume that these are i’s only payments, and hence
x+y+z ≥

2k − 7
.
k−2

Since i is currently paying at least x + y + z, we know that his incentive to deviate is at
least
max(

x+y+z x+y+z x+y+z
,
,
).
x
y+1
z+1

This function is minimized when x = y + 1 = z + 1. Solving for x we find that
x≥

4k − 11
.
3k − 6

Thus player i’s incentive to deviate is at least
x+y+z
3x − 2
2
3k − 6
6k − 21
≥
=3− ≥3−2
=
.
x
x
x
4k − 11
4k − 11
Therefore as k grows, this lower bound on player i’s incentive to deviate tends towards
3
.
2

Note that in this proof, we only considered one optimal network, namely T ∗ . If we

modify G by increasing the costs of all edges not in T ∗ by some small ε > 0, then T ∗
is the only optimal network. Repeating the above analysis under these new costs still
yields a lower bound of

3
2

for the best approximate Nash on T ∗ in the limit as k grows

and ε tends to 0.

3.7 NP Completeness
In this section, we present a brief proof that determining the existence of Nash equilibria
in a given graph is NP-complete if the number of players is O(n) (where n is the number
of nodes in the graph). We present a reduction from 3-SAT to show that the problem is
NP-hard. The graph constructed will have unit cost edges.
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Consider an arbitrary instance of 3-SAT with clauses Cj and variables xi . We will
have a player for each variable xi , and two players for each clause Cj . For each variable
xi construct the gadget shown in Figure 3.12a. The source and sink of the player x i are
the vertices si and ti respectively. When player xi buys the left path or right path, this
corresponds to xi being set to be true or false, respectively. For clarity, we will refer to
this player as being the ith variable player.
sj1

si

e2T
eiF

ti
(a)

tj2

e1T

xi
eiT

Cj

e3F
sj2

tj1
(b)

Figure 3.12: Gadgets for the NP-completeness reduction.
Next, we construct a gadget for each clause Cj . The construction is best explained
through an example clause Cj = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) whose gadget is given in Figure 3.12b.
The two players for Cj have their source sink pairs as (sj1 , tj1 ) and (sj2, tj2 ) respectively.
We will call both players on this gadget clause players. The final graph is constructed by
gluing these gadgets together at the appropriate labeled edges. Specifically, the edges
in clause gadget Cj labeled e1T , e2T , and e3F are the same edges that appear in the
corresponding variable gadgets. In other words, among all clauses and variable gadgets,
there is only one edge labeled eiT and only one labeled eiF , and all the interior nodes in
the gadget for each clause Cj are nodes in variable gadgets.
Suppose that there is a satisfying assignment A in our 3-SAT instance. Consider the
strategy in which variable player i fully buys the left path if x i is true in A and fully buys
the right path otherwise. Since this is a satisfying assignment, by our construction each
clause gadget has at least one interior edge fully paid for by a variable player. For each
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clause Cj , let e be one such edge, and let both players on this gadget buy the unique
path of length 3 that connects their terminals which uses edge e. It is easy to see that
the clause players are satisfied as the cost of this path to each clause player is 2, the
minimum that he has to pay on any path from source to sink under the current payment
scheme. The cheapest deviation for each variable player also costs 2, and therefore they
do not have any incentive to move either. Thus, this forms a Nash equilibrium.
Suppose now that there is a Nash equilibrium. We will argue that this Nash equilibrium has to have a specific set of edges paid for. First, note that the contribution of each
player is not more than 2, as the length of the shortest path is exactly 2.
Now suppose some perimeter edge of clause Cj is being bought. We know from the
example in Figure 3.1 that perimeter edges cannot be bought by the clause players in C j
alone, for that would not constitute a Nash strategy. Therefore there must be some other
player, variable or clause, contributing to the perimeter edge of C j . Also, since this is a
Nash strategy, any perimeter edge on which there is a positive contribution by any player
must be fully bought. And once any perimeter edge of C j has a positive contribution
from a non-Cj player the payments of both the clause players of C j will be strictly less
than 2 in a Nash strategy.
Suppose one of the clauses, Cj , has some perimeter edge bought. Since at Nash
equilibrium, the set of edges bought must form a Steiner forest, we look at the component of the Steiner forest that has the the clause Cj . We will show that the number
of edges in this component is more than twice the number of players involved. Then,
there must be a player who is paying more than 2, and hence this cannot be a Nash
equilibrium.
Suppose there are x clause players and y variable players in the component of the
forest containing Cj . We know from the example in Figure 3.1 that x + y > 2. Then,
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the total number of nodes in the Nash component containing C j is 2x + 3y as we have
to count the two source-sink nodes for each clause player and the three nodes on the
path of each variable player. Since this is a connected tree, the total number of edges
in this component is 2x + 3y − 1. The average payment per player is then given by
2x+3y−1
x+y

= 2+

y−1
.
x+y

Now if y > 1, then the average payment per player is more than

2. Thus there must be some player who is paying more than 2, which is infeasible in
a Nash. If y = 1, then the average payment per player is exactly 2. But again, since
we know that the clause players of Cj pay strictly less than 2 each, there must be some
player who pays strictly more than 2, which is again impossible. Lastly, we cannot have
y = 0 as then whenever a clause player participates in paying for another clause, he
must use a node in the path of a variable player, and thereby include this variable player
in the component of Cj .
This implies that variable players only select paths within their gadget. Furthermore,
it implies that variable players must pay fully for their entire path. Suppose i is a variable
player who has selected the left (true) path, but has not paid fully for the second edge in
that path. The remainder of this cost must be paid for by some clause player or players.
But for such a clause player to use this edge, he must also buy two other edges, which
are not used by any other player. Hence such a clause player must pay strictly more than
2. But there is always a path he could use to connect of cost exactly 2, so this can not
happen in a Nash equilibrium. Thus we have established that variable players pay fully
for their own paths.
Now consider any clause gadget. Since we have a Nash equilibrium, we know that
only internal edges are used. But since each clause player can connect his terminals
using perimeter edges for a cost of exactly 2, one of the interior variable edges must be
bought by a variable player in each clause gadget. If we consider a truth assignment
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A in which xi is true if and only if player i selects the left (true) path, then this obviously satisfies our 3-SAT instance, as every clause has at least one variable forcing it to
evaluate to true.
Therefore, this game has a Nash equilibrium if and only if the corresponding formula is satisfiable, and since this problem is clearly in NP, determining whether a Nash
equilibrium exists is NP-Complete.

Chapter 4
Network Creation with Fair Cost Sharing
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 we introduced the connection game with arbitrary cost sharing. This game
can be viewed as being very “unregulated,” in the sense that no restrictions are placed
on the manner in which users divide up edge costs. As a result, many instances of
this game have no pure Nash equilibrium; furthermore, it is often the case that, when
pure Nash equilibria do exist, certain users are able to act as “free riders,” paying very
little or nothing at all. This can lead to situations in which even the best equilibria are
far more expensive than centrally designed solutions. In this chapter, we continue our
study of competitive network formation, and examine the extent to which we can rectify
these problem via mechanism design. More precisely, we will show how a number of
properties of the connection game improve when players’ strategies are restricted by
means of a cost-sharing mechanism.
A cost-sharing mechanism can be viewed as the underlying protocol that determines
how much a network serving several participants will cost to each of them. Specifically,
suppose that each user i has a set of terminals Ti that it wishes to connect; it chooses a
tree Si connecting the nodes in Ti ; and the cost-sharing mechanism then charges user
i a cost of Ci (S1 , . . . , Sk ). (Note that this cost can depend on the choices of the other
users as well.) Although there are in principle many possible cost-sharing mechanisms,
research in this area has converged on a few mechanisms with good theoretical and
empirical behavior; here we focus on the following particularly natural one: the cost
of each edge is shared equally by the set of all users whose trees contain it, so that
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ce
. This equal-division mechanism has a number
|{j : e ∈ Sj }|
e∈Si
of basic economic motivations; it can be derived from the Shapley value [53], and it can

Ci (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk ) =

be shown to be the unique cost-sharing scheme satisfying a number of different sets of
axioms [26, 36, 53]. We will refer to it as the Shapley or fair cost-sharing mechanism.
Note that the total edge cost of the designed network is equal to the sum of the costs in
the union of all Si , and the costs allocated to users in the Shapley mechanism completely


pay for this total edge cost: ni=1 Ci (S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk ) = e∈∪i Si ce .
Now, the general question is to determine how this basic cost-sharing mechanism
serves to influence the strategic behavior of the users, and what effect this has on the
structure and overall cost of the network one obtains. Given a solution to the network design problem consisting of a vector of trees (S 1 , . . . , Sk ) for the n users, user i would be
interested in deviating from this solution if there were an alternate tree S i that also connected all terminals in Ti such that changing to Si would lower its cost under the resulting allocation: Ci (S1 , . . . , Si−1 , Si , Si+1 , . . . , Sk ) < Ci (S1 , . . . , Si−1 , Si , Si+1 , . . . , Sk ).
We say that a strategy (a tree Si for each player i) is a Nash equilibrium if no user
has an interest in deviating. As we will see below, there exists a set of strategies in
Nash equilibrium for every instance of this network design game. (In this paper, we
will only be concerned with pure Nash equilibrium; i.e. with equilibria where each user
deterministically chooses a single tree.)
The goal of a network design protocol is to suggest for each user i a strategy S i so
that the resulting strategy is in Nash equilibrium and its total cost exceeds that of an
optimal set of trees by as small a factor as possible; this factor is the price of stability of
the instance. It is useful at this point to consider a simple example that illustrates how
the price of stability can grow to a super-constant value (with k). Suppose k players
wish to connect the common source s to a private terminal t i , assume player i has its
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Figure 4.1: An instance in which the price of stability converges to H(k) = Θ(log k) as
ε → 0.

own path of cost 1/i, and all players can share a common path of cost 1 + ε for some
small ε > 0 (see Figure 4.1). The optimal solution would connect all agents through
the common path for a total cost of 1 + ε. However, if this solution were offered to the
users, they would defect from it one by one to their alternate paths. The unique Nash

equilibrium has a cost of ki=1 1i = H(k).
While the price of stability in this instance grows with k, it only does so logarithmically. It is thus natural to ask how bad the price of stability can be for this network
design problem. If we think about the example in Figure 4.1 further, it is also interesting
to note that a good Nash equilibrium is reached by iterated greedy updating of players’
solutions (in other words, best-response dynamics) starting from an optimal solution; it
is natural to ask to what extent this holds in general.

4.1.1 Results
Our first main result is that in every instance of the network design problem with Shapley
cost-sharing, there always exists a Nash equilibrium of total cost at most H(k) times
optimal. In other words, the simple example in Figure 4.1 is in fact the worst possible
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case.
We prove this result using a potential function method due to Monderer and Shapley
[52] and Rosenthal [59] (see also [11]): one defines a potential function Φ on possible
solutions and shows that any improving move by one of the users (i.e. to lower its own
cost) reduces the value of Φ. Since the set of possible solutions is finite, it follows that
any sequence of improving moves leads to a Nash equilibrium. The goal of Monderer
and Shapley’s and Rosenthal’s work was to prove existence statements of this sort; for
our purposes, we make further use of the potential function to prove a bound on the price
of stability. Specifically, we give bounds relating the value of the potential for a given
solution to the overall cost of that solution; if we then iterate best-response dynamics
starting from an optimal solution, the potential does not increase, and hence we can
bound the cost of any solution that we reach. Thus, for this network design game, bestresponse dynamics starting from the optimum does in fact always lead to a good Nash
equilibrium.
We can extend our basic result to a number of more general settings. To begin with,
the H(k) bound on the price of stability extends directly to the case in which users are
selecting arbitrary subsets of a ground set (with elements’ costs shared according to the
Shapley value), rather than sub-trees in a graph; it also extends to the case in which the
cost of each edge is a non-decreasing concave function of the number of users on it. In
addition, our results also hold if we introduce capacities into our model; each edge e
may be used by at most ue players, where ue is the capacity of e.
We arrive at a more technically involved set of extensions if we wish to add latencies
to the network design problem. Here each edge has a concave construction cost c e (x)
when there are x users on the edge, and a latency cost de (x); the cost experienced by a
user is the full latency plus a fair share of the construction cost, d e (x)+ce (x)/x. We give
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general conditions on the latency functions that allow us to bound the price of stability
in this case at d · H(k), where d depends on the delay functions used. Moreover, we
obtain stronger bounds in the case where users experience only delays, not construction
costs; this includes a result that relates the cost at the best Nash equilibrium to that of
an optimum with twice as many players, and a result that improves the potential-based
bound on the price of stability for the single-source delay-only case.
Since a number of our proofs are obtained by following the results of best-response
dynamics via a potential function, it is natural to investigate the speed of convergence of
best-response dynamics for this game. We show that it converges to a Nash equilibrium
in polynomial time for the case of two players, but that with k players, it can run for
a time exponential in k. Whether there is a way to schedule players’ moves to make
best-response converge in a polynomial number of steps for this game in general is an
interesting open question.
Finally, we consider a natural generalization of the cost-sharing model that carries us
beyond the potential-function framework. Specifically, suppose each user has a weight
(perhaps corresponding to the amount of traffic it plans to send), and we change the
cost-allocation so that user i’s payment for edge e is equal to the ratio of its weight to
the total weight of all users on e. In addition to being intuitively natural, this definition
is analogous to certain natural generalizations of the Shapley value [51]. The weighted
model, however, is significantly more complicated: there is no longer a potential function whose value tracks improvements in users’ costs when they greedily update their
solutions. We show that for weighted games, best-response dynamics converge in the
case that all users seek to construct a path from a node s to a node t (the price of stability here is 1), and in the general model of users selecting sets from a ground set, when
each element appears in the sets of at most two users. We also present a construction
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involving user weights that grow exponentially in k that demonstrates that the price of
stability in weighted games can be as high as Ω(k).

4.1.2 Related Work
The bulk of the work on cost-sharing (see e.g. [26, 36] and the references there) tends
to assume a fixed underlying set of edges. Jain and Vazirani [37] and Kent and SkorinKapov [43] consider cost-sharing for a single source network design game. Cost-sharing
games assume that there is a central authority that designs and maintains the network,
and decides appropriate cost-shares for each agent, depending on the graph and all other
agents, via a complex algorithm. The agents’ only role is to report their utility for being
included in the network.
Here, on the other hand, we consider a simple cost-sharing mechanism, the Shapleyvalue, and ask what the strategic implications of a given cost-sharing mechanism are for
the way in which a network will be designed. This question explores the feedback between the protocol that governs network construction and the behavior of self-interested
agents that interact with this protocol. An approach of a similar style, though in a different setting related to routing, was pursued by Johari and Tsitsiklis [40]; there, they
assumed a network protocol that priced traffic according to a scheme due to Kelly [42],
and asked how this protocol would affect the strategic decisions of self-interested agents
routing connections in the network.
The special case of our game with only delays is closely related to the congestion
game of [63, 61]. They consider a game where the amount of flow carried by an individual user is infinitesimally small (a non-atomic game), while in this paper we assume
that each user has a unit of flow, which it needs to route on a single path. In the nonatomic game of [63, 61] the Nash equilibrium is essentially unique (hence there is no
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distinction between the price of anarchy and stability), while in our atomic game there
can be many equilibria. Fabrikant, Papadimitriou, and Talwar [24] consider our atomic
game with delays only. They give a polynomial time algorithm to minimize the potential
function Φ in the case that all users share a common source, and show that finding any
equilibrium solution is PLS-complete for multiple source-sink pairs. Our results extend
the price of anarchy results of [63, 61] about non-atomic games to results on the price
of stability for the case of single source atomic games.
A weighted game similar to our is presented by Libman and Orda [46], with a different mechanism for distributing costs among users. They do not consider the price of
stability, and instead focus on convergence in parallel networks. Subsequent work on
our weighted game by Chen and Roughgarden [14] has shown that in fact, pure Nash
equilibria do not always exist. They use a relaxation of a potential function to prove that
weighted games do admit log(wmax )-approximate equilibria, where the price of stability
is logarithmic in the total weight of all players, and w max is the largest weight of any
player. They further prove that this result is nearly the best possible.

4.2 Nash Equilibria of Network Design with Shapley Cost-Sharing
We now formally define the Connection Game with Fair Cost-Sharing, which we will
also refer to simply as the Fair Connection Game. We let k denote the number of players
and consider a directed graph G = (V, E), where each edge has a nonnegative cost ce .
Each player i has a set of terminal nodes Ti that he wants to connect. A strategy of a
player is a set of edges Si ⊂ E such that Si connects all nodes in Ti . We assume that we
use the Shapley value to share the cost of the edges, i.e. all players using an edge split
up the cost of the edge equally. Given a vector of players’ strategies S = (S 1 , . . . , Sk ),
let xe be the number of agents whose strategy contains edge e. Then the cost to agent
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i is Ci (S) =



e∈Si (ce /xe ),

and the goal of each agent is to connect its terminals with

minimum total cost.
In the worst case, Nash equilibria can be very expensive in this game, so that the
price of anarchy becomes as large as k. To see this, consider k players with common
source s and sink t, and two parallel edges of cost 1 and k. The worst equilibrium has
all players selecting the more expensive edge, thereby paying k times the cost of the
optimal network. However, we can bound the price of stability by H(k), which is the
harmonic sum 1 +

1
2

+

1
3

+ . . . + k1 , as follows.

Theorem 4.2.1 The price of stability of the fair connection game is at most H(k).
Proof : The fair connection game that we have defined falls into the class of congestion
games as defined by Monderer and Shapley [52], as the cost of an edge e to a user
i is fe (x) = ce /x, which depends only on edge e and the number of users x whose
strategy contains e. Monderer and Shapley [52] show that all congestion games have
deterministic Nash equilibria. They prove this using a potential function Φ, defined as
follows.
Φ(S) =

xe


fe (x)

(4.1)

e∈E x=1

Monderer and Shapley [52] show that for any strategy S = (S1 , . . . , Sk ) if a single
player i deviates to strategy Si , then the change in the potential value Φ(S) − Φ(S  ) of
the new strategy set S  = (S1 , . . . , Si, . . . , Sk ) is exactly the change in the cost to player
i. Note that the change of player i’s strategy affects the cost of many other players j = i,
but the Φ value is not effected by the change in the cost of these players, it simply tracks
the cost of the player who changes its strategy. They call a game in which such a function
Φ exists a potential game. To show that such a potential game has a deterministic Nash
equilibrium, start from any state S = (S 1 , . . . , Sk ) and consider a sequence of selfish
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moves (allowing players to change strategies to improve their costs). In a congestion
game any sequence of such improving moves leads to a Nash equilibrium as each move
decreases the potential function Φ, and hence must lead to a stable state.
Monderer and Shapley do not say anything about the quality of Nash equilibria with
respect to the centralized optimum, but we can use their potential function to establish
our bound. Let xe be defined as above with respect to S. Now the potential function of

Equation 4.1 in our case is Φ(S) = e∈E ce H(xe ). According to the above argument,
any improving deviation decreases Φ(S), and so a sequence of improving deviations by
players must eventually result in a Nash equilibrium.
Consider the strategy S ∗ = (S1∗ , . . . , Sk∗ ) defining the optimal centralized solution.


Let OP T = e∈S ∗ ce be the cost of this solution. Then, Φ(S ∗ ) ≤ e∈S ∗ (ce · H(k)),
which is exactly H(k) · OP T . Now we start from strategy S ∗ and follow a sequence of
improving self-interested moves. We know that this will result in a Nash equilibrium S
with Φ(S) ≤ Φ(S ∗ ).
Note that the potential value of any solution S is at least the total cost: Φ(S) ≥


e∈S ce

= cost(S). Therefore, there exists a Nash equilibrium with cost at most H(k) ·

OP T , as desired.
Recall from the Introduction that this bound is tight as shown by the example in
Figure 4.1. Unfortunately, even though Theorem 4.2.1 says that cheap Nash equilibria
exist, finding them is NP-complete.
Theorem 4.2.2 Given an instance of a fair connection game and a value C, it is NPhard to determine if the game has a Nash equilibrium of cost at most C.
Proof : The reduction is from 3D-Matching. Given an instance of 3D-Matching with
node sets X, Y, Z, form a graph G = (V, E) as follows. Form a node for each node in
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X, Y , and Z, and also a node vi,j,k for each 3D edge (xi , yj , zk ). Also add an additional
node t. Form a directed edge from each node vi,j,k to t with cost function ce = 3. Form
a directed edge from each node v in X, Y, Z to all nodes representing 3D edges that
contain v. Make these edges have a cost ce = 0. Let k = |X| + |Y | + |Z|, and form a
player for each node in v in X ∪ Y ∪ Z. This player has two terminals: v and t.
If there exists a 3D Matching in the 3D-Matching instance, then there exists a Nash
equilibrium in the above fair connection game of cost k: Take the 3D Matching M, and
let Si for the player whose terminals are v and t be the edge from v to the unique node
vi,j,k corresponding to the 3D edge in M, and the edge from this node to t. Since M
is a matching, the cost of S is exactly 3k/3 = k. S is a Nash equilibrium, since any
deviation for a player involves paying for some edge of cost 3 by himself, while the
current amount he is paying is 1.
If no 3D Matching exists, then any solution to the fair connection game must cost
more than k. Therefore, no Nash equilibrium can exist of cost at most k. This finishes
the proof.
Notice that the same proof works to show that determining if there exists a Nash
equilibrium that costs OPT is NP-complete.
We can extend the results of Theorem 4.2.1 to concave cost functions. Consider
the extended fair connection game where instead of a constant cost c e , each edge has
a cost which depends on the number of players using that edge, c e (x). We assume
that ce (x) is a nondecreasing, concave function, modeling the buy-at-bulk economy of
scale of buying edges that can be used by more players. Notice that the cost of an
edge ce (x) might increase with the number of players using it, but the cost per player
fe (x) = ce (x)/x decreases if ce (x) is concave.
Theorem 4.2.3 Take a fair connection game with each edge having a nondecreasing
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concave cost function ce (x), where x is the number of players using edge e. Then the
price of stability is at most H(k).
Proof : The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. We use the potential
function Φ(S) defined by (4.1). As before, the change in potential if a player i deviates
equals exactly to the change of that player’s payments. We start with the strategy S ∗
with minimum total cost, and perform a series of improving deviations until we reach a
Nash equilibrium S with Φ(S) ≤ Φ(S ∗ ). To finish the proof all we need to show is that
cost(S) ≤ Φ(S) ≤ H(k) · cost(S) for all strategies S. The second inequality follows
e
(ce (x)/x) ≤ H(xe ) · ce (xe ). To see that
since ce (x) is nondecreasing and therefore xx=1
cost(S) ≤ Φ(S) notice that since ce (x) is concave, the cost per player must decrease

with x, i.e. ce (x)/x is a nonincreasing function. Therefore, cost(S) = e∈S ce (xe ) =

e∈S xe · (ce (xe )/xe ) ≤ Φ(S), which finishes the proof.
Notice that the condition that cost functions be concave is general enough to encompass the utility function of a player being a combination of the cost he has to pay for his
edges and the distance between his terminals in the network of bought edges. If c e is the
cost function of an edge, we simply set c e (x) = ce (x) + x. The payment of each player

i now becomes |Si | + e∈Si (ce (xe )/xe ), and ce is still concave if ce is concave.
Extensions

The proof of Theorem 4.2.3 extends to a general congestion game, where

players attempt to share a set of resources R they need. Instead of having an underlying
graph structure, we now think of each s ∈ R as a resource with a concave cost function
cs (x) of the number of users selecting sets containing s. The possible strategies of each
player i is a set Si of subsets of R. Each player seeks to select a set Si ∈ Si so as
to minimize his cost. Since the proofs above did not rely on the graph structure, they
translate directly to this extension.
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We can further extend the results to the case when the cost to a player is a combination of the cost ce (x)/x, and a function of the selected set, such as the distance between
terminals in the network design case. More precisely, the price of stability is still at most

H(k) if each player is trying to minimize the cost e∈Si (ce (xe )/xe ) + di (Si ) where ce
is monotone increasing and concave, and di is an arbitrary function specific to player i
(e.g. a distance function, or diameter of Si , etc.). The proof is analogous to Theorem
  e ce (x)

. Notice that
4.2.3, except with a new potential Φ(S) = i di (Si ) + e∈S x=x
x=1
x
this is technically not a congestion game on the given graph G. Finally we note that all
these results (as well as those subsequent) hold in the presence of capacities. Adding
capacities ue to each edge e and disallowing more than u e players to use e at any time
does not substantially alter any of our proofs.

The Case of Undirected Graphs. While the bound of H(k) is tight for general directed graphs, it is not tight for undirected graphs. Finding the correct bound is an
interesting open problem. In the case of two players, our bound on the price of stability
is H(2) = 3/2. In Section 4.4 we show that that this bound can be improved to 4/3 in
the case of two players and a single source. We also give an example to show that this
bound is tight.

4.3 Dealing with Delays
In most of the previous section, we assumed that the utility of a player depends only on
the cost of the edges he uses. What changes if we introduce latency into the picture?
We have extended this to the case when the players’ cost is a combination of “design”
cost and the length of the path selected. More generally, delay on an edge does not have
to be simply the “hop-count”, but can also depend on congestion, i.e., on the number of
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players using the edge. In this section we will consider such a model.
Assume that each edge has both a cost function c e (x) and a latency function de (x),
where ce (x) is the cost of building the edge e for x users and the users will share this
cost equally, while de (x) is the delay suffered by users on edge e if x users are sharing
the edge. The goal of each user will be to minimize the sum of his cost and his latency.
If we assume that both the cost and latency for each edge depend only on the number
of players using that edge, then this fits directly into our model of a congestion game
above: the total cost felt by each user on the edge is f e (x) = ce (x)/x + de (x). If the
function xfe (x) is concave then Theorem 4.2.3 applies. But while concave functions are
natural for modeling cost, latency tends to be convex.

4.3.1 Combining Costs and Delays
First, we extend the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2.3 to general functions f e . The
most general version of this argument is expressed in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.1 Consider a fair connection game with arbitrary edge-cost functions f e .
Suppose that Φ(S) is as in Equation 4.1, with cost(S) ≤ A · Φ(S), and Φ(S) ≤ B ·
cost(S) for all S. Then, the price of stability is at most A · B.
Proof : Let S ∗ be a strategy such that Si∗ is the set of edges i uses in the centralized optimal solution. We know from above that if we perform a series of improving deviations
on it, we must converge to a Nash equilibrium S  with potential value at most Φ(S ∗ ).
By our assumptions, cost(S  ) ≤ A · Φ(S  ) ≤ A · Φ(S ∗ ) ≤ AB · cost(S ∗ ) = AB · OP T .

Our main interest in this section are functions f e (x) that are the sums of the fair
share of a cost and a delay, i.e., fe (x) = ce (x)/x + de (x). We will assume that de (x) is
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monotone increasing, while ce (x) is monotone increasing and concave.
Corollary 4.3.2 If ce (x) is concave and nondecreasing, de (x) is nondecreasing for all
e
e, and xe de (xe ) ≤ A xx=1
de (x) for all e and xe , then the price of stability is at most
A · H(k). In particular, if d e (x) is a polynomial with degree at most l and nonnegative
coefficients, then the price of stability is at most (l + 1) · H(k).
Proof : For functions fe (x) = ce (x)/x + de (x), both the cost and potential of a solution
come in two parts corresponding to the cost c and delay d.
For the part corresponding to cost the potential over-estimates the cost by at most a
factor of H(k) as proved in Theorem 4.2.3. If on the delay, the potential underestimates
the cost by at most a factor of A, then we get the bound of A · H(k) for the price of
stability by Theorem 4.3.1.
Therefore, for reasonable delay functions, the price of stability cannot be too large.
In particular, if the utility function of each player depends on a concave cost and delay
that is independent of the number of users on the edge, then we get that the price of
stability is at most H(k) as we have shown at the end of the previous section. If the
delay grows linearly with the number of users, then the price of stability is at most
2H(k).

4.3.2 Games with Only Delays
In this subsection we consider games with only delay. We assume that the cost of a
player for using an edge e used by x players is fe (x) = de (x), and de is a monotone
increasing function of x. This cost function models delays that are increasing with
congestion.
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We will mostly consider the special case when there is a common source s. Each
player i has one additional terminal ti , and the player wants to connect s to ti via a
directed path. Fabrikant, Papadimitriou, and Talwar [24] showed that in this case, one
can compute the Nash equilibrium minimizing the potential function Φ via a minimum
cost flow computation. For each edge e they introduce many parallel copies, each with
capacity 1, and cost de (x) for integers x > 0. We will use properties of a minimum cost
flow for establishing our results.

A Bicriteria Result
First we show a bicriteria bound, and compare the cost of the cheapest Nash equilibrium
to that of the optimum design with twice as many players.
Theorem 4.3.3 Consider the single source case of a congestion game with only delays.
Let S be the minimum cost Nash equilibrium and S ∗ be the minimum cost solution for
the problem where each player i is replaced by two players. Then cost(S) ≤ cost(S ∗ ).
Proof : Consider the Nash equilibrium obtained by Fabrikant et al [24] via a minimum
cost flow computation. Assume that x e is the number of users using edge e at this
equilibrium. By assumption, all users share a common source s. Let D(v) denote the
cost of the minimum cost path in the residual graph from s to v. The length of the path
of user i is at most D(ti ) (as otherwise the residual graph would have a negative cycle)

and hence we get that cost(S) ≤ i D(ti ).
Now consider a modified delay function dˆe for each edge e = (u, v). Define dˆe (x) =
de (x) if x > xe , and dˆe (x) = D(v) − D(u) if x ≤ xe . Note that for any edge e we have
D(v) − D(u) ≤ de (xe + 1) as the edge e = (u, v) is in the residual graph with cost
de (xe + 1). This implies that the modified delay dˆ is monotone. For edges with xe = 0
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we also have that de (xe ) ≤ D(v) − D(u) as the reverse edge (v, u) is in the residual
graph with cost −de (xe ), so the delay of an edge is not decreased.
ˆ the shortest path from s to ti is length
Now observe that, subject to the new delay d,
D(ti ) even in an empty network. The minimum possible cost of two paths from s to
ti for the two users corresponding to user i is then at least 2D(t i ) for each player i.

Therefore the minimum cost of a solution with delays dˆ is at least 2 i D(ti ).
To bound cost(S ∗ ) we need to bound the difference in cost of a solution when
measured with delays dˆ and d. Note that for any edge e = (u, v) and any number x
we have that xdˆe (x) − xde (x) ≤ xe (D(v) − D(u)), and hence the difference in to

tal cost is at most e=(u,v) xe (D(v) − D(u)) =
i D(ti ). Using this, we get that

cost(S ∗ ) ≥ i D(ti ) ≥ cost(S).
Note that a similar bound is not possible for a model with both costs and delays,
when additional users compensate to some extent for the price of stability. Consider a
problem with two parallel links e and e  and k users. Assume on link e the cost is all
design cost ce (x) = 1 + ε for a small ε > 0. On the other link e the cost is all delay, and
the delay with x users is de (x) = 1/(k − x + 1). The optimum solution is to use the
first edge e, and it costs 1 + ε. Note that the optimum with any number of extra users
costs the same, as this is all design cost. On the other hand, the only Nash is to have all
users on e , incurring delay 1, for a total cost of k.

Bounding the Price of Stability with Only Delays
Note that the H(k) term in Corollary 4.3.2 comes from the concave cost c, and so the
bound obtained there improves by an H(k) factor when the cost consists of only delay.
The results from Corollary 4.3.2 already tell us that if the delay functions are such that
e
de (x), the the price of stability is at most A. Specifically, we know
xe de (xe ) ≤ A xx=1
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that if the delays are polynomial of degree l, then the price of stability is at most l + 1,
and therefore with linear delays the price of stability is at most 2.
Roughgarden [61] showed a tighter bound for non-atomic games. He assumed that
the delay is monotone increasing, and the total cost of an edge xd e (x) is a convex function of the traffic x. He showed that for any class of such functions D containing all
constant functions, the price of anarchy is always obtained on a two node, two link network. Let us call α(D) the price of anarchy for non-atomic games with delays from
the class D (which is also the price of stability, since the Nash equilibrium is unique in
that context). For example, Roughgarden [61] showed that for polynomials of degree at
most l this bound is O(l/ log l), and for linear delays it is 4/3. Here we extend this result
to a single source atomic game, and thereby show tighter bounds than in Corollary 4.3.2
for the singe source case.
Theorem 4.3.4 If in a single source fair connection game all costs are delays, and all
delays are from a set D satisfying the above condition, then the price of stability is at
most α(D).
Proof : As in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3 consider the Nash equilibrium obtained via a
minimum cost flow computation, and let D(v) be the length of the shortest path from s

to v in the residual graph. As before we have that cost(S) ≤ i D(ti ). Further, for each
edge e = (u, v) we have that D(v) − D(u) ≤ de (xe + 1), and for edges with xe = 0, we
also have that de (xe ) ≤ D(v) − D(u).
To prove the bound, we consider the modified network Ĝ. Note that the new capacity
and the added links do not effect the equilibrium, as d e (xe ) ≤ D(v) − D(u). For each
edge e, the two parallel copies: edge e with new capacity xe and edge e , can carry any
number of paths at least as cheaply as the original edge e could since D(v) − D(u) ≤
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de (xe + 1), hence this change in the network can only improve the minimum possible
cost. We will prove the bound in this new network by comparing the cost of the Nash
equilibrium with the minimum possible cost of a (possibly fractional) flow carrying one
unit of flow from s to each of the terminals ti .
The nice property of Ĝ is that the optimum fractional flow x̂ in Ĝ is easy to determine. Consider an edge e = (u, v) that is used by xe = 0 paths in the equilibrium.
We will obtain a fractional flow x̂e by splitting the corresponding x e amount of flow between the two edges e and e . For an edge e let e (x) = de (x) + xde (x). By assumption,
de (x) ≤ e (x) for all x. For an edge e such that e (xe ) ≤ D(v) − D(u), we set x̂e = xe ,
and x̂e = 0. Otherwise, let x̂e be such that e (x̂e ) = D(v)−D(u), and let x̂e = xe − x̂e .
First, we claim that x̂ is the minimum cost fractional solution in Ĝ. For all edges
e = (u, v) such that x̂e = xe , we have that e (x̂e ) = D(v) − D(u). When x̂e = xe ,
then we have that flow x̂e is equal the capacity of the edge, and e (x̂e ) ≤ D(v) − D(u).
Therefore, if there is a negative cycle in the residual graph of x̂e with constant edge costs
e (xe ) for e and costs D(v) − D(u) for e , then this is also a negative cost cycle in G
with constant edge costs D(v) − D(u). This contradicts x e being a min-cost flow with
those costs, however. We can now use Lemma 4.3.5 to see that x̂ e is also a min-cost
flow for edge costs xde (x).
The theorem then follows, as on each original edge e ∈ E the cost x e de (xe ) is at
most α(D) times the cost of the corresponding to edges e and e  in Ĝ by Lemma 4.3.6.

To finish the proof of the Theorem, we require the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.3.5 Let G be a network, and xe be a fractional flow sending one unit of flow
from the source s to each sink ti . Let  denote the gradient of the total cost xd e (x), that
is, let e (x) = de (x) + xde (x) for each edge e. The flow xe is minimum cost subject to
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the cost


e

xde (x) if and only if it is a minimum cost flow subject to the constant cost

function ce = e (xe ).
Proof : If the flow xe is not of minimum cost subject to costs c e , then the residual graph
has a negative cycle, and moving a small amount of flow along the cycle decreases the

cost e xde (x), as the cost ce is exactly the gradient of this objective function. To see
the other direction, we use the fact that the cost function is convex by assumption, and
hence all local optima are also global optima.
As with the proof in [61] we start by considering two parallel links; an edge e, which
has delay d(x), that will carry some r units of flow, and a parallel link e  with constant
delay d (x) = d(r), independent of the traffic on e . Now the unique Nash equilibrium
is to route all r units of flow on e, while we get the optimum by setting x such that the
gradient c(x) = d(x) + xd (x) is equal to d(r), and sending x units of flow along e, and
the remainder r − x along edge e . Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.6 If a set D of delay functions satisfies the above condition, then the price
of stability is at most α(D) = max r,x,d∈D rd(r)/(xd(x)+(r−x)d(r)), and the maximum
is achieved by setting x such that d(x) + xd  (x) = d(r).

4.4 The Undirected Case
While the bound of H(k) on the price of stability is tight for general directed graphs with
costs, it is not tight for undirected graphs. Finding the correct bound is an interesting
open problem. In the case of two players, our bound on the price of stability is H(2) =
3/2. We now show that that this bound can be improved to 4/3 in the case of two players
and a single source.
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Here is an example of an undirected two-player game with the price of stability
approaching 4/3. Let G have 3 nodes: s, t1 , and t2 . Player 1 wants to connect t1 with s,
and player 2 wants to connect t2 with s. There are edges (s, t1 ) and (s, t2 ) with cost 2.
There is an edge (t1 , t2 ) with cost 1 + ε. The optimal centralized solution has cost 3 + ε.
However, the cheapest Nash has cost 4. This example implies that the following claim
is tight.
Claim 4.4.1 The price of stability is at most 4/3 in a fair connection game with two
players in an undirected graph, each having two terminals with one terminal in common.
Proof : Let s be the common terminals, and let t 1 and t2 be the personal terminals.
Consider the optimal centralized solution (S 1 , S2 ). Let X1 = S1 \S2 be the edges only
being used by player 1, X2 = S2 \S1 be the edge only used by player 2, and X3 = S1 ∩S2
be the edges shared by the two players. Let (S1 , S2 ) be a Nash equilibrium that a series
of improving responses converges to starting with (S 1 , S2 ). Similarly, let Y1 = S1 \S2 ,
Y2 = S2 \S1 , and Y3 = S1 ∩ S2 . Finally, set xi = cost(Xi ) and yi = cost(Yi ) for
1 ≤ i ≤ 3. By the properties of Φ(S1 , S2 ) from above (more description), we know that
Φ(S1 , S2 ) ≤ Φ(S1 , S2 ). Substituting in the definition of Φ, we obtain that
3
3
y1 + y2 + y3 < x1 + x2 + x3 .
2
2

(4.2)

Look at S1 and S2 as paths instead of sets of edges (there will be no cycles since then
this would not be a Nash). We now show that in (S 1 , S2 ), as in any Nash equilibrium,
once the paths of the two players merge, they do not separate again. Suppose to the contrary that this happens. Let v be the first node that S 1 and S2 have in common, and set P1
and P2 be the subpaths of S1 and S2 after v, respectively. We know that cost(P1 \P2 ) =
cost(P2 \P1 ), since if they were not equal, say cost(P1 \P2 ) > cost(P2 \P1 ), then player
1 could deviate to P2 instead and pay strictly less. However, even if they are equal,
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player 1 could deviate to use P2 instead of P1 , and pay strictly less, since he will pay the
same as before on edges in P1 ∩ P2 , and pay only cost(P1 \P2 )/2 in total on the other
edges. Therefore, the only way this could be a Nash equilibrium is if P 1 ∩P2 = P1 = P2 ,
as desired.
Consider a deviation from (S1 , S2 ) that player 1 could make. He could decide to use
X1 ∪X2 ∪Y2 ∪Y3 instead of S1 = Y1 ∪Y3 . This is a valid deviation because player 1 still
connects his terminals by following X 1 until X1 meets with X2 , then following X2 back
to t2 , and then following S2 to s. Since (S1 , S2 ) is a Nash equilibrium, this deviation
must cost more to player 1 than his current payments, and so x 1 + x2 + y2 /2 + y3 /2 ≥
y1 + y3 /2. By symmetric reasoning, x1 + x2 + y1 /2 + y3/2 ≥ y2 + y3 /2. If we add these
inequalities together, we obtain that
y1 /2 + y2 /2 ≤ 2x1 + 2x2 .

(4.3)

To show that the price of stability is at most 4/3, it is enough to show that cost(S 1 , S2 ) ≤
4
cost(S1 , S2 ).
3

Using the above notation, this is the same as showing 3y 1 + 3y2 + 3y3 ≤

4x1 + 4x2 + 4x3 . We do this by using Inequalities 4.2 and 4.3 as follows:
3y1 + 3y2 + 3y3 ≤ 3y1 + 3y2 + 4y3
1
8
3
= (y1 + y2 ) + (y1 + y2 + y3 )
3
3
2
8
3
4
≤ (x1 + x2 ) + (x1 + x2 + x3 )
3
3
2
= 4x1 + 4x2 + 4x3
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4.5 Convergence of Best Response
In this section, we address the convergence properties of best response dynamics in
our game. Notice that even though we have shown above that best response dynamics
always converge to a Nash equilibrium within a factor of log of the optimal centralized
solution, there are cases where best response dynamics actually start out close to the
optimum Nash equilibrium and yet end up in a costly one (although still within a log
factor). For example, consider the same graph as in Figure 4.1, but with an extra path
that can be shared by all players of cost 1. If the starting configuration is that all players
are using the path of cost 1 + ε, then there is a sequence of best responses which ends
up in a Nash equilibrium of cost log k (where k is the number of players), even though
the starting configuration was of very similar cost to both the centralized optimum and
the best Nash equilibrium.
Theorem 4.5.1 In the two player fair connection game, best response dynamics starting
from any configuration converges to a Nash equilibrium in polynomial time.
Proof : Suppose we start from any configuration C0 . Suppose for i ≥ 1, the configurations {Ci } are obtained by alternating the best responses of the two players. P i (1, 2)
refers to the shared path of the two players.
We show inductively that for i ≥ 2, Pi (1, 2) is a contiguous path and that P i+1 (1, 2) ⊇
Pi (1, 2). The base case is showing that P2 (1, 2) is a contiguous path. Without loss of
generality, assume that the sequence of best responses are as follows
2

1

2

C0 → C1 → C2 → 2 . . .
Assume that P2 (1, 2) is not contiguous, and since player 1 was the last player to have
done best response in reaching C2 it follows that he did not choose a strategy which
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results in the shared segment being contiguous in C 2 . But now, we use this fact to
analyze the last response of player 2, who started from C0 . Since player 1 was able to
take shortcuts across segments of player 2’s path, we can construct a better response for
player 2 starting from C0 , which is a contradiction.
In the inductive step, we have to show that for any configuration C i+1 , the edges
Pi+1 (1, 2) are contiguous and Pi+1 (1, 2) ⊇ Pi (1, 2). The fact that Pi+1 (1, 2) is a contiguous path follows essentially from the same proof as in the base case. Given that, we
now have to consider only the strategies in Figure 4.2.

x

b
a

1

2

Figure 4.2: The only possible deviations for a two-player game.

Indeed if player 1 decides to take the path as in the figure, taking the shortcut through
path x
fx (1) < fa (1) + fb (2)/2
By inductive hypothesis, the shared part only grew till now, so when when player 1 had
last done best response from configuration C i−1 , player 2 could not have been on any
edges of the subpaths x or a. So it must have been the case that
fx (1) > fa (1) + fb (2)/2
which is a contradiction. Hence, this is not a valid deviation for player 1. Thus, either
Pi+1 (1, 2) = Pi (1, 2) or |Pi+1 (1, 2)| > |Pi (1, 2)|. But note that the two paths Pi (1) −
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Pi (1, 2) and Pi (2) − Pi (1, 2) are always shortest paths and so Pi+1 (1, 2) = Pi (1, 2)
implies we have reached a Nash. Else Pi (1, 2) strictly increases by at least one edge.
Hence, we reach a Nash in polynomial number of steps.
The above proof shows that for any best response run, the number of edges shared
by both players increases monotonically. For more players, however, the hope of any
positive result about best response dynamics seems slim. In fact, we can show the
following.
Theorem 4.5.2 Best response dynamics for k players may run in time exponential in k.
To prove this, we now show an example in which by appropriate ordering of the best
response of players, we can simulate a k-bit counter.

Δ

Δ

Figure 4.3: The construction of an exponential Best-Response run.

The graph has 3n players, n “bit” players, each being assisted by two auxiliary
players. The auxiliary players of the ith player are denoted by A(i) and B(i). Each bit
player and each auxiliary player has only two path options, we call these the 0 path and
the 1 path. Note that the different players share edges, which are identified by the label
that is on them. Specifically, the same edge f (j, i) for instance, is present in the 0-path
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of all B(i) players when j > i and also in the 1 path of all the A(j) players such that
j > i. We also refer to the player going on the one path as the player being set and
going on the zero path as the player being reset. Each player has one source and one
sink and the paths of each player are as shown in the gadgets above. The costs of the
(0)

paths of ith bit player are referred to as xi
(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

and xi , and those of the player A(i) and

(1)

B(i) as ai , ai and bi , bi respectively. Here we describe how the counter works and
the inequalities that should hold for it to work properly.
Start Step : All the players are reset.
General Step : The bits from 1 to l − 1 are all set. The bits from l + 1 to n maybe at 0 or 1. The
lth bit is currently at 0 and has to be set at 1. Also, all the A(j) players are reset.
The B(j) players are set if and only if the j’th players are set.
• Now, the lth bit sets. This triggers both A(l) and B(l).
At this point, there are no other players using either of bit l player’s paths, so for
this to happen, we need only the following to be true. In writing the deviation
requirements that we need, for clarity’s sake, we first write it in a “short” and
(arguably) more understandable form. In the next line we expand it in terms of
the constituent edges.
(1)

(0)

< xl

α(l) + β(l) <
t(j, l)
xl

j>l

• The cost of 1 path of A(l) has now decreased by



j<l clj /2

+ α(l)/2 because of

this bit and other players that were already there. A(l) is triggered and is allowed
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to set. Thus,
(1)

al −
α(l)/2 +



f (l, j) +

j<l




j<l

c(l, j)/2 +

j<l

(0)

clj /2 − α(l)/2 < al


t(l, j) <



j<l

c(j, l) + e(l)

j>l

• The setting of A(l) triggers all the B(i) for i < l to be reset. Recall that the
corresponding A(i) are already reset. We allow these B(i) to reset. Due to the
triggering, the cost of 0 path has changed by fli /2. We also need to take into
account that the 1 path is possibly shared by others too.
(0)



(1)

bi − f (l, i)/2 < bi − e(i)/2 − β(i)/2
f (j, i) − f (l, i)/2 < e(i)/2 + β(i)/2

j>i

• A(l) also triggers all the bits i < l to reset by reducing the cost of the 0 path of
bit-i by t(l, i)/2. We allow that too.
(0)



(1)

xi − t(l, i)/2 < xi

t(j, i) − t(l, i)/2 < α(l) + β(l)

j>i

• Now because of the setting of the bit-l, the 1 path of B l became cheaper by β(l)/2.
B(l) wants to set and is allowed to.
(1)

(0)

bl − βl /2 < bl

e(l) + β(l)/2 <
f (j, l)
j>l

• Lastly, as a result of the setting of B(l), the 0 path of A(l) became cheaper by
e(l)/2. A(l) now wants to reset. The 1 path of A(l) is possibly shared by other
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players.
(0)

(1)

al − e(l)/2 < al −
e(l)/2 +





(f (l, j)/2 + c(l, j)/2 + t(l, j)/2) − α(l)/2

j<l

c(j, l) < α(l)/2 +

j>l



(f (l, j)/2 + c(l, j)/2 + t(l, j)/2)

j<l

• Now we have the subgame from 1 to l − 1 being completely reset, and no other
player from the top part influencing any of their paths. So we can play their
complete game and come back to the configuration in the start of the recursion,
except now we need to deal with the (l + 1)st bit.

Proof : Theorem 4.5.2 We now prove that the above game has an exponential best
response run under the above best response scheduling.
All we need to show is that the moves described in the scheduling are best responses.
We first argue that each player has only two possible paths available to him, which we
have described as the zero path and the one path. To complete the construction we next
need to come up with a set of values for the links that satisfy the set of best response
inequalities. Taken together, it follows that the moves are all best responses and hence
simulate an exponential length counter.
First we need to argue that each player has only the two path available to him. Intuitively the argument is as follows. If one player, say bit(i), deviates out of his gadget,
he will only travel to corresponding bit players with indices growing or decaying monotonically, so that he will never be able to come back to his own gadget. Thus, the only
available strategies to a player are the 0 and 1 paths. We illustrate in detail for the i-th bit
(0)

player. Along xi , the only shared nodes and edges of this player are the t(j, i) edges
that are each shared with A(j) for all j > i. Suppose this bit player follows the t(x, i)
edge to the gadget of A(x) with x > i. But from then on he can only travel on edges of
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the form t(x, y) for i + 1 ≤ y < x and will not get a directed path back to the sink of
the ith bit player. We can make similar arguments for all the other paths of all players.
For the last part of the construction, we show that it is possible to come up with
a set of values for the links such that the best response inequalities are satisfied. Let
the edge costs be as follows. In all the remaining formulae ε represents arbitrary small
positive numbers less than

1
2

and c be any constant greater than 5, say. Let α(1) =

2n − 1 + ε, and α(i) = 2n − 3i + 1 + 3ε/2 for i > 1. Let c(i, j) = 1 for all i
and j. Let β(1) = 1 and β(i) = 2ci (n − i + ε − 1/2) − 2e(i). Also, e(1) = 1 and


e(i) = j<i f (i, j) + j<i t(i, j) + ε for all i > 1. Finally, f (i, 1) = 1 for all i and
f (i, j) = cj for all pairs i, j with j > 1. And t(i, 1) = 1 and t(i, j) = (2 + ε)cj + 2j.
Given these values, we can check that the inequalities are satisfied for all i < n, and
thereby we can have a exponential sized run.

4.6 Weighted Players
So far we have assumed that players sharing an edge e pay equal fractions of e’s cost.
We now consider a game with fixed edge costs where players have weights wi ≥ 1,
and players’ payments are proportional to their weight. More precisely, given a strategy
S = (S1 , . . . , Sk ), define W to be the total weight of all players, and let W e be the sum
of the weights of players using e. Then player i’s payment for edge e will be

wi
c.
We e

Note that the potential function Φ(S) used for the unweighted version of the game
is not a potential function once weights are added. In particular, in a weighted game,
improving moves can increase the value of Φ(S), as this is no longer a congestion game.
The following theorem uses a new potential function for a special class of weighted
games.
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Theorem 4.6.1 In a weighted game where each edge e is in the strategy spaces of at
most two players, there exists a potential function for this game, and hence a Nash
equilibrium exists.
Proof : Consider the following potential function. For each edge e used by players i
and j, define

Φe (S) =

where θij = (wi + wj −

⎧
⎪
⎪
ce wi if player i uses e in S
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ ce wj if player j uses e in S
⎪
⎪
ce θij if both players i and j use e in S
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0
otherwise
wi wj
).
wi +wj

For any edge e with only one player i, simply set

Φe (S) = wi ce if i uses e and 0 otherwise. Define Φ(S) = e Φe (S). We now simply
need to argue that if a player makes an improving move, then Φ(S) decreases. Consider
a player i and an edge e that player i joins. If the edge already supported another player
i
, while the change in Φe (S) is
j, then i’s cost for using e is ce wiw+w
j

ce (wi −

wi 2
wi wj
) = ce
.
wi + wj
wi + wj

Thus the change in potential when i joins e equals the cost i incurs, scaled up by a factor
of wi . In fact, it is easy to show the more general fact that when player i moves, the
change in Φ(S) is equal to the change in player i’s payments scaled up by w i. This
means that improving moves always decrease Φ(S), thus proving the theorem.
Note that this applies not only to paths, but also to the generalized model in which
players select subsets from some ground set. The analogous condition is that no ground
element appears in the strategy spaces of more than two players.
Corollary 4.6.2 Any two-player weighted game has a Nash equilibrium.
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While the above potential function also implies a bound on the price of stability,
even with only two players this bound is very weak. However, if there are only two
players with weights 1 and w ≥ 1, then we can show that the price of stability is at most
1+

1
,
1+w

and this is tight for all w.

The following result shows the existence of Nash equilibria in weighted single commodity games.
Theorem 4.6.3 For any weighted game in which all players have the same source s
and sink t, best response dynamics converges to a Nash equilibrium, and hence Nash
equilibria exist.
Proof : Start with any initial set of strategies S. For every s − t path P define the

ce
marginal cost of P to be c(P ) =
e∈P We where We depends on S. Observe that
if player i currently uses path P , then i’s payment is w i c(P ). Define P (S) to be a
tuple of the values c(P ) over all paths P , sorted in increasing order. We want to show
that the cheapest improving deviation of any player causes P (S) to strictly decrease
lexicographically.
Suppose that one of the best moves for player i is to switch paths from P 1 to P2 . Let
P denote the set of paths that intersect P1 ∪ P2 . For any pair of paths P and Q, let cP (Q)
denote the new value of c(Q) after player i has switched to path P . To show that P (S)
strictly decreases lexicographically, it suffices to show that
min cP2 (P ) < min c(P ).
P ∈P

P ∈P

(4.4)

Define P  = arg minP ∈P c(P ). Since P2 was i’s best response, cP2 (P2 ) ≤ cP (P ) for all
paths P . In particular, cP2 (P2 ) ≤ cP  (P ). We also know that cP  (P  ) ≤ c(P ), since
in deviating to P  , player i adds itself to some edges of P  . In fact, cP  (P  ) < c(P  )
unless P  = P1 . Assuming P  = P1 , we now have that cP2 (P2 ) < c(P ), which proves
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inequality 4.4. If P  = P1 , then since player i decided to deviate, cP2 (P2 ) < c(P1 ).
Therefore, we once again have that cP2 (P2 ) < c(P ), as desired.
In the case where the graph consists of only 2 nodes s and t joined by parallel links,
we can similarly show that any sequence of improving responses converge to a Nash
equilibrium.
With arbitrarily increasing cost functions, [46] gives an example demonstrating that
a weighted game may not have any pure Nash equilibria. More recently, Chen and
Roughgarden [14] show that our weighted game with fixed cost need not have pure
equilibria. The following theorem states that the price of stability bounds from the
unweighted case do not carry over even when pure equilibria do exist.
Theorem 4.6.4 There are weighted games for which the price of stability is Θ(log W )
and Θ(k).
An example exhibiting this is a modified version of the graph in Figure 4.1. Change
the edge with cost 1 + ε to cost 1, and for all other edges with positive cost, set the new
cost to be 12 . For 1 ≤ i ≤ k let player i have weight wi = 2i−1 . Since each player has
a greater weight than all smaller weight players combined, the only Nash equilibrium
has cost

k
2

= Θ(log W ), while the optimal solution has cost 1. See [14] for additional

results on weighted games.

Chapter 5
Pricing in Networks
5.1 Introduction
One of the most surprising features of the Internet is how effectively it operates on a
global scale, despite the fact that its various components (Autonomous Systems) are operated by separate service providers, each of whom seeks only to maximize their own
income. In chapters 3 and 4 we considered competitive network design games as simple
models of how selfish agents might construct such a network. These models, as with
others in the literature, assume a static user population, typically with fixed demands.
In this chapter we address the fact that the potential network users are just as crucial to
the construction of a network as the service providers themselves. Network managers
compete for users via prices and the quality of service provided. We propose a simple game to explore a basic question that arises in this situation: how is the quality of
service affected when the service providers set prices so as to extract maximum profit?
We consider the special case of a graph with parallel links (or scheduling parallel machines), where the quality of the service is modeled as delay that increases linearly with
the congestion, and user demand is concave. For such a game, we show that a pure
equilibrium exists, and we provide a constant factor bound on the price of anarchy. We
give an improved bound for the special case in which delay is a pure congestion effect
(when delay is 0 with no congestion).
Selfish routing and network design are two important classes of network games that
have received much attention in recent years. In work on selfish routing (or load balancing) [17, 20, 21, 45, 61, 60, 63, 66] users in a network route their traffic selfishly with the
aim of minimizing their latency. These papers bound the price of anarchy in the games
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they consider. That is, they give bounds on the performance degradation caused by the
selfish routing as compared to a centrally designed optimal solution. In these games the
sole selfish goal of users is to minimize the delay; in particular, user demand is fixed
(independent of the delay in the system), and the network is passive, in that it does not
try to effect routing behavior by changing the properties of its edges.
In this chapter we develop a model that encompasses key aspects of both selfish routing and network design games. Our main result is a small constant bound on the price
of anarchy in a game that combines profit-maximizing edge-pricing players with user
demand that is sensitive to both prices and congestion. In our model, users perceive the
quality of a route (path) in a network via a combination of prices and congestion. Edges
have congestion sensitive delays, i.e. the time required to traverse an edge depends on
the amount of traffic using it. To this extent, our model extends the work on selfish
routing discussed above. However, we will also assume that each edge is operated by
a distinct selfish player, who can charge traffic for the use of that edge. Finally, we assume that user demand is affected by the quality of service provided, in that increasing
prices and delay lead to decreasing user traffic. We assume that the edges set prices in
a selfish manner, aiming to maximize their income. The goal of our work is to quantify
the performance degradation caused by selfishness (the price of anarchy) in this model.
We show that in the special case of networks with parallel links and linear delays, pure
Nash equilibria exist and the price of anarchy is bounded by a small constant.

5.1.1 Model
We define a simple model that combines the issues mentioned above. We consider a
network consisting of two nodes s and t, with k parallel links. Each link is controlled by
a distinct player, who can charge traffic a price for use of her link. One can also view this
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game as modeling a type of selfish load balancing problem. Here the edges correspond
to machines, and the flow or traffic will selfishly balance between them. Each machine
has a load dependent delay, and it can charge a price to all users.
Link i (or machine i) has a latency (or delay) function i (x), indicating the delay
experienced by a volume of x traffic using i. We will primarily focus on strictly increasing linear latencies, i.e. i (x) = ai x + bi , where ai > 0 and bi ≥ 0. We assume that
user experience in routing flow through link i depends on the sum of the price and the
latency, which we will call the disutility. More precisely, if player i charges p i and fi
volume of flow uses link i, then that flow experiences a disutility of p i + i (fi ).
We assume that traffic routes itself selfishly, meaning that traffic will not route along
one link if it can switch links and incur a lower disutility. As a result, all traffic will
necessarily experience the same disutility.
Finally, we also assume that the total amount of traffic from s to t is dependent on
the disutility that traffic experiences; as the disutility increases, the total amount of flow
interested in routing from s to t decreases. We model this with a demand function D(y),
also referred to as the demand curve, which indicates the amount of flow willing to incur
a disutility of y. We will naturally assume that demand D(y) is decreasing in disutility
y. We will focus on demand curves that are continuous and concave. Different demand
curves are used to model demand in different industries. A concave demand curve is
applicable for modeling demand for a service with a comparable alternative (at a high
enough price all users will switch to the alternate service).
It will often be useful for us to consider u(x) = D −1 (x), which we call the disutility
curve. This measures the disutility that will be tolerated by a volume of x flow. Given
our assumptions on D(x), we know that u(x) is also decreasing and concave.
To define our problem more precisely, we say that a price vector p induces a flow
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vector f satisfying the following properties.
1. For any i, j if fi > 0, then i (fi ) + pi ≤ j (fj ) + pj .
2. If fi > 0 then i (fi ) + pi = u(


j

fj ).

The first condition ensures that no traffic can decrease its disutility by rerouting. The
second condition states that the disutility experienced by any traffic must match the the
disutility that is tolerated by the given volume of flow. It is not hard to see that since the
disutility is continuous and decreasing, such flows always exist. Furthermore, Lemma
5.2.1 will argue that these flows are unique as well.
We may now complete the definition of the game. Each player i selects a price p i
for her link. These prices, together with the latencies and the disutility curve, induce a
unique flow fi on each link. Players seek to maximize their profit, πi = pi · fi . We say
that a set of prices p is at Nash equilibrium if, by changing a single price p i to pi , the
resulting flow f  does not give player i a larger profit (πi = pi · fi ).
For a set of prices, we are interested in measuring the social utility of a given solu
tion. For a solution with prices p inducing total flow F = j fj , and disutility d, we
define the social utility to be
U(p) =


i

F

πi +

0

(u(x) − d)dx.

The first term accounts for players’ profits, and the second terms represents the utility
gathered by the traffic that gets routed. An example of an instance of the game with two
links is shown in Figure 5.1. The social utility of this instance is indicated by the shaded
area.
We will be interested in bounding the price of anarchy of this game. If p ∗ is the set of
prices that maximizes social utility, then the price of anarchy is the maximum possible
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p1

p2

1(x)

u(x)

2(x)

f1

f2

Figure 5.1: An instance of the network pricing game with two players.
ratio of
max
p

U(p∗ )
,
U(p)

where the prices p range over the possible equilibrium prices. Note that the total area
under u(x) provides a trivial upper bound on the maximum possible social utility. However, to achieve this bound we would need to route the maximum possible traffic volume
without incurring any delay.
We note that there are other reasonable measures of social ultility; we could have
considered either the players’ profits or the users’ utility as social welfare functions.
However, the sum of these two objectives seems the most reasonable, as it captures the
total welfare of the system when money is viewed as being fully transferable. Furthermore, under either measure alone, simple examples demonstrate an unbounded price of
anarchy.
We can think of our problem as a type of two-stage game where there are two types
of players: the owners of the edges, and the users with traffic. In the first stage, the
edge-players set prices pi on edges. In the second stage, traffic routes itself selfishly
from the source to the sink with respect to new latencies  i (x) + pi , where the rate of
flow is dictated by the disutility curve. For the remainder of this paper, we will focus on
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the single stage version of this game, the game of setting prices, and will assume that
players anticipate the flow resulting from their chosen prices. However, the existence
and uniqueness of these flows follow directly from observing this connection.

5.1.2 Results
In this chapter we prove the following results. In section 5.2 we show that for our
pricing game, in a network with parallel links, concave demand and linear delays, there
is always a pure Nash equilibrium. To reach this result, we first prove a number of
lemmas that will be useful throughout this chapter.
In section 5.3 we present the main result of this chapter; the price of anarchy in this
game by 4.65. This result holds even when delays are relaxed to be convex, in the case
that pure equilibria exist. However, we show in section 5.4 that such pure equilibria
might not exist. We also consider a number of variants of this game. We prove that in
the special case when delay is exclusively a congestion effect (for all links i,  i (0) = 0),
the price of anarchy is bounded by at most 3.125. We give a lower bound of 1.5 on the
price of anarchy even in the case of a monopolist (i.e. a single player). Lastly, we show
that if demand is convex, the price of anarchy may be unbounded.

5.1.3 Related Work
In our model, traffic evaluates its experience via a combination of price and delay. Modelling traffic as experiencing disutility in terms of price and delay has been studied in the
transportation literature as early as in 1920 [56] (see also [11]) and more recently in a
sequence of papers started by Cole, Dodis and Roughgarden [18, 19] (see also [27, 41]).
These works view prices as a tax that is set by a benevolent network manager so as
to improve network performance. Acemoglu and Ozdaglar [1] consider a version of
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our pricing problem in a monopolistic setting with fixed demand. They assume that all
edges are owned by a single service provider, and focus on establishing the existence
of an equilibrium and characterizing this equilibrium. More recently and independent
of this work, the same authors extended their model to oligopolies, while still assuming
fixed demand and delays which are exclusively due to congestion, i.e.  i (0) = 0 for all
i (see [2]). They thereby analyze a special case of our model and prove a tight bound of
6/5 for the price of anarchy. Along different lines, Vetta [67] shows a nice bound on the
price of anarchy in a two-stage pricing game for facility location. In Vetta’s game the
players’ strategies are the facilities they select, and prices are determined based on the
facility locations, much as our prices determine the flow through the system.
There is a large body of economics literature dedicated to understanding the effects
of pricing with service delays, with the focus being on establishing the existence of stable equilibria, and considering qualitative properties of equilibria (such as whether improved service leads to improved profit). Lee and Mason [47] consider the most closely
related model with identical links and non-uniform users. More complex models are
discussed in the recent papers by Allon and Federgruen [6] and Afèche [3] and their
references. Just as in our work, these papers assume that user experience depends on a
combination of price and delay, and that prices are set by selfish, income-maximizing
players. However, these papers consider more complex environments, including heterogeneous users, and situations in which not only prices, but also delays can be used as
strategic variables. However, unlike our work, these papers do not provide bounds on
the quality degradation caused by selfish pricing.
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5.2 Existence of Pure Equilibria
We start by proving that a given price vector induces a unique flow vector. For the
pricing game to be well defined, this simple result is crucial; a unique flow vector implies
that players can predict the profit they will extract given any particular set of prices, and
thus they are in a position to behave rationally.
Lemma 5.2.1 For a given price vector p there is a unique flow vector f satisfying conditions 1 and 2 above.
Proof : For a given value for disutility d, the total amount of flow F can be calculated
in two ways. First, the disutility curve gives us the total flow value of u −1 (d). Second,
on each individual link i, we know that the flow has to be max( −1
i (d − pi ), 0), and

hence the total flow must be i max(−1
i (d − pi ), 0). Since disutility is decreasing,
the first function is monotone decreasing in d. Furthermore, since latencies are strictly
increasing and continuous, the second function is strictly increasing in d. Hence they
can have at most a single intersection point.
We say that a player is content if she has no incentive to deviate from her current
price. To prove that pure Nash equilibria exist, it will be critical to relate the price
charged by a content player to the flow she receives, and to the slopes of the latency and
disutility functions. This is achieved through the following technical lemma, which will
also play a key role in later bounding the price of anarchy.
Lemma 5.2.2 Let p be the price vector chosen by the players and f be the correspond
ing flow vector, with total flow F = i fi . Define v − and v + respectively as the left and
right derivatives (slopes) of the disutility curve at F . We will assume that v − and v + are
both well defined (note that they are both negative), though they do not have to be equal.
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If player i is content, then the following two conditions must hold:
1. ( pfii − ai )(
2. ( pfii − ai )(



1
j=i aj



1
j=i aj

−

1
)
v−

≥1

−

1
)
v+

≤ 1.

Observe that equality must hold if the disutility curve is continuously differentiable at
F.
Before proving this, we establish some basic results concerning the monotonicity
and continuity of this game. We first show that if a single player changes her link price,
the flow induced by all players’ prices changes in the natural way. In particular, if a
player increases her price, the newly induced flow will route less traffic on her link, at
least as much traffic on every other link, and less traffic in total. Similarly, the symmetric
claims hold if the player decreases her price. More precisely we have
Lemma 5.2.3 Let p1 , . . . , pk be a price vector with associated flow vector f1 , . . . , fk .
Assume that the first player increases her price to p 1 > p1 while the others keep their
prices unchanged. Denote the new flow vector by f1 , . . . , fk . If f1 > 0, then,
1. f1 < f1 ,
2. fi ≥ fi , for all i = 1.
3. F  ≤ F , where F =


i

fi and F  =


i

fi .

The symmetric claim holds if player 1 reduces her price.
Proof : We will assume without loss of generality that there are at least two players
with positive flow, since otherwise the claims are trivial.
1) Suppose the flow on link 1 does not decrease. Then, since the price increased,
the disutility must strictly increase. Consider any other link that had positive flow. This
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link now has greater disutility, and since the price has not changed, must carry more
flow. But this implies that both the disutility and total flow have increased, which is a
contradiction.
2) Suppose some link i = 1 loses flow. Since pi is unchanged and latencies are
strictly increasing, the disutility must strictly decrease. This implies that all links that
carried flow must now carry less flow. Since we know that link 1 loses flow, the total
flow decreases. But then both the disutility and the total flow have decreased, which is
a contradiction.
3) Finally, since flow on any link other than 1 can only increase, the disutility can
only increase, and thus the total volume of flow can only decrease.
The next lemma argues that the amount of flow routed along any link is a continuous
function of the players’ prices.
Lemma 5.2.4 Let p be a price vector and let fi (pi ) be the amount of flow routed through
link i as a function of p i (assuming all other prices in p are fixed). Then the function
fi (pi ) is non-increasing and continuous for any p.
Proof : The non-increasing part follows from Lemma 5.2.3. As for continuity, we again
prove by contradiction. We will argue that if there is a discontinuity, a small change in
price can be found that violates monotonicity of disutility. For some price vector p let
pi be a point of discontinuity of f i (·). Let f be the flow vector corresponding to the
prices p with player i charging pi . Assume without loss of generality that f i (·) is upperdiscontinuous at pi . Then there exists a small Δ > 0 such that for any  > 0, if player i
increases pi by , the flow going through the ith link will decrease by at least Δ (notice
that it must decrease by Lemma 5.2.3). Since latencies are strictly monotone, the loss
of at least Δ flow decreases the latency on link i by at least some L > 0. Choose  < L.
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Then if player i selects a price of pi + , the resulting latency will more than offset the
increase in price. Thus the disutility will strictly decrease, contradicting Lemma 5.2.3.

Corollary 5.2.5 The profit πi (pi ) = pi · fi (pi ) of player i as a function of the price she
chooses, given a fixed price vector p for the other players, is continuous for any p.
The next lemma argues that the not only the profit of player i, but also that of any
other player j changes continuously as i changes her price, while other players (including j) maintain their existing prices.
Lemma 5.2.6 The profit of any other player j as a function of the price chosen by player
i (assuming that the other prices are fixed), is continuous and non-decreasing.
Proof : The non-deceasing part follows from Lemma 5.2.3. Let f i (pi ) and fj (pi ) be the
flows of the players i and j as a function of the price pi chosen by player i. Since i (.) is
continuous and player i’s flow continuously depends on p i (Lemma 5.2.4), i (fi (pi ))+pi
also continuously depends on p i . On the other hand, since both links i and j carry nonzero flow, i (fi (pi )) + pi = j (fj (pi )) + pj , where pj is the fixed price of player j. Thus,
j (fj (pi )) is also continuous in p i . Furthermore, since j (.) is strictly monotone, f j (pi )
must be continuous in p i . Once the flow on link j is continuous, the continuity of the
profit of player j is immediate.
Having shown that player profits depend continuously on the price of any player, we
can extend this trivially to the following general profit continuity lemma.
Lemma 5.2.7 Let π : Rk → Rk be the function mapping a vector of prices p to the
vector of profits obtained by the players when they charge the corresponding prices, i.e.
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u(x)

d
pi

u(x)

i(x)

i(x)

fi

fi

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: The immediate effect of a player (a) decreasing and (b) increasing her price.
π(p) = (π1 , . . . , πk ) means that the profit of player i is π i under the price vector p. Then
the function π(·) is a continuous function of p.
This continuity allows us to prove Lemma 5.2.2.
Proof of Lemma 5.2.2 : The intuition behind the proof of this lemma is based on the
following observations. For a player i to be content, she must not be able to benefit
by changing her price at all. The lemma will follow from observing that, in particular,
she will not benefit from very small changes to her price. Intuitively, the gain from
an increase in price must be outweighed by the resulting loss of flow. In Figure 5.2 the
shaded boxes indicate the immediate effect of a player increasing or decreasing her price
without taking into account the resulting change in flow of the other players. The actual
resulting flow depends not only on player i’s latency function, but also on the disutility
curve (determining how much flow leaves the system altogether), and other players’
latencies (determining how much of the flow of player i transfers to them; flatter latency
players will steal more flow than steeper latency ones). For sufficiently small increases
in price, the magnitude of this loss is dictated solely by the local slopes of these curves,
resulting in the first inequality. Likewise, the second inequality follows by considering
a small decrease in price.
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More formally, let us prove the second inequality. The proof for the first one is analogous. Assume that player i changes her price so that the system disutility is decreased
by a tiny amount δ > 0. Then the flow of a player j = i will decrease by δ/aj and the
total flow in the system will increasey by −δ/v + 1 . Hence player i’s flow must increase

by Δfi = δ( j=i a1j − v1+ ). This increase in flow will result to a latency increase of


ai · δ( j=i a1j − v1+ ). So i must decrease her price by Δpi = δ + ai · δ( j=i a1j − v1+ ).
We next observe that for any  > 0, there exists a small enough δ such that, Δp i /Δfi ≥
pi /fi − . Indeed, if Δpi /Δfi < pi /fi −  then pi Δfi > fi Δpi + fi Δfi . Now player
i can obtain more profit by setting her price to pi − Δpi , because her new profit would
be (pi − Δpi )(fi + Δfi ) = pi fi − fi Δpi + pi Δfi − Δpi Δfi > pi · fi if we choose δ
small enough to ensure that fi > Δpi (which we can do due to continuity of latencies
and disutility). But this can not happen, since player i was content. Thus in the limit of
δ approaching 0 we get Δpi /Δfi ≥ pi /fi .
Therefore as δ tends to 0,
δ + ai · δ(

 1
 1
1
pi
pi
1
− + ) = Δpi ≥ Δfi = · δ(
− + ),
aj
v
fi
fi
aj
v
j=i
j=i
 1
1
pi  1
1
1 + ai (
− +) ≥ (
− + ),
aj
v
fi j=i aj
v
j=i
 1
1
pi
− + ) ≤ 1.
( − ai )(
fi
aj
v
j=i

We can now analyze the best response function β : Rk → Rk . This function maps
a price vector p to another price vector p , such that pi maximizes player i’s profit assuming all other players price as in p. We define player i’s best response to be p i = 0
if there is no price at which i can derive a positive profit. We will use Lemma 5.2.2 to
show that a player’s best response is unique, and hence β(p) is well defined. This and
1

To be formal, we have to take a sequence of δ’s approaching 0.
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the continuity of β(·), which will be shown in Lemma 5.2.9, will be sufficient to prove
the existence of pure equilibria.
Lemma 5.2.8 For any set of existing prices p, all players’ best response is unique (and
hence the β(p) is well defined).
Proof : Suppose that the best response for some player i is not unique, and let p i > pi
be two best response prices for player i. Let f  and f  be the corresponding flow vectors
when player i selects prices pi and pi respectively, with corresponding total flow F  and
F  . Lemma 5.2.3 implies that f i < fi and F  < F  . Let v  denote the right slope of
u(·) at F  and v  denote left slope of u(·) at F  . By concavity of u(·), v  ≥ v  (recall
that both values are negative).
Since both pi and pi are best responses for player i, we can apply Lemma 5.2.2:

1≥(

 1
 1
pi
1
pi
1
−
a
)(
−
)
>
(
−
a
)(
−  ) ≥ 1.
i
i



fi
aj
v
fi
aj
v
j=i

j=i

This is a contradiction, and thus a players best response must be unique.

Lemma 5.2.9 The best response function β(·) continuously depends on the price vector.
Proof : It is sufficient to argue that β(·) is continuous for each player in each coordinate
of the price vector. Assume not. Let p = (p1 , . . . , pn ) be a price vector for which
player j’s best response changes discontinuously when player i increases her price by
an arbitrary small amount . Let p = (p1 , . . . , pi−1 , pi + , pi+1 , . . . , pn ) denote the new
price vector, and βj (p) and βj (p ) be respectively the best response prices of player j
under the two price vectors. By Lemma 5.2.8, the best response is unique, so the profit
that j gets from charging βj (p) under price vector p is strictly greater (say by Δ) than the
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profit that it would get by charging β j (p ) instead. But we know from Lemma 5.2.7 that
profit changes continuously in prices. Hence for a small enough , the profit difference
could not reach Δ, contradicting the discontinuity assumption.
Since there is a maximum price P such that any player charging above P gathers
no profit, we can restrict our attention on β(·) to the convex and compact region [0, P ] k .
Thus we can apply Brouwer’s fixed point theorem and thereby prove the following.
Theorem 5.2.10 The network pricing game has a Nash equilibrium.

5.3 Price of Anarchy
In this section we prove our main result, namely that selfish behavior on the part of the
players yields a social utility that is within a small constant factor of optimal. More
formally, we prove
Theorem 5.3.1 The price of anarchy for the network pricing game is at most 4.65.
The first step is to take a general instance of a game with prices at Nash equilibrium,
and create a new game instance in which the equilibrium gathers no traffic utility (see
Figure 5.3). In doing this we preserve the original equilibrium, and only increase the
price of anarchy. Now, in this modified game, we can bound the social utility of an
optimal solution solely against the player profit at Nash equilibria.
We will consider a general instance of the game with disutility function u and latencies i (·) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We assume we have a price vector p at Nash equilibrium, with
induced flow vector f , total flow volume F and disutility d.
Lemma 5.3.2 Define a new disutility curve
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u(x)

w(x)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: A disutility curve with prices and flows at equilibrium and the corresponding
truncated curve.

w(x) =

⎧
⎪
⎨ d

if x < F

⎪
⎩ u(x) otherwise

Then prices p are also at Nash equilibrium given this truncated disutility curve, and
the price of anarchy of this instance has not decreased.
Proof : Clearly no player has an incentive to decrease her price, as this would increase
the total flow, and thus yield a flow vector that was achievable under u(x). But we
assumed that p was at equilibrium for u(x), so this can not benefit any player. Furthermore, no player has in incentive to increase their price, as the potential gain of any such
move is strictly smaller than it would have been prior to the truncation.
As for the price of anarchy, note that this truncation destroys all traffic utility of
the given equilibrium, as shown in Figure 5.3. But this is also an upper bound on the
decrease in the social utility of the new optimal solution under the truncated disutility
curve. Thus the price of anarchy can only increase.
The next lemma provides a simple lower bound on the price that players charge at
equilibrium, both in terms of the system disutility d and their own latency function. This
result will clearly be useful in lower bounding player profits in the Nash equilibrium.
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Lemma 5.3.3 At equilibrium, any player i charges p i ≥

d−bi
,
2

where bi = i (0).

Proof : For simplicity, we will assume we have a truncated disutility curve, although
the lemma is also true without this assumption. Define q = d − b i . We will claim that
if player i charged pi < 2q , then she can increase her profit by charging 2q . Observe that
ai · fi + bi + pi = d. Thus we can express
πi = pi · fi = pi (q − pi )/ai <

q2
.
4ai

However, since we are assuming a truncated disutility curve, in charging q2 , the resulting flow f  would be determined solely by  i (x). Hence, f  satisfies the same condition, i.e. ai · fi + bi +

q
2

= d. Thus the profit would be exactly

q2
.
4ai

We now prove our main result. We consider an instance of our game with equilibrium prices p, and corresponding flow vector f , total flow F , and disutility d. We
assume that our disutility function u(x) is truncated as in Lemma 5.3.2, i.e. u(x) = d
on the interval [0, F ], and thus U(p) is represented entirely by player profit.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1 :

As observed, in our truncated instance of the game, the

given Nash equilibrium generates no traffic utility. Thus we must bound both the player
profit and traffic utility of the optimal solution against the profit of the players at Nash
equilibrium. We will consider an optimal price vector p ∗ , with corresponding flows
f ∗ , F ∗ , and disutility value d ∗ . We can trivially bound the traffic utility of the optimal
solution by F ∗ · (d − d∗ ), and we can attribute fi∗ · (d − d∗ ) of this bound to each
player i. Thus we will think of each player i in the optimal solution as contributing
πi∗ + fi∗ · (d − d∗ ) to U(p∗ ).
We first partition the players by the slope of their latencies. More precisely, let us
call a player steep if ai ≥

1 pi
.
2 fi

Otherwise, we will say a player is shallow. We will now

argue that there is at most one shallow player. Then we will show that the contribution
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fi
pi
ai > 1 pi
2 fi

Figure 5.4: Bounding the value that optimum gathers from steep players.
of a steep player i to the optimal solution can be bounded in terms of π i . Finally, we
consider two cases regarding the shallow player’s latency. In both cases, we show that
the contribution of this shallow player to the optimal solution can be bounded within a
constant factor of the sum of the profits of all the players at Nash equilibrium.
Intuitively, the reason why there is only a single shallow player is that if there were
two (or more), then one of them would have an incentive to reduce her price slightly,
since the amount of extra flow she gains by stealing from the other shallow player(s)
would far outweight the slight decrease in her price. More formally, let v + be the right
slope of u(x) at F . Consider any shallow player i. By Lemma 5.2.2, we know that

pi
( pfii − ai )( j=i a1j − v1+ ) ≤ 1. Since i is shallow, the first term is greater than 2f
. But
i
v + is negative, so for all j = i we must have aj >

pi
2fi

> ai , as otherwise the above

inequality would be violated. This implies that i must have the unique minimum slope,
and thus i must be the only shallow player.
Consider a steep player j. The optimal solution can not gather more value than
πj by charging more than pj , as then the player could selfishly do the same. Thus we
only need to consider how the optimal solution might benefit by having p ∗j < pj . By
assumption, aj ≥

1 pj
.
2 fj

The maximum feasible rectangle (corresponding to gathered

utility) that is bounded above by u(x) and below by  j (x) has an area of 1.125πj , which
is achieved when aj =

1 pj
2 fj

by setting a price of 34 pj and inducing a flow of 32 fj (see

Figure 5.4). Thus nearly all players gather almost as much utility as they would in an
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optimal solution.
Now we are left with the task of bounding the value gathered by the shallow player
i in the optimal solution. We again know that to gather more value with i, the optimal
solution must charge a lower price and carry more flow, as any benefit in raising the price
could also be realized by the player at equilibrium. Thus our concern is that somehow
the optimal solution sends a huge amount of flow at lower price on i, thereby gathering
substantially larger social utility. We consider two cases, based on just how shallow i’s
latency is.
Case 1: i (4fi ) − i (fi ) ≥ pi /4. In this case the latency is not very shallow, and
we can simply bound the maximum contribution of player i to the optimal solution by
ignoring all other players and assuming u(x) = d. Then the best choice for i is to
charge

d−bi
2

(thereby maximizing the area of a rectangle inscribed in a triangle). The

maximum area of such a rectangle would be when i (4fi ) − i (fi ) = pi /4, in which
case

d−bi
2

=

13
p
24 i

and the corresponding flow is

13
f
2 i

for a total profit of 3.52πi .

Case 2: i (4fi ) − i (fi ) < pi /4. This case deals with a very shallow latency. A
trivial upper bound on the amount that the optimal solution can gather through i is
r
0

(u(x) − i (fi ))dx

where r is defined by u(r) = i (fi ). This is the value i could gather in the absence
of other players if i (x) never exceeded i (fi ). We will partition this area into two
regions; A, representing

r
(u(x)
F

− i (fi ))dx, and B, representing the rest, with area

F (d − i (fi )), as shown in Figure 5.5(a).
To bound A, recall that ai <

1 pi
.
2 fi

Since the slope of i’s latency is shallow, the

disutility curve must be relatively steep, as otherwise, i could decrease p i slightly and
dramatically increase fi . More precisely, Lemma 5.2.2 implies that v + ≤ − 12 pfii . Since
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S+

slope = v+
pi

B

πi(x)

πi(x)

A

i(x)

i(x)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) The regions A and B for the shallow player, (b) Partitioning the steep
players into S − and S + .
u(x) is concave, the area in A can be upper bounded by a triangle of height pi and slope
v + . This has area at most pi · fi = πi .
To bound B, we partition the steep players (all j = i) into two classes. Let S − be the
set of all players j for whom bj > i (fi ) + pi /2, and let S + consist of all remaining steep
players, as shown in Figure 5.5(b). Define F − and F + to be the total flow carried by all
players in S − and S + respectively at equilibrium. By Lemma 5.3.3, we know that for
any player j ∈ S + , pj ≥ (d − bj )/2, and hence the total profit of all players in S + is at
least pi F + /4. Furthermore, we can argue that S − must be small, as if it was very large,
player i would have an incentive to undercut all the players in S − . In particular, we claim
that F − ≤ 3fi . Otherwise, player i would have an incentive to charge a quarter of her
current price. Due to the above shallowness condition on her latency, she is guarranteed
to more than quadruple her flow before any player in S − routes any traffic. Clearly this
would generate more profit, contradicting our assumption of equilibrium. Thus we can

bound the total area of B by 4πi + 4 j=i πj .
The combined area of A and B is thus at most 5πi + 4



optimal solution can gather a value of no more than 5π i + 5.125

j=i

πj , and hence the



j=i

πj . Thus the price
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of anarchy is at most 5.125.
The promised bound of 4.65 is obtained by rebalancing the different bounds obtained
for the different cases in the above proof. First, observe that when the slope of the
shallow player was not very shallow (Case 1 of the above proof), the bound we obtained
was 3.52, which is significantly smaller 5.125. Furthermore, returning to our bound on
the area of B, note that we can generalize our definition of S − to be the set of all players
j for whom bj > i (fi ) + αpi for some real α, and define S + similarly. Parametrizing
over the slope of the shallow player a used to distinguish between Case 1 and Case 2,
as well as the α, we can try to minimize the maximum of the bounds obtained for the
different cases. In particular, if we set a = 0.06 and α = 0.43, we get the desired bound
of 4.65 for the price of anarchy2 .
For the special case when i (0) = 0 for all i, a proof similar to the one above yields
the following
Theorem 5.3.4 The price of anarchy of the network pricing game with a concave disutility curve and linear latencies of the form  i (x) = ai x is bounded by 3.125.
Proof :

The argument will mostly follow along the lines of the proof of Theorem

5.3.1. As before, there will be at most a single shallow player i and we will bound the

value gathered by the optimal solution from the steep players by 1.125 j=i πj . As for
the shallow player, we will again split her potential profit into areas A and B. Again,
the area of A is at most πi , but unlike in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1, we can give a
simpler bound for the area B. Indeed, Lemma 5.3.3 implies that the area of B is at most
2

We also need to observe that instead of area A, we can use the smaller area of
− i (fi + x − F ))dx to bound the utility that optimum can gather from the
shallow player i. Identical to the argument in the proof of Observation 5.3.6, this area is
at most π2i , instead of the previous bound of πi for the area of A.
r
(u(x)
F
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u(x)

disutility

disutility

v+

volume of flow
(a)

a

u(x)
r
(b)

Figure 5.6: (a) A single player example with a price of anarchy of 3/2, (b) Proving
the 3/2 upper bound on the price of anarchy of the network pricing game with a single
player.


πj , since each of the steep players charges a price of at least d2 . Hence the

total cost is at most 3.125 j=i πj + 2πi giving the desired guarantee.
πi + 2

j=i

We conclude the section by presenting a single player instance of our game where
the price of anarchy is 3/2. We then show that this bound it tight when there is only a
single player by demonstrating a matching upper bound.
Observation 5.3.5 There exists a 1-player instance of the network pricing game with
linear latencies and concave disutility curve which has a price of anarchy of 3/2.
Proof : Consider the disutility curve u(x) = 1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and u(x) = 2 − x for
1 ≤ x ≤ 2 and let the player have zero latency (see Figure 5.6(a)). Then she would
obtain maximal profit of 1 by charging a price of 1 for a social value of 1. Yet the
optimal solution can gather a social value of 3/2 by charging 0. Hence the lower bound.
Finally, it is not difficult to slightly modify this example to ensure strict monotonicity of
latency curves.
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Observation 5.3.6 The network pricing game with a single player has a price of anarchy of at most 3/2.
Proof : As in the proof of the main theorem, we shall assume truncated disutility curves.
We will also assume without loss of generality that p = f = 1 for the single player (we
can achieve this by rescaling the axes). As before, the only way that the optimal solution
can obtain more social value than the equilibrium is by charging a lower price. Hence a
trivial upper bound on the social value of the optimum is 1 +

r
(u(x) − (x))dx,
1

where

r is the intersection point of u(·) and (·) (see Figure 5.6(b)). The area of the integral
can be bounded by the triangular area bounded by the slopes a and v + of the latency and
disutility curves. Lemma 5.2.2 tells us that a − v + ≤ 1 (recall that v + was negative), so
the area of the triangle is at most 1/2.

5.4 Extensions and Related Models
In this section we analyze what happens to the network pricing game when we relax the
assumptions on the latency functions and the disutility curve. First, we consider convex,
as opposed to linear, latency functions, while retaining concave disutility.
Unfortunately, the network pricing game with convex latencies and concave disutility curve may not have a Nash equilibrium as illustrated by the following 2-player
example. Let the disutility curve be u(x) = 1. Define the player latencies as follows.

1 (x) =

⎧
⎪
⎨ 0

0≤x<1

⎪
⎩ ∞ x≥1

2 (x) =

⎧
⎪
⎨ 0

0≤x<

⎪
⎩ ∞ x≥

1
3

1
3

We claim that this instance of the game has no Nash equilibrium. Indeed, at an
equilibrium the first player can not obtain profit from the first third of the flow, since

disutility
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u(x)

volume of flow

Figure 5.7: An example with convex disutility and unbounded price of anarchy.
otherwise the second player would undercut him. Hence first player’s best option must
be to charge a price of 1 for a profit of 23 . Yet this would induce the second player to
charge a high price as well, which in turn would create an incentive for the first player to
undercut the second one slightly and obtain a larger profit. Although the above example
violates continuity and strict monotonicity of the latency functions and the disutility
curve, it is not difficult to alter it slightly so as to satisfy these conditions while still
maintaining the nonexistence of Nash equilibrium.
On the other hand, when such a network pricing game does have a Nash equilibrium,
the proofs of the previous sections can be extended to yield the same bounds on the price
of anarchy.
Theorem 5.4.1 If an instance of the network pricing game with convex latencies and
concave disutility has a Nash equilibrium, then the price of anarchy is bounded by 4.65.
Furthermore, if the delay is exclusively due to congestion (i.e. all links have  i (0) = 0),
then the bound can be improved to 3.125.
We next consider instances of the game with convex, instead of concave, disutility
curves, while maintaining convex latencies. An example similar to the one above can be
constructed to show that this game may still not have a Nash equilibrium. Unfortunately,
unlike the game with concave disutility curves, even when Nash equilibria do exist, we
do not have any such bounds, since as the following single player example illustrates,
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there exist instances of the game with unbounded gap between the social utility of a
Nash equilibrium and an optimal solution.
Example : Consider an instance of the game with a single player who has zero latency,
and a disutility curve u(x) = 2−x when 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and u(x) =

1
x

otherwise (see Figure

5.7). The equilibrium strategy for the player is to charge any price above 1 for a profit
of 1 and finite social utility, yet charging a price of 0 yields and infinite social benefit.

Chapter 6
The Effects of Collusion
6.1 Introduction
The vast majority of research on the price of anarchy, including the previous chapters,
considers games in which players act completely independently, with no coordination
whatsoever. This is a natural assumption, especially when considering that these games
primarily use Nash equilibria as their stable solution concept. By its very definition, a
Nash equilibrium models distinct agents who do not work together. Thus in studying
the price of anarchy, we are effectively studying the difference between those solutions
that can be attained in a fully coordinated manner and those that arise in an entirely
uncoordinated fashion. But what about solutions that develop with limited coordination?
In many competitive settings, agents do not coordinate fully, but they do attempt to find
mutually beneficial arrangements with each other, at least on a small scale. Thus agents
may collude to a limted extent, and it is then the coalitions that they form which behave
in a self-interested manner. How does such limited collusion effect the quality of the
resulting equilibria?
Intuitively, we might expect that forming coalitions should only help the quality of
the resulting outcome: at least the members of the coalition are cooperating for a better
collective outcome, and overall, the level of coordination in the game only increases. At
the extreme, if all players were to form a single coalition, they could reach an optimal
outcome that minimizes the total cost for all players. So clearly, coalitions hold the
possibility of improvement. But is it possible that under certain settings, the equilibria
reached by players in smaller coalitions are in fact more costly than those achieved by
players who do not cooperate at all? And if so, to what extent could this happen?
116
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In this chapter, we investigate this question in the context of a very simple class of
symmetric congestion games. Congestion games are one of the most well understood
and well studies class of games in the context of the price of anarchy. General congestion
games were introduced by Rosenthal in [58] as a broad class of games possessing pure
equilibria, and were shown to be equivalent to the class of potential games [52]. They
are also well understood in the context of computing Nash equilibria [24], and the price
of stability [7].
We present a framework for modeling coalitions, and show that, surprisingly, collusion may adversely effect the price of anarchy in a particular game. Our main result
is that this increase is bounded by a factor of two if the latencies are convex, and this
bound is tight.

6.1.1 Model
We consider a symmetric congestion game with n players and m links. Each player controls a single unit of flow, and must select a single link on which to route that flow. Each
link s has a non-decreasing latency function s (x), indicating the delay experienced by
players using link s, assuming there are x such players. A pure strategy for player i is
denoted Ai ∈ [m], and a pure strategy A = (A1 , . . . , An ) indicates a strategy for every
player. Whenever possible we will prefer pure strategy (deterministic) equilibria, since
in many settings, they reflect natural game play more accurately than mixed equilibria.
For a given pure strategy A, we define ns to be the number of players using link s. Suppose under strategy A, player i selects link s (i.e. Ai = s). Then we define player i’s
cost under A to be ci (A) = s (ns ).
We will also consider mixed (randomized) strategies, where each player chooses a
probability distribution S i on strategies, rather than a single strategy Ai . For a mixed
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strategy S = (S1 , . . . , Sn ) we evaluate player i’s cost under S as the expected cost for
the player when strategies are selected according to these distributions. We will use
ci (S) to denote this expectation.
A strategy is a Nash equilibrium if no player can lower their cost (or expected
cost) by unilaterally deviating to an alternate (mixed) strategy. More formally, a set
of pure strategies A is a Nash equilibrium if for every player i and every link s, c i (A) ≤
ci (A−i , s), where (A−i , s) = (A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , s, Ai+1 , . . . , An ). An analogous definition
can be given for mixed Nash equilibria.
The social cost of a pure strategy A is simply the sum of all players’ costs, c(A) =


i ci (A).



s

Equivalently, we can express the social cost as a sum over links, c(A) =

ns s (ns ). For a game G, if NE is the most costly Nash equilibria and OPT is the

solution that minimizes cost, then we define the price of anarchy of G to be P A =
c(NE )
.
c(OPT )

We now present a general framework for modeling static coalitions. We assume
that members of a coalition display full cooperation, and aim to minimize their total
collective cost. For a game G, we model a given set of coalitions as a partition P =
(P1 , . . . , Pk ) of the set of players. We now create a new game, denoted G(P ), in which
each coalition Pi of players from G is modeled as a single player i, who has to choose
a strategy for each of the original players in the set Pi . In the case of our congestion
game, coalition i now controls |P i | units, and must assign each of these units to one of
the m links. The goal of coalition i is to minimize the total cost experienced by the units
in Pi . Observe that the there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between strategies
in the collusion-free game and those in the coalition game. Furthermore, corresponding
strategies have the same social cost.
For concreteness, consider the following two extreme cases. If P is the partition
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of players into n singleton sets, then each coalition consists of a single player, and
G(P ) = G. If P groups all players together, then G(P ) is a game containing a single
player, whose cost function is the social cost function.
With coalitions defined, we consider Nash equilibria in the game where players represent coalitions. At equilibrium, no coalition has an incentive to deviate to any other
assignment of units to links. Note that coalitions have a much richer set of deviations
available to them than are available to players in the collusion-free game, as a coalition
considers reassigning multiple units simultaneously. Coalitions also evaluate moves differently, as they consider tradeoffs between the delays their members experience. It is
not hard to see that a Nash equilibrium in G may not correspond to an equilibrium in
G(P ), and vice-versa.
Our primary goal is to explore how coalitions can effect the cost of equilibria. More
precisely, we are interested in the following question: if G is a collusion-free game,
and then coalitions P are formed, yielding the game G(P ), how much more expensive
can the equilibria in G(P ) be (assuming any exist at all) compared to those in G? Let
NE be the most costly Nash equilibrium of G (for the games we consider, the Nash
equilibrium will be unique under mild technical assumptions). Let CE be the most
costly equilibrium over all games G(P ) generated by adding any coalitions P to G.
We define the price of collusion for G to be

c(CE )
,
c(NE )

the factor by which the quality of

equilibria can deteriorate when coalitions form. For any subclass of games where we
have bounds on the price of anarchy (such as classes with restricted kinds of latency
functions), we can use the price of collusion to bound the quality of Nash equilibria
with arbitrary coalitions.
Notice that our game models static coalitions, and we do not model the process of
forming coalitions. We assume that coalitions are formed exogenously, and not through
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game play. We note that while dynamic coalitions are clearly of interest as well, a
suitable model has thus far proved elusive.

6.1.2 Results
Our main result is a bound on the price of collusion for simple congestion games with
convex or concave latencies. Convex latencies are often used to model delay, or response
time, as a function of congestion or load. In section 6.2 we show that if latencies are
convex, pure Nash equilibria always exist regardless of how coalitions are formed, even
though the resulting game may not be a congestion game.
In section 6.3, we present our main result. For simple congestion games with convex
latencies we consider pure equilibria, and show that the price of collusion is most two.
We also present a sequence of games with two links for which the price of collusion
tends towards two as the number of players increases.
In section 6.4 we consider the case of concave latencies. While our simple congestion games always have pure Nash equilibria, after forming coalitions, the resulting
game is not known to have pure equilibria when latencies are concave. We show that the
price of collusion is again at most 2 for pure equilibria (if they exist). We also consider
mixed equilibria, and show a somewhat weaker bound of 4 on the price of collusion.
This proof compares any randomized Nash equilibrium with coalitions to a pure equilibrium of the basic game. We present a weaker lower bound, showing that the price of
collusion is at least 8/7.
For any subclass of these games (e.g., simple congestion games with bounded-degree
polynomial latencies), we conclude that coalitions cause the price of anarchy to increase
by at most the above small factor.
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6.1.3 Related Work
The price of anarchy was introduced by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou in [45, 54] and
first applied to bound the cost of selfish behavior in a simple load-balancing game. This
game is very similar to the basic congestion game we consider, with a few notable distinctions; their game considers more general weighted jobs (as opposed to unit jobs), but
assumes linear latency functions (we consider general convex and concave latencies),
and analyzes the worst case delays of randomized Nash equilibria. See chapter 2 for a
discussion of other related load-balancing and congestion games, and for an overview of
potential games in general. Note that in contrast to the potential game studied in chapter 4, the underlying games we consider in this chapter have general non-decreasing
costs. Furthermore, we consider only singleton strategies, whereas players in the fair
connection game could select sets of edges.
The basic game we consider is an unweighted load-balancing game, and hence a
congestion game. Many extensions of congestion games have been studied, where, as
in our game with coalitions, pure Nash equilibria are guaranteed to exists. Perhaps
the best understood are weighted load balancing games, where each job has a weight,
and the delay of a machine depends on the total weight (and not the total number) of
jobs assigned to it. Such weighted games do not have exact potential functions, yet
they do have pure Nash equilibria. Milchtaich [49] considers a generalization of load
balancing games in which players have different payoff functions. As in the weighted
load balancing games, the result of this extension is not a potential game, and yet the
author proves that such games have pure Nash equilibria.
None of the work discussed above considers collusion or its effects. In fact, there is
surprisingly little research on the topic in general. We can view the atomic and splittable
flow considered by Catoni and Pallottino [12] and Roughgarden and Tardos [63, 62] as
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a type of coalition similar to those that we consider. These papers consider a splittable
atomic routing game in which players control a tangible volume of flow, and may route
this flow fractionally over multiple paths. This is the natural version of our model of
static coalition formation for a game on a continuum of players that form a finite set of
coalitions. In [12], Catoni and Pallottino show an instance of a network with two commodities, each of which chooses between a private and shared path, where the value of
splittable atomic equilibrium is worse than the value of the nonatomic Nash equilibrium.
In [63] and [62], the authors show that the nonatomic price of anarchy bounds of [63]
and [61] respectively also hold for games in which flow is atomic yet splittable. In other
words, collusion does not hurt the maximum price of anarchy for the classes of games
considered. There are no bounds known on how much collusion can hurt the price of
anarchy when it does make it worse.
While there has been a lot of work in the social science literature trying to understand the process of coalition formation, there is no generally accepted game theoretic
model of such a process. Explicit study of coalitions in the algorithmic game theory literature to date has been primarily from the perspective of mechanism design. Typically
the goal is one of prevention; the designer seeks to create a mechanism in which coalitions have no incentive to form. These mechanisms rely on a central trusted resource,
and offer side payments to the agents, with the goal of inducing them to truthfully declare their valuations. For example, a number of papers have dealt with the problem of
group-strategyproof cost sharing [53], while Goldberg and Hartline [30] consider groupstrategyproof mechanisms in the context of auction design. In contrast, our work does
not rely on mechanisms administered by a trusted party, and instead studies the equilibria that result from natural game play. We aim to understand the possible negative
effect of coalitions on the outcome of selfish interactions, rather than use a centrally run
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mechanism to prevent collusion.

6.2 Existence of Pure Equilibria
In this section we show that if any coalitions P are added to a simple congestion game
G with convex latencies, then the resulting game G(P ) has a pure Nash equilibrium.
Recall that G itself is an exact potential game, and thus always has a pure equilibrium.
However, there exist simple examples showing that G(P ) is not necessarily an exact
potential game. Furthermore, there are potential games for which no pure equilibria
exist after coalitions are added (see the extended version of this paper.).
The proof of existence is similar to Milchtaich’s proof [49] that load-balancing
games with user-specific playoff functions have pure Nash equilibria. Let G be a simple
congestion game and P = (P1 , . . . , Pk ) describe the k coalitions. We start by considering a version of the game with only k units, each coalition controlling a single unit.
This game has a pure equilibrium, since it is a simple congestion game. We will then
repeatedly pick a coalition i that does not yet control |P i| units, and add a single unit to
that coalition. For each addition, we inductively argue that the resulting game also has a
pure equilibrium. In particular, we argue that if we start from a Nash equilibrium, and a
single coalition is given an additional unit to place, natural game play will quickly converge to a stable solution. Thus, our result also suggests a natural method for efficiently
computing pure equilibria in such a game.
Suppose we have a strategy A that is at equilibrium. Consider assigning an additional unit to some coalition i. Our first lemma characterizes coalition i’s best response
given that it has an extra unit to place.
Lemma 6.2.1 Given that all other players assign their units as described by A, a best
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response for coalition i is to add the new unit to one of the links without rearranging its
existing allocation.
Proof : Let Ai denote coalition i’s strategy prior to the introduction of the additional
unit. A coalition’s strategy can be naturally viewed as a vector of length m, with each
term indicating how many units are placed on the corresponding link. Consider the best
response Ai for coalition i (with the additional unit) that has minimum L 1 -distance to
Ai . It suffices to show that Ai places at least as many units as Ai on any given link.
Suppose otherwise. Then there is some link s on which i places fewer units under A i
than under Ai . Since Ai assigns more units in total, there must be a link t where A i
places more units than Ai .
Consider starting from Ai and moving one of i’s units from t to s, creating A i .
Since Ai has a smaller L1 -distance to Ai , it can’t be a best response, and hence it must
be beneficial to move that unit back from s to t. In particular, the marginal savings of
removing a unit from s must strictly exceed the marginal cost of placing a unit on t. But
now consider modifying Ai by moving a single unit from s to t. Since A i has at most
as many units on t as Ai does, and latencies are convex, the marginal cost of placing
a unit on t under Ai is no greater than under Ai . Likewise, the marginal savings of
removing a unit from s it at least as large under A i as it is under Ai . Thus there is a
positive net savings incurred by moving a unit from s to t under A i . But this contradicts
our assumption that we were at equilibrium before the arrival of the new unit.
We now know how coalition i will deal with an additional unit. Unfortunately, after
placing that unit on link s, other coalitions may have an incentive to deviate. Observe
that only those coalitions using link s could now have improving moves. Let j be a
coalition using link s with an improving move (if none exist, we have an equilibrium),
and imagine removing one unit controlled by that coalition from the game.
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Lemma 6.2.2 After removing one unit of coalition j from link s, the resulting strategy
is at equilibrium.
Proof : From the perspective of all coalitions other than i or j, the resulting strategy is
indistinguishable from A, and hence they do not have incentives to move. Furthermore,
we claim that neither coalition i nor j will have an incentive to deviate. For coalition i
this follows from an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 6.2.1: the cost
of his strategy Ai only improved by removing one unit from s; if he had an improving
move now, it can only be that he wants to move an extra unit to link s, but then this move
would have been even more beneficial in the original strategy A. For coalition j, all his
remaining units have the same cost as they did in strategy A. If he has an improving
move, it would be to move a new unit to link s (where he has less players). However,
we can argue that if coalition j had a such an improving move, then j would not have
had an incentive to move in the first place.
Thus, ignoring the removed unit, all players are at equilibrium, and the number of
units per link is the same as under A. Hence the scenario is equivalent to the initial
setting, only now, an extra unit must be assigned to coalition j, rather than i. Coalition
j might place this unit on some link t, causing some other coalition using t to remove
a unit, which must be then placed on another link, and so forth. We now consider a
sequence of such moves and argue that it has bounded length.
Lemma 6.2.3 The best response dynamic described above terminates.
Proof : It suffices to show that if a coalition adds a unit to a link, it never removes a unit
from that link. Suppose this is not the case for coalition i on link s. Over all possible
sequences choose one of minimum length. Denote by T 0 , . . . , Tf the time steps within
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this interval when coalition i deviates. Notice that i can not move units to or from s on
any of the time steps T1 , . . . , Tf −1 .
Lemma 6.2.2 implies that during each of the time steps T τ , coalition i removes a
single unit from some link and moves it to another. We can decompose this process
as follows: (a) Coalition i first removes the unit from a link, (b) the marginal cost of
placing the removed unit on each link t is calculated (thus creating a list of numbers α τ,t
for each time step Tτ ), and (c) the extra unit is placed on a link t minimizing α τ,t .
Consider the smallest number ατ ∗ ,t∗ listed during this interval, where τ ∗ and t∗ respectively denote the earliest time step and the link for which this number is observed.
At time Tf the coalition moved a unit from link s to another link t, and thus α f,t < αf,s .
Furthermore, αf,s = α0,s , since coalition i does not move any units to or from s during
the observed interval. Since at time T0 , i places the unit on link s, all α values for this
time are at least α0,s . This implies that the smallest α value listed over the entire interval
does not occur during the first time step, i.e. τ ∗ = 0. Thus, we can consider link t∗ at
time step τ ∗ − 1.
By definition, ατ ∗ −1,t∗ > ατ ∗ ,t∗ , and hence at time τ ∗ , coalition i must have removed
a unit from link t∗ . However, it must have been placed at a link other than t∗ (otherwise,
i would not have actually deviated). Hence there must be another link at this time step
with a smaller α value, contradicting our assumption.
Combining the above lemmas yields the following result.
Theorem 6.2.4 Congestion games with coalitions and convex latencies possess pure
Nash equilibria.
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6.3 The Price of Collusion for Convex Latencies
In this section we will analyze the price of collusion for simple congestion games with
convex latencies. As mentioned earlier, convex latencies arise naturally when modeling
delay or response time as a function of congestion. We first prove our main result, that
the price of collusion in such games is at most 2. We then present a sequence of games
where the price of collusion tends toward 2, and hence this bound is tight.

The Upper Bound
Consider a game G for which all latencies are convex, and a set of coalitions defined
by a partition P . For ease of presentation, we will assume that link latencies in G are
distinct, i.e. s (x) = t (y) for all s, t, x, y (this assumption can be dropped with only
minor changes to the proof). A useful consequence of this assumption is that there is
now a unique Nash equilibrium NE in the collusion-free game G.
For this section, we will use the following notation. Let CE be any Nash equilibrium
in G(P ), the game with coalitions. Let n is denote the number of units that coalition i

puts on link s under CE . Let ns = i nis denote the total number of units on link s

under CE and let ni = s nis denote the total number of units controlled by coalition i.
Similarly, let ns denote the number of units on link s under NE . Finally, we denote the
latency of link s under CE and NE as s = s (ns ) and s = s (ns ) respectively.
To make the calculations simpler in what follows, we start by showing that we can
simplify the latency functions without loss of generality. We modify the latencies of the
links without altering NE , CE or their social costs. For a link s, let α s = min(s , s )
and βs = max(s , s ) denote the latencies of this link under NE and CE , and let a s =
min(ns , ns ) and bs = max(ns , ns ) denote the corresponding loads. Define δs =

βs −αs
.
bs −as

latency
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λs(x)
s(x)

βs
αs

as

bs units

Figure 6.1: Simplifying the latency curves.
We now define a new latency function
⎧
⎪
⎪
if x < as
αs
⎪
⎪
⎨
λs (x) =
αs + (x − as )δs if as ≤ x ≤ bs
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∞
if x > bs
See the example shown in Figure 6.1. Notice that for the loads given by NE and CE
on link s, the new latency function λ s (x) matches the original function s (x). Furthermore, for any other load, λs (x) is at least as large s (x). Hence, both NE and CE are
still Nash equilibria for their respective games G and G(P ). Moreover, the social costs
of the two equilibria are unchanged and thus, from now on, we will assume without loss
of generality that all latency functions  s (x) are of this simplified form.
We now proceed as follows. We partition the links into classes based on the loads
they are given under NE and CE . We refer to B = {s | ns = ns } as the set of balanced
links, and U = {s | ns < ns } as the underloaded links (i.e. those links for which CE
has fewer units than NE ). The links L = {s | ns = ns +1} are called lightly overloaded,
and finally the remaining links H = {s | ns > ns + 1} are called heavily overloaded.
We call a link overloaded if it is in either L or H.
The main challenge will be to bound the cost paid by CE on the overloaded links,
since on the remaining links, CE pays no more than NE . A key insight is that the
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heavily overloaded links are not problematic; in Lemma 6.3.3 we will argue that heavily
overloaded links indicate a beneficial effect of collusion. Thus the heart of this proof
lies in bounding the cost of the lightly overloaded links. We deal with these links first.
To begin, we group links from L and U into clusters as follows. Each cluster R
contains some number d (which may vary for each cluster) of lightly overloaded links
and a single underloaded link t such that n t ≤ nt − d. In other words, the underloaded
edge has sufficient space to take one unit from all of the lightly overloaded links in R
without becoming overloaded itself. We can choose any such grouping, so long as we
ensure that each lightly overloaded link appears in some cluster. We will use NE R and
CE R to denote NE and CE restricted to the links in R.
For each cluster R, we construct an intermediate allocation IR by starting with CE R
and moving a single unit from each lightly overloaded link to the underloaded one.
Thus, IR is identical to NE on the overloaded links, and puts exactly d units more than
CE on the underloaded link t.
Let us assume without loss of generality that the cluster R consists of the first d + 1
links, with the first d of these being the lightly overloaded links, and the (d + 1)-st link
being the underloaded one. We will use δ to denote δ d+1 , and κ to denote the number of
coalitions participating in any of the first d links. The following lemma will be crucial
in bounding the cost of the CE R .
Lemma 6.3.1 For all coalitions i participating on any of the links 1, . . . , d, n id+1 ≥ d.
In other words, under CE , any coalition that uses an overloaded link in R must have at
least d units on the underloaded link.
Proof : For the sake of contradiction, assume that coalition i has at least one unit on
some overloaded link s ∈ {1, . . . , d}, and has at most d − 1 units on the last link. As
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CE was a stable state for this coalition, it has no incentive to move a unit from link s
to link (d + 1). The saving it gets from taking the unit off of s is at least  s , the current
latency at of that link. The extra cost it incurs by adding that unit to link (d + 1) is at
most (d − 1)δ + (d+1 + δ) = d · δ + d+1 (the first part accounts for the extra cost that
all of its units on the last link will incur, and the second part accounts for the latency of
the new unit). Hence s ≤ d · δ + d+1 .
On the other hand, s > d · δ + d+1 , since otherwise a player in the collusion-free
Nash equilibrium NE (which has at least d more units on link (d + 1) than CE ) would
have an incentive to move from link (d + 1) to link s and incur a lower cost 1 . Thus we
have a contradiction.
We can now bound the cost of CE R in terms of IR .
Lemma 6.3.2 For any cluster C, c(CE R ) ≤ 2c(IR )
Proof : It is sufficient to prove that the cost difference Δ = c(CE R ) − c(IR ) is at most
c(IR ). To do this, we need a lower bound on c(IR ), and an upper bound on Δ. Recall
that IR puts exactly d units more on link (d + 1) than CE . These extra units increase the
cost paid by the original nd+1 units on this link by at least δ (as d ≥ 1), so the original
nd+1 units on link (d + 1) pay at least n d+1 (d+1 + δ). Counting only the cost of these
nd+1 units we get c(IR ) ≥ nd+1 (d+1 + δ). Lemma 6.3.1 implies that n d+1 ≥ κ · d,
where κ is the number of coalitions participating in the first d links. So we get the lower
bound we will use:

c(IR ) ≥ nd+1 (d+1 + δ) ≥ κ · d · (d+1 + δ).
1

(6.1)

This is the only place we use the fact that latencies are distinct. This assumption
can be removed by altering the proof slightly.
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Now consider the difference Δ = c(CE R ) − c(IR ). First we express Δ in terms
of ns , s and δs . Then we consider each of the κ coalitions participating on any of the
first d links. None of these coalitions has an incentive to move one unit from an earlier
link to link (d + 1). We use this to give an inequality regarding the delays on the links.
Summing over all coalitions will allow us to bound the difference Δ.
We can express the difference Δ exactly in terms of the quantities ns , s and δs
as follows. The cost of CE R on any link s ∈ {1 . . . d} exceeds the costs of IR on
that link by exactly (s − δs ) + ns · δs , since the two configurations differ by only
a single unit. On link (d + 1), IR puts d units more than CE R , so it overpays by
(nd+1 + d)(d+1 + d · δ) − nd+1 · d+1 . Hence,

Δ=



[(s − δs ) + ns · δs ] − [(nd+1 + d)(d+1 + d · δ) − nd+1 · d+1 ].

(6.2)

s∈[1...d]

Since CE is a coalition equilibrium, no coalition i has an incentive to move a unit
from any link s ∈ {1, . . . , d} to link (d + 1). Hence for any coalition i participating on
link s, we have (s − δs ) + nis · δs ≤ (d+1 + δ) + nid+1 · δ. Summing this inequality over
all coalitions on link s yields

ks (s − δs ) + ns · δs ≤ ks (d+1 + δ) +



nid+1 · δ ≤ κ(d+1 + δ) + nd+1 · δ, (6.3)

i on s

where ks denotes the number of coalitions participating on link s and recall that κ denotes the number of coalitions participating on the first d links. Since k s ≥ 1, we can
apply inequality 6.3 to equation 6.2 yielding
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Δ ≤



[κ(d+1 + δ) + nd+1 · δ] − [(nd+1 + d)(d+1 + d · δ) − nd+1 · d+1 ]

s∈[1...d]

= d · κ · d+1 + d · κ · δ + d · nd+1 · δ − nd+1 · d · δ − d · d+1 − d2 · δ
≤ d · κ(d+1 + δ).

(6.4)

Note that our upper bound on Δ matches our lower bound for c(I R ), completing the
proof.
We can now define an intermediate allocation I for all links by using the intermediate configurations IR for each cluster R and using the allocation given by CE for all
remaining links. Lemma 6.3.2 implies that c(CE ) ≤ 2 · c(I). It remains to show that
the cost of I does not exceed that of NE .
Lemma 6.3.3 Let s ∈ H be a heavily overloaded link, let t ∈ U be an underloaded
link, and let A be the strategy that results from starting at CE and moving a single unit
from s to t. Then c(A) ≥ c(CE ).
Proof : Consider an overloaded link s. Suppose there exists an underloaded link t, such
that moving a single unit from s to t improves the cost of CE . It will suffice to show that
ns = ns + 1. In other words, we will argue that s was in fact only lightly overloaded.
Under CE , the total cost of the units on links s and t is n s s + nt t . For A, the
total cost of these links is (n s − 1)(s − δs ) + (nt + 1)(t + δt ). These two solutions
have the same cost for all other links. Hence, by our assumption, we have the following
inequality:

ns s + nt t > (ns − 1)(s − δs ) + (nt + 1)(t + δt ).

(6.5)
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On the other hand, we know that CE is an equilibrium for all coalitions, and thus
no coalition has incentive to move one unit from s to t. In particular, for any coalition i
who participates on s we must have

nis s + nit t ≤ (nis − 1)(s − δs ) + (nit + 1)(t + δt ).
Summing this inequality over all coalitions who participate on s, yields

i

nis s +


i

nit t ≤



(nis − 1)(s − δs ) +

i



(nit + 1)(t + δt ).

(6.6)

i

where the summation for i is running only over all coalitions that have a unit on link s.
Now adding the trivial inequality n it t ≤ nit (t + δt ) for coalitions that participate in link
t but not in link s, we get that the left hand side is equal to n s s + nt t , matching that of
inequality (6.5). The right side is (n s − 1)(s − δs ) + (nt + 1)(t + δt ) − (ks − 1)(s −
δs ) + (ks − 1)(t + δt ), where ks denotes the number of coalitions participating on link
s. Notice that this latter quantity matches the right hand side of inequality (6.5) with the
addition of the term (ks − 1)[(t + δt ) − (s − δs )]. Therefore for the inequalities 6.5 and
6.6 to hold simultaneously, it must be the case that (k s − 1)[(t + δt ) − (s − δs )] > 0.
Thus (t + δt ) > (s − δs ). Since t was underloaded, t + δt ≤ t . But we also know
that t ≤ s + δs , since NE is a stable configuration without coalitions and thus no unit
should benefit by moving from t to s. Combining these last three inequalities yields

s + δs > s − δs .

(6.7)

Recall that s and s were the latencies of this link under CE and NE respectively,
and adding (subtracting) δs gives the latency with one more (less) unit. Therefore, inequality (6.7) implies that the difference between the number of units that CE and NE
put on link j can not be more than one.
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We now prove that the intermediate solution is no more costly than the collusion-free
Nash equilibrium.
Lemma 6.3.4 c(I) ≤ c(NE ).
Proof : Consider converting allocation I to NE by moving a unit at a time from an
overloaded link to an underloaded one. Recall that the construction of I ensured that the
only overloaded links are heavily overloaded. Furthermore, Lemma 6.3.3 implies that
moving a unit away from a heavily overloaded link H to an underloaded link in U does
not decrease social cost. Since in I the underloaded links have no fewer units than in
CE , this property still holds. The convexity of latencies implies that if moving one unit
between two links increases the social cost, then moving subsequent units will further
increase the social cost. Hence in each step of the conversion from I to NE the social
cost only increases, and thus c(I) ≤ c(NE ).
Taken together, Lemmas 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 prove our main result.
Theorem 6.3.5 The price of collusion for congestion games with convex latencies is at
most 2.
We conclude with an example demonstrating that this bound is tight.
Example : Consider an instance of the game with two links and 2k units. Defined
latencies as follows.
⎧
⎪
⎪
0 x≤k−1
⎪
⎪
⎨
1 (x) =
2 x=k
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∞ x≥k+1

⎧
⎪
⎪
0 x≤k
⎪
⎪
⎨
2 (x) =
1 x=k+1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∞ x≥k+2

Nash equilibrium without coalitions places k − 1 units on the first link and k + 1 on
the second, for a total cost of k + 1. Now form k coalitions of size 2. If each coalition
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places one unit on both links, the resulting strategy is at equilibrium; moving a unit from
the first link to the second does not yield an improvement in cost. The total cost of this
solution is 2k. Thus the price of collusion for this game is

2k
.
k+1

6.4 The Price of Collusion for Concave Latencies
In this section we consider simple congestion games for which latencies are concave
and increasing. We give a simple argument showing that the price of collusion for these
games is bounded by 2 if we assume that pure equilibria exist after coalitions are formed.
Since we do not know that this is always the case, we also provide a weaker bound for
the price of collusion under mixed strategies, which are guaranteed to exist. Lastly, we
give an example of a game with concave latencies for which the price of collusion is
non-trivial (strictly greater than 1), although unlike our convex example, this does not
match our upper bound.
First, consider a collusion-free equilibrium NE . We start with a simple claim.
Claim 6.4.1 At NE the largest latency L and the smallest latency  differ by at most a
factor of two.
Proof : Assume that 2 < L and consider the link with latency . Due to concavity,
adding one more unit to that link can not increase its latency beyond 2 ·  < L. Hence a
unit on the link with latency L has incentive to switch, contradicting the assumption of
NE .
This allows us to prove the following result.
Theorem 6.4.2 For any pure coalition equilibrium CE , c(CE ) ≤ 2 · c(NE ).
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Proof : Let  and L denote respectively the smallest and the largest latencies in NE .
Claim 6.4.1 implies that L ≤ 2 · . Obviously, c(NE ) ≥ n · .
We call a link s underloaded if its load at CE is less than its load at NE , i.e. n s < ns .
Consider a particular coalition i with ni units and imagine that coalition extracts its units
from CE , possibly creating additional underloaded links. Now consider what happens
when i places its units on underloaded links, such that the resulting load of those links
does not exceed their loads at NE . Such a placement is clearly possible, since the total
number of units of NE and CE are identical.
The cost of such a move is at most n i · L. Since CE is a coalition equilibrium, this is
an upper bound on what coalition i pays in CE . Summing this bound over all coalitions

yields that the total cost c(CE ) ≤ i ni · L = n · L ≤ 2 · n ·  ≤ 2 · c(NE ), completing
the proof.
We now present a bound for mixed equilibria, which are known to always exist. In
a mixed equilibrium, players select distributions over pure strategies so as to minimize
the expected cost they incur given all other players’ distributions. Note that for any pure
strategy Ai , player i must evaluate the cost of Ai by measuring the expected cost given
that other players act according to their distributions, and that i deterministically plays
Ai . A randomized strategy for player i is a distribution over deterministic strategies,
and hence if a player plays a randomized strategy, the expected load experienced by
the player may exceed the expected load of the machines he is randomizing between.
Because of this we lose a factor of 2 in our bound.
Theorem 6.4.3 For any coalition equilibrium CE , E c(CE ) ≤ 4 · c(NE ).
Proof Sketch: Observe that, as in the previous result, we are comparing CE to a pure
collusion-free equilibrium. We now say that a link s is underloaded if the expected load
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on s under CE is less than the deterministic load given by NE . A mixed strategy is at
equilibrium if no player i has any deterministic strategy that has better payoff than the
mixed strategy he is playing.
The proof follows the same outline as in the pure case. For any coalition i, we
consider removing i’s units, and placing them deterministically on underloaded links.
Since links may be fractionally underloaded, this may yield an allocation where the
expected load on some links exceeds the load under NE . However, we can reassign
coalition i’s units so that the expected load X on any link s exceeds the load given by
NE by at most 1 unit. Since latencies are concave, E s (X) ≤ s (E X ). Thus the
expected per unit cost for coalition i is at most the latency of a link in NE overloaded
by a unit. By Claim 6.4.1 the maximum expected latency under NE is at most L ≤ 2.
By concavity, the latency of any link increases by at most a factor of 2 when overloaded
by 1, so the average latency for any player is at most 2L ≤ 4.
We conclude by giving an example where the price of collusion with concave latencies is 8/7.
Example : Consider an instance of the game with 2 links and 4 players. The latencies
are defined as follows: The first link has latency 1 (1) = 1/2 and 1 (x) = 1 for all x > 1,
while the second has latency 2 (x) = 1 + (x − 4). NE will place a single unit on the
first link and three units on the second, for a total cost of

1
2

+ 3(1 − ) ∼ 3.5. If we now

form two coalitions of size 2, we have a coalition equilibrium in which both coalitions
put a single unit on each link. The resulting outcome has a cost of 2 + 2(1 − 2) ∼ 4.
Hence the price of collusion for this game is 8/7.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this chapter we discuss some open problems concerning the games discussed in this
thesis. While clearly not an exhaustive list, the following are some of the most natural
and intersting questions to arise from our work.

The Connection Games
In the connection game with arbitrary cost sharing (chapter 3), we show that there is
always a 3-approximate equilibrium that builds an optimal network, and that exact equilibria (1-approximate) might not exist at all. More generally, we can think of our results
as having a bicriteria flavor: define a solution to be (α, β)-approximate when it is an
α-approximation to the optimal centrally designed solution and a β-approximate equilibrium. In these terms, we have shown that (1, 3)-approximate equilibria always exist,
and that (α, 1)-approximate equilibria need not, regardless of how large α is. It would
be interesting to map out the space of α and β parameters for which such solutions exist.
In our definition of the connection game with fair cost sharing, player strategies consist of simply picking paths. Thus, it would be natural to define the connection game
with arbitrary cost sharing analogously; players pick paths, along with payments towards those paths. However, we make no such restriction that players do contribute to
a particular path. In the case of exact (non-approximate) equilibria, these definitions are
equilivalent, since obviously no player would ever willingly contribute to a edge that
he does not use on his connecting path. But in the case of approximate equilibria, this
distinction becomes more important. In particular, our approximation results take advantage of this definition by having a small portion of the network paid for by players
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without regard to whether those players actually use the edge or not. Even if we accept
the value of considering approximate equilibria, this scenario seeks awkward. It is not
clear how to alter the current game definition without invalidating some of our results.
However, if this could be done, it would not only allow for a more natural game description, but also imply an improved lower bound; under this definition, a Nash equilibrium
that buys the optimal network may need to be at least 2-approximate. The example for
this is simply a cycle of length 2k, where each player has terminals at a distinct pair of
opposite nodes.
One very intriguing question to come out of our work on the connection game with
fair cost sharing is the role of directed edges. The example we use to show that the
price of stability is O(log(k)) requires the graph be directed. If we make this graph
undirected, the price of stability immediately drops to 1. As shown in chapter 4, there
are examples of undirected games for which the price of stability is larger, but these do
not seem to generalize in a natural way, and all examples we have seen have a small
price of stability. It seems unlikely that our O(log(k)) bound is tight for undirected
graphs, and possibly even a bound as small as 2 is attainable.

Best Response Dynamics
At the end of chapter 4, we provide an example of best response dynamics that runs in
exponential time, along with a proof that for two players, gameplay always converges in
time that is linear in the number of nodes in the network. While this covers two extreme
cases, it leaves open a large middle-ground of problems. Notably, it remains unknown
whether three players will converge to a stable solution in polytime, and whether a suitable ordering of best response dynamics might always lead to polynomial convergence.
We tentatively conjecture an affirmative answer to both of these questions. In our exam-
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ple of exponential best response dynamics, even just ordering players in a round-robin
fashion yields efficient convergence.
Beyond the fact that equilibria do not always exist, this game might be too complex
a setting for an initial study of the convergence of best response dynamics. A congestion
game similar to those studied in chapter 6 might provide a better setting to study how the
order of players effects the time required for players to reach a stable state, as existence
of equilibria and the eventual convergence are both guaranteed. Of particular interest
would be a game for which exponential runs exist, but for which a clever (or even not
so clever) ordering of players suffices to ensure fast convergence.

The Network Pricing Game
The most obvious unresolved question from chapter 5 is to determine the actual price
of anarchy for our pricing game. Currently, our lower bound is 1.5, while our upper
bound exceeds 4. There is clearly a significant amount of slack in the analysis of the
latter, and possibly by tightening this, a better bound can be found. It is notable that our
lower bound involves a single player, i.e. a monopolist. If it happens to be the case that
the worst case upper bound can always be achieved with a single player, this would not
only be a surprising fact, but presumably provide a cleaner and improved upper bound
as well.
There are a number of natural generalizations of this pricing game that might prove
interesting. One would be to model heterogenous users. While the disutility curve we
consider in our game does model the fact that users differ in the quality of service they
demand, they all measure quality of service in exactly the same way. In particular, they
all value time (latency) and money (cost) equivalently, since they experience disutility
as the unweighted sum of these two values. A more realistic and interesting model
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would allow each network user to assign a weight to the time (or money) component
of this sum. Thus we could model the fact that some users are willing to pay a lot for
a fast connection, while others are willing to endure a slow connection if it is cheap
enough. The simplest version of this game would have two classes of users, each with
their own trade-off parameter. In general, we could have many classes of users, or even
a continuous distribution over the trade-off parameter. However, the variants we have
considered yield games that are either not well defined, or fail to have pure equilibria.
A more direct extension would be to consider pricing in more general networks.
One problem here is that if we are interested in modeling multi-commodity demands,
then we can effectively encode the example with no pure equilibria from section 5.4
while still using linear latencies. However, it is still possible that in the case of a single
commondity, or even for a single source game, pure equilibria do exist. In this case, we
might hope for a good upper bound on the price of anarchy. One concern is that any
such bound would be at least linear in the length of the longest path. A well known
example of this game involves a path of k links, no latency, and a linear decreasing
disutility. Even here the the price of anarchy is O(k). However, such a result would still
be interesting, as many networks do have a bounded depth.

Pure Equilibria
In chapter 5, the specific game we study was one of the few such network pricing games
we initially examined for which pure equilibria always exist (and even then, only with
the rather strong assumptions of linear latencies and parallel links). As discussed, we
prefer to consider pure equilibria, as mixed equilibria are not necessarily realistic strategies for players in certain large-scale network games. Furthermore, analysis of mixed
strategies tends to be significantly more difficult. But in general, relatively few classes
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of games beyond potential games and some variants are known to have pure equilibria.
In light of this, one approach would be to focus on approximate Nash equilibria.
The notion of approximate equilibria used in this thesis is multiplicative; players in an αapproximate equilibrium can benefit by at most a factor of α in changing their strategies.
But we could also consider other notions, such as additive approximate equilibria. Such
equilibria would correspond to game with fixed costs for changing stratgies. Presumably
such a factor would need to depend on the utilities of players, as games are effectively
scale-free; multiplying the utilities of each player by a constant does not change the
game.
Alternatively, we could consider other notions of equilibria, such as the sink-equilibria
proposed by Mirrokni and Vetta [50]. While not stable states like Nash equilibria, these
are instead collections of states from which best response dynamics do not escape. For
the class of games considered by the authors, best response dynamics quickly converge
to such a sink equilibria, and the quality of all of the states in this sink-equilibria are
proved to be within a constant factor of a central optimum. Applying this notion of
equilibrium to other settings would allow us to still consider only pure strategies, even
when pure Nash equilibria might not exist at all.

Static Coalitions in Congestion Games
Two of the strongest restrictions on the class of congestion games we consider in chapter
6 are that of symmetry and our requirement that strategies must correspond to singleton
sets. It does not seem possible to drop these restrictions entirely; we show that the
price of collusion can increase to O(k) in an asymmetric game, and with multi-element
strategies we lose many structural properties of pure equilibria. However, perhaps by
limiting the degree of asymmertry, or by restricting the types of strategy sets available
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to players, a strong bound can still be achieved.
We turned to mixed equilibria as our proof that pure equilibria exist only applies
to the case of convex latencies. However, we know of no example that indicates that
pure equilibria do not exist with concave latencies after the formation of coalitions. In
fact, we do not have such an example for general increasing latencies. In the general
case, we can not hope for a small bound on the price of collusion, but either a positive
or a negative answer regarding the existence of pure equilibria would most likely be
illuminating.
Lastly, the extent to which our proof techniques for the price of collusion with convex latencies extend to deal with mixed equilibria remains open.

Dynamic Coalitions
Chapter 6 introduces our model of static coalitions. In this framework, player coalitions
are dictated externally; players are simply told who they will be cooperating with, and
have no choice but to do so. An even more interesting line of questioning asks what
happens when even this choice of whom to collude with is a part of players’ strategy
spaces. In such a dynamic coalition, any player would have the option of deviating to
not only another stragey, but also another coalition, if doing so was beneficial. As in
chapter 6, we are not interested in preventing collusion, but instead would like a model
in which coalitions may form and be part of a final stable outcome. Clearly such a
model is appealing, but so far we have been unable to develop a reasonable formulation
of dynamic coaltions.
For a simple indication in the difficulty inherent in modeling dynamic coalitions,
consider the following line of reasoning. We would like any such model to capture the
scenario in which two players choose to collude and decide that the first will pay the
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second to act against his own best interests. In other words, the second player makes
a non-optimal move, and as a result loses some utility, but meanwhile the first player
recieves an even more significant gain in utility, some of which he uses as a side payment
to induce the second player to agree to this deal.
The problem arises if now the first player has the option of switching strategies. For
example, the first player could simply switch to the strategy wherein he makes the same
action as before, but now doesn’t collude with anyone, and in particular, doesn’t pay
the second player anything. Obviously if we allow this, then there will be no stable
collusion with side payments. If we explicitly forbid this type of defection, we might
still have the situation where the first player deviates to another action that is effectively
identical to his current action, and thus break out of his current coalition. It seems that
the only natural way to stop this behavior is to allow player two maintain a threatened
move in the case that player one defects. Beyond the complexity of such a description
when coalitions are large, we have the problem that now the first player must decide
whether or not to defect by anticipating what the second player will do. This sort of
decision making is antithetical to the very notion of Nash equilibria.
One approach to such a problem is to simply not allow side payments. While this is
certainly worth consideration, it doesn’t really capture the dynamics we are interested in.
A more appealing approach is to study a more limited form of dynamic coalitions, such
as in the work of Johari, Mannor, and Tsitsiklis [39]. In this paper, the authors consider
a game in which players control nodes and attempt to form a network. Players can form
pair-wise contracts with other nodes to form a link between them. Their utility depends
on the side-payments they agree upon, as well as the resulting network topology. Thus
the model allows for a limited form of two-player dynamic “coalitions,” but avoids the
problems discussed above by requiring that each coalition effectively makes a binary
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decision; to either build a link or not. Thus the net effect of breaking a coalition can
be directly and simply anticipated by a player. Generalizing such a model seems a
promising first step towards understanding the effects of coalitions on games.
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